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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines audience, intention, and 

rhetoric in the writings of Blaise Pascal and Simone weil. 

Despite the differences in historical period, ethnic heritage, 

sex, and milieux, which separate then, these two writers are 

astonishingly similar with regard to those for whom they 

wrote--audience--the subject matter of their writings-

intention--and their skilled and self-conscious use of 

language in addressing their audiences and themes--rhetoric. 

Each of them wrote scientific or philosophical works, and 

polemical works, intended for a certain publici each of them 

then wrote, in the final years of thc:dr short lives, long 

notebook or journal entries, a record of spiritual experience 

which has since been edifying to others besides themselves. 

The guiding principle here is the function of language. 

This means how it works (rhetoric), but also, for what purpose 

(intention) and for whom (audience). We find many metaphors 

of function in Pascal and Simone Weil. The motivating concern 

of this dissertation is how Pascal and Simone Weil articulate, 

through language, God's response to man's yearnings toward 

God. 



CHAPTER I: PARALLEL EXPERIENCE :> 

Almost three hundred years elapsed between Blaise 

Pascal's death, in 1662, and the death of Simone Weil, in 

1943. A great many factors separate them: historical period, 

ethnic heritage, experience, sex, milieux. Yet that which 

unites them is stronger, for it is a view of their lives and 

their various experiences as a dialogue with man and God, or 

more precisely, as a dialogue with and for man about and for 

God. Man's relationship to God is the central abiding issue 

for them in their mature writings, whether private or public. 

Since each of them died young--Pascal at 39, Simone Weil at 

34--we must consider their writings as mature from an early 

age, and indeed, in the case of Pascal, his precociousness is 

in evidence early on. Pascal's early concern with science and 

mathematics, and Simone Weil's with mathematics and 

philosophy, no doubt evince already the seeds of t.heir mature 

thought, at least in so far as they prepared the ground for 

it, but the physical gave way to the spiritual as each began, 

some five years before his or her death, to write their most 

seriouE thoughts in journal form: Pascal, his Pensees towards 

an apology for the Christian faith, Simone Weil, her 

notebooks, published as the Cahiers, La Pesanteur et la grace 

(selections from the Cahiers) , and La Connaissance 

surnaturelle. By then they had already explored many 

questions. Pascal had already written the Traite des sons 
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(1634), the Essai pour les conigues (1640), the Experiences 

nouvelles tOl:.chant Ie vide (1647), the "Preface" to the Traite 

du vide (1651), and the Traite du triangle arithmetigue 

(1654), all presumably, according to the "esprit de 

geometrie." He had written the Lettres provinciales (1656-

1657) with the "espirit de finesse" (Lafuma 512). Simone Weil 

had written essays on Greek culture and on pre-figurements of 

Christianity in ancient Greece, later published in La Source 

grecgue and Les intuitions prechretiennes, on man in society 

in L'Enracinement and the writings in Oppression et liberte 

and certain other books, and on her (and other human beings') 

relationship to the Church and to God in Lettre a un 

religieux, in "Reflexions sur Ie bon usage des etudes 

scolaires en vue de I' amour de Dieti:," and in her letters to 

Father Perrin on her spiritual life and development. 

Each of them had moved from the physical (in the old, 

Aristotelian sense of phusis, "nature"; see C. S. Lewis, Studies 

in Words) to the spiritual, from the outer to the inner world 

of an individual. This is one way of looking at their 

development. Another is to consider it a movement from the 

mind to the heart; or from reason to faith; or yet again, from 

the outer to the inner life of human beings. Each of these 

has its advantages, but each has concomitant weaknesses. To 

speak of an opposition between outer and inner life is elegant 
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and economical of expression, but one must immediately ask: 

Does this refer to one person or to all people, to an 

individual or to humankind? Also, despite the "periode 

mondaine" which Pascal lived out and his years at Port-Royal 

(see Jean Mesnard, Pascal: L' Homme et I' ouevre; Robert J. 

Nelson, Pascal: Adversary and Advocate), Pascal intended to 

influence at least some others than himself at every stage of 

his life, from the scientific treatises to the Lettres 

provinciales to the planned Apology. Simone Weil spent much 

of her life teaching or trying to help the French working 

classes, both of which activities might be called 

"engagement," certainly in her case, as she seems to have 

lived her whole life in this way (see Simone Petrement, simone 

Weil: A Life; Jacques Cabaud, simone Weil: A Fellowship in 

Love; J.-M. Perrin and G. Thibon, Simone weil telle que nous 

I ' avons connue). She must have meant her essays to be 

persuasive, or if her very real humility (see Petrement, et 

al.) would not have permitted that, then at least she meant 

to be in dialogue with others, to reach out to them. The 

inner and outer worlds are thus interdependent. The 

relationship between the inner and the outer worlds is a 

matter of shifting emphasis, not a matter of choosing one to 

the exclusion of the other. 
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To oppose mind and heart, reason and faith, though 

tempting as an organizing principle, will not work either. 

Pascal's distrust of reason is well known. But equally well 

known is his full use of reason's resources. Simone Weil 

argued herself out of entry into the Church through baptism, 

as Lettre a un reliqieux and the letters to Father Perrin on 

her spiritual life, published in Attente de Dieu, document. 

Reason impelled her to take full account of her remarkable 

erudition in spite of her faith. One might say that reason 

led her on against faith, as faith led Pascal on against 

reason. Both reason and faith worked in each of them to 

strong effect. Indeed, Pascal seems continually to have 

grasped for the reason he disdained, and Simone weil seems 

just as tenaciously to have held to the faith which reason 

denigrated but could not quell. 

We return, then, to the opposition between the physical 

(phusis) and the spiritual. From the cases considered above, 

it seems clear that we must speak of an "opposition" only in 

so far as it is useful to point up a shift in emphas.ls. Such 

a distinction is important for Pascal in separating the 

Pensees from the rest of his work, if only because the works 

which preceded the Pensees, vlhether scientific, or works of 

theological polemic, were public in intention, while the 

Pensees, though ultimately public in intention and ultimately 
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made public, retain the private character they had at Pascal's 

death. This distinction is also important for Simone Weil. 

Her essays, reci ts, and letters, those publ ished posthumously, 

were meant for someone else, all but the private letters 

probably for a public, &n audience. We cannot know what use 

she would have made of the diverse writings in her Cahiers. 

These writings are copious and rich, and she might well have 

re-worked them for publication, as Gustave Thibon, among 

others, apparently thought she would have. There is a more 

marked separation here of public and private, of the outer and 

the inner life. But again, each informs the other; each is 

dependent on the other. The pertinent analogy is that of the 

interaction of body and soul. They are inextricably linked. 

Even to speak of interaction "between" body and soul implies 

a distance which does not obtain. 

By "physical," therefore, we shall mean a concern with 

human beings as such, with humankind in the natural world and 

in society, with the individual's life, both outer and inner, 

seen from that person's own perspective. 

account phusis and its history, its 

This view takes into 

extension to Latin 

"natura" and to English "nature," and its extension beyond the 

natural world to everything we now call "natural," including 

human personality and behavior (see C.S. Lewis, Ope cit.). 

It will be an anthropocentric view of human experience. In 
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contrast, by "spiritual" we will mean a theocentric view of 

human experience, one which considers individuals from the 

perspective of their relationship with God. Pascal and Simone 

Weil share this perspective on humankind. They also came to 

it in similar ways. Each began with the things of man and 

proceeded, or was led, to the things of God. 

The three types of writing Pascal and Simone Weil did, 

and the periods of their lives in which they wrote them, 

broadly speaking, parallel each other. Pascal's early 

treatises, cited above, deal with issues mostly in physics, 

but also with chemistry and with mathematics. These extend 

over a period of some twenty years, from childhood until his 

thirty-fourth or thirty-fifth year. Next comes the period of 

the Lettres provinciales, the letters to Charlotte de Roannez 

and her brother, and the Ecrits sur la grace, over a period 

of two or three years. By the end of that period, he had 

already begun to write the Pensees, and soon after, "il expose 

a quelques amis les grandes lignes de son projet d'Apologie 

de la religion chretienne" (Descotes "chronologie," in 

Brunschvicg edition of Pensees). Four years later, Pascal 

died. 

Simone weil was agregee in philosophy and had spent her 

youth in serious study of philosophy and mathematics (see 

Petrement, et al.). It is interesting to note that she had 
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a brilliantly precocious older brother, while Pascal was just 

such a brother to his older sister, Gilberte, later Madame 

Perier, and to his younger sister, Jacqueline, later of Port

Royal (see Petrement, Mesnard, et al.). Mathematical issues 

figure in the early pages of volumes I and II of the Cahiers, 

and such analogies from physics as gravity, the void, and the 

lever become recurrent metaphors, deeply felt, for spiritual 

truths. But the Cahiers were begun late in simone Weil's 

life, in 1941 (see biographical sources). She died two years 

later. The period of the Cahiers corresponds to the period 

of the Pensees in Pascal's life. It was the third phase of 

her work. The first phase is less clearly defined than that 

of Pascal and consists of her secondary and advanced studies, 

especially in philosophy (see Petrement, et al.). The second 

phase was that of the essays, the recits, and the letters to 

Father Perrin. By the period of the Cahiers, Simone Weil's 

concerns were decidedly spiritual and decidedly Christian, 

though they might advance, especially in volume II, by way of 

Greek philosophy and the Upanishads (see Peter Winch, The Just 

Balance; Gabriella Fiori, ~S=i~m~o~n~e~~W~e==i=I~: ____ ~A~n~~I~n~t~e==I=I~e~c~t~u~a~1; 

Biography; et al.). 

My project is to consider audience, intention, and 

rhetoric in the writings of two startlingly compatible 

thinkers. The second of these, intention, might seem 
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inevitably to precede to the first, audience. Indeed, it may. 

But again, they may be inextricably linked, as are body and 

soul. At any rate, rhetoric is their servant and is 

determined by them, in so far as a writer is master of this 

servant. Also, though subservient to audience and intention, 

rhetoric is of great interest in itself. 

Let us set out the issues for examination with regard to 

audience, intention, and rhetoric. Audience concerns those 

for whom an author writes a 

audience is the general public. 

given vJOrk. Normally, the 

But, of course, it may be a 

restricted public, a certain group of people whose interests 

or concerns draw them to, or single them out for, a given 

piece of writing. The audience for a letter is often one 

person, though it may be more than one. The audience for a 

private journal or diary is presumably only the person keeping 

it. 

But the example of the jcurnal or diary is instructive. 

sometimes such an ostensibly personal enterprise begins as a 

private undertaking but becomes, along the way, a public one, 

for the writer decides to publish what he has written. 

sometimes the writer intends all along that the writing be 

published. Again, a journal or diary may be published 

posthumously. Did the writer ever envisage that it might be 

published? Did he privately hope that it would? In such 
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cases, the question of audience is blurred and is, therefore, 

more intriguing. 

At other times, the audience is more clearly defined, as 

with Pascal's Lettres provinciales and Simone Weil's essays 

on ancient Greek culture. One can denote with some confidence 

those for whom they were intended. But it is more difficult 

to say who actually read them when they were written, whether 

they found a wider or a narrower audience than expected. 

Beyond that, there is the fact of their survival after their 

authors' deaths. What can one say of audience in that case? 

Pascal's Lettres provinciales must surly have been read, since 

his death (at least as "morceaux choisis"), by a great many 

more people than in the Seventeenth century. Simone Weil's 

essays are surely bettEr known now than they were forty years 

ago. Intentionally or not, these works attained posterity. 

How can the audience for them be described? 

Finally, there is the problem of Pascal's Pensees and 

Simone Weil's Cahiers, with regard to the question of 

audience. Here the problem is beguilingly difficult, for it 

centers on how they would have been used for the Apology, in 

the case of the Pensees, and whether they would have been used 

in later published writings, in the case of the Cahiers. We 

must consider these questions in examining the question of 

audience for Pascal and Simone Weil. For Pascal, we may find 
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help from Anthony Pugh's The composition of Pascal's Apologia, 

from Sainte-Beuve' s Port-Royal, from Philippe Sellier' s Pascal 

et la liturgie and Pascal et saint Augustin, and from the work 

of the great editors of the Pensees, Brunschvicg and Lafuma, 

especially La fum a 's Recherches pascaliennes « Controverses 

pascaliennes, and Histoire des Pensees de Pascal. For Simone 

Weil, we may examine internal evidence in the Cahiers 

themselves, but we may also consider such works of biography 

and reminiscence as Simone Petrement's Simone Weil: A Life, 

Jacques Cabaud' s Simone Weil: A Fellowship in Love, and 

Simone Weil telle que nous I' avons connue of Father J. -M. 

Perrin and Gustave Thibon. 

The question of intention is closely tied to that of 

audience. One might profitably explore the problem of which 

precedes the other. It may be that they develop 

simul taneously . Still, the question of intention is an 

important and interesting one in itself. At its most basic 

level, we will mean by "intention" whatever it was that Pascal 

or Simone Weil meant to say in a given work. This could lead 

us to such works as H. M. Davidson and P. H. Dube' s b. 

Concordance to Pascal's PENSEES, back to Philippe Sellier's 

Pascal et la liturgie and Pascal et Saint Augustin, to Lucien 

Goldmann's Le Dieu cache, to Jeanne Russier's volumes on La 

Foi selon Pascal, to Jean Mesnard' s Pascal: L' Homme et 
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1'oeuvre and Les Pensees de Pascal, to Strowski's work on the 

same topics, to Hugh Davidson's The Origins of Uncertainty: 

Means and Meaning in Pascal's Pensees, and to Morot-sir's La 

Metaphysigue de Pascal. Intention at this level is a matter 

of themes. 

The themes themselves, even if they are identifiable, may 

prove difficult to explicate. But there are other, more 

elusive questions which will concern us here. The chapters 

on intention will not comprise an exhaustive thematic study 

of Pascal and Simone Weil. But they will admit of such 

questions as these: Are there patterns of coincidence, or of 

discrepancy, between what is said and what is meant? What is 

said, and what is meant? Why might one pose such a question 

at all in this context? Is the intention in a given work, or 

the pattern of intention in an author's work as a whole, to 

explicate a problem, or to provoke an exploration of it on the 

reader's part? Clearly, these questions will lead us to the 

problem of rhetoric. 

Rhetoric treats of how the author's intention is conveyed 

to his audience. We will consider three broad issues with 

regard to rhetoric. The first of these is that of the posture 

or pose adopted by the author himself or attributed to other 

interlocuteurs. Each of these words may imply artificiality, 

"pose" more so than "posture." For Pascal, one thinks of the 
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"mondain," the gambler, and the changing interlocuteurs. For 

Simone Weil, one thinks of the intellectual and the individual 

"solidaire" with the workers. We must consider which of these 

are postures and which are poses, or, if you will, which are 

artificial and which are real. Each is real, in some sense, 

and, in some sense, each is perhaps artificial. We must 

examine their usefulness, and explore the rhetorical devices 

which each entails. 

Secondly, we will consider the limits of language: 

paradox, the search for response from God and from man, 

variety and sameness, opposition and reversal, and language 

considered as a "prison-house" (Jameson). We might expect 

help from Louis r·1arin' s La cri tigue du discours and his 

"Pascal: text, author, discourse," from Patricia Topliss' 

The Rhetoric of Pascal, from Sara E. Melzer's articles "Codes 

of Space in the Pensees," "Conventions of Meaning in Pascal's 

Pensees," "Invraisemblance in Pascal's Pensees," and 

"Pascal's Pensees: Economy and the Interpretation of 

Fragments," and from her book Discourses of the Fall: A Study 

of Pascal's Pensees, from Jean-Jacques Demorest's Dans Pascal, 

Pascal Ecrivain: Etude sur les variantes de son style, and 

"Pascal's Sophistry and the Sin of Poesy," from Hugh 

Davidson's Audience, Words, and Art: Studies in Seventeenth

Century French Rhetoric, and, again, from Lucien Goldmann. 
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Rhetorical devices obtain here as well. 

Thirdly, we must consider the usefulness of language, its 

potential of hope. It expresses doubt, but doubt can lead to 

faith. The "esprit de geometrie" advances man's scientific 

knowledge, the "esprit de finesse," his spiritual knowledge. 

Eloquence occurs through the refusal of traditional notions 

of eloquence. Men must use language to speak to other men and 

to God. 

This, then is my project: to consider audience, 

intention, and rhetoric in Pascal and Simone Wei!. The 

impetus for this project came from a paper entitled "Esquisse 

d'une conception pascalienne du langage," which I wrote for 

a seminar on Pascal with Professor Jean-Jacques Demorest and 

which, rendered into English and somewhat modified, now has 

pride of place in Chapter VI. The project grew out of a 

desire to explore writers whose concerns were religious with 

regard to how they used language, and to broaden my 

perspective beyond the seventeenth century and Pascal. The 

striking similarities in the corpus of writing which Pascal 

and Simone Weil produced allow me to do that. 

Hence, language is the motivating object of this inquiry. 

To adopt as the title of this dissertation "Language in Pascal 

and Simone Weil," which was for a long time my working title, 

would, I believe, commit me to an unachievable task. In the 
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final analysis, the language, the words, constitute everything 

there is in an author's works, and to take "language" as my 

topic would be implicitly to undertake to examine everything 

about the works of these writers. 

My guiding principle, therefore, is the function of 

language. This means how it works (rhetoric), but also, for 

what purpose (intention) and for whom (audience). We will 

find many metaphors of function in Pascal and Simone Weil: 

in Pascal, the "preuves de Jesus-Christ," the "figuratifs," 

the "raison des effets," the "moyens de croire," the "pari" 

(see the Pensees); in simone Weil, the "solidaire," the lever, 

reason and argument, "oppression," "liberte," obedience (see 

the Cahiers). These things serve a purpose other than 

themsel ves. Just so, language may be seen as serving 

something other than itself. In such circumstances, language 

is considered functional, and use or function is a metaphor 

for its existence and purpose. This, indeed, is the 

traditional view of language. 

But we must go beyond this, or perhaps more precisely, 

we must dig beneath the surface of this metaphor. Both Pascal 

and Simone Weil used words for their own purposes: simply to 

convey what they intended to say. But Pascal had access to 

the results of Port-Royal' s great concern with language, 

especially the Grammaire and the Logigue, both published the 
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year he died, and to Augustine's remarks on language in the 

Confessions with which Wittgenstein opened his Philosophical 

Investigations. Simone Weil had access to these as well as 

to later inquiries into language. Simone Weil had delved into 

ancient Greek and Sancrit texts (see Petrement, et al., and 

the cahiers). Neither she nor Pascal viewed language only 

as functional, as we shall see in chapter VI. Neither shall 

we, here. We can consider whether connections exist between 

two texts, or among several texts of each author. These 

connections will arise with regard to each of the three areas 

enunciated above: audience, intention, rhetoric. I hope and 

expect that an examination of these issues will inform each 

area. I intend to consider them with regard to, and not 

separately from, each of the delineated areas. If we examine 

words and phrases, sentences, and syntax, we may hope to 

discover a great deal about the audience, the intention, and 

the rhetoric of Pascal and Simone Weil as individual writers. 

Indeed, key words and phrases might indicate a great deal 

about those to whom a text is directed (audience). Sentences 

presumably develop and clarify what the author wishes to say 

(intention). Syntax marshals the words and phrases and the 

sentences into a structure whose presumable aims are coherence 

and persuasion (rhetoric). There is therefore a sense in 

which these three levels of a text correspond to the three 
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areas of my project for this dissertation. Yet each level is 

important for each of the area.:'·, and I do not intend to limit 

one level to one area. If we make fruitful comparisons 

between or among various texts of each author, we may explore 

comparisons between texts by both authors as different but 

comparable yrr i ters. 

A consideration of words and phrases will give rise to 

questions such as these: 

and how do significant 

What are the key words or phrases, 

words operate within significant 

phrases? Here there are two levels within one, each important 

for its effect on the other. We will also wish to consider 

repeti tion, words with related meanings, opposition of meaning 

in words, ambiguity, and denotation and connotation. with 

regard to sentences, we will consider their internal structure 

and their interrelationship. This might involve progression 

by logic or by apparent non sequitur, linking of word and 

idea r.-li thin and between sentences, verb tense ( incl uding 

aspect) and mood, the relative importance of nouns and 

adjectives, on the one hand, and verbs, on the other, and 

balance, emphasis and rhythm. The syntactical and rhetorical 

structure of a text will involve these issues on a larger 

scale, within the context of parts of a text or of the text 

as a whole. 
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Of course, we will consider these issues in a 

representative rather than an exhaustive manner. They will 

be called to account to illuminate our larger areas of 

interest. 

Beyond these considerations, and underpinning them as 

well, lies the domain of philosophy of language. This 

includes, from the beginning, the inquiry into language at 

Port-Royal. The Grammaire is relevant at the level of word, 

phrase, and sentence, the Logigue, at the level of syntax. 

Grammatical concerns relate especially to audience and 

intention, because of their connection to word and phrase; 

logical concerns relate especially to rhetoric, because of its 

connection to syntax. But both grammar and logic are relevant 

to audience, intention, and rhetoric. 

Let us now turn to the question of audience. 
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CHAPTER II: THE QUESTION OF AUDIENCE 

"Toute la civilisation grecque est une rechereche de 
ponts a lancer entre la misere humaine et la perfection 
divine." 

This quotation from Simone Weil' s essay "Dieu dans Platon" (La 

Source grecgue) might be slightly altered to account for the 

mature writings of Pascal, and for most of her own writings 

as well. Pascal's spiritual writings, and Simone Weil's, 

are, one can say, a search for bridges to hurl between human 

wretchedness and divine perfection. 

Several of these words resist definitive translation. 

"Recherche" can have a strong meaning like "search" or even 

"pursuit," or it can have a more figurative one like "inquiry" 

or investigation," if we understand "figurative" here to 

indicate an intellectual or spiritual rather than a physical 

search or pursuit. Certainly either kind of "recherche" can 

be strong in ·the usual sense of the word, and on its own 

terms. Probably "research," its English cognate, would be a 

poor translation of the word here. There is a sense of the 

quest about the word "recherche" in this context. One feels 

that "pursuit" is possible but that "search" is best. Still, 

it is intriguing to consider the nuances of "studied elegance" 

and "refinement," perhaps even of "affectation," which echo 

behind the words "recherche" and "recherche" (Cassell's French 
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English Dictionary). Pascal's "esprit de finesse" alone would 

justify the first two, not to mention Pascal's subtle, 

dexterous use of language and Simone Weil's knowledge and use 

of Greek and Sanscrit texts. The "esprit de geometrie" is 

also elegant in its way, especially with regard to economy, 

precision, and focus as means of expression. But 

"affectation" is artful, in spite of its current pejorative 

connotations. It shares with "artificial" and "artifact" the 

Latin root "facere" and may go back to the Greek verb 

"titihenai," "to set or place" (Webster's New collegiate 

Dictionary). Words are art, artful, certainly, and bridges 

must be set in place as well engineered (sought or pursued). 

Can bridges be "flung," "hurled," or "thrown"? These 

seem at least plausible, whereas "launch," or "shoot forth," 

and "dart" do not. The verb is unexpected, and for that 

reason seems especially forced in this context. Bridges 

connote joining and connection; they at least usually afford 

people such opportunities. But "to fling" or "to hurl" a 

bridge toward some place (or toward some person, if used 

metaphorically) connotes defiance, at first glance. It might 

connote despair, or paradoxically, faith. "Lancer" has echoes 

of "se lancer,"which can mean much the same things 

reflexively as "lancer" means actively, or which, used 

figuratively, can mean "to make a start," to begin. Let us 
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boldly claim that echo, and hence that connotation, as our own 

here (Cassell's dictionary). We are dealing with an act of 

despair which starts as defiance and ends (the defiance and 

the despair alike) as faith (see Fiori, et al., on bridges). 

"Perfection" is rather straightforward and may be 

translated by its English cognate. still, we must remember 

that in addition to its familiar connotations, it has the 

basic and older meanings of "wholeness," which \Olould apply to 

God as sufficient unto Himself, and of "completion" (Webster's 

dictionary), which would apply to an activity, and perhaps to 

the Christian, as the King James version's translation of 

Philippians 3: 12 would indicate: "Not as though I had already 

attained or were already perfect: but I follow after, if that 

I may apprehend also that for which I am apprehended of Jesus 

Christ." To be perfect means to be whole. 

But "misere" is a more difficult word to translate. The 

phrase "spiritual poverty" nicely combines the two chief 

senses of "misere". Indeed, I once heard it argued 

(perversely, to my mind) that this is the meaning of "poor in 

spirit" in the Beatitudes. Surely this is false. But here 

"spiritual poverty" might do. It is cumbersome but 

applicable. In Pascal, one thinks of "misere" as 

"wretchedness" (perhaps because of his translators), since 

"trouble" and even "distress" are too weak, and "misery" seems 
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too particular, too tethered to human circumstance and mood. 

Also, the word seems regularly to be singular for Pascal, in 

the section entitled "Misere" in the Lafuma edition, and in 

the section entitled "Misere de I 'homme sans Dieu" in the 

Brunschvicg edition, of the Pensees. The word "misere" can 

also refer, rather colloquially, to a "trifling thing" 

(Cassell's dictionary). Pascal might very well have said that 

of man without God. 

Pascal and Simone Weil, then, hurl (down?) bridges 

between human wretchedness and divine perfection. This is a 

metaphor for their respective enterprises (Cabaud 224-228; 

Perrin and Thibon 33-40; Coles, passim; E. Piccard, simone 

Weil: Essai biographigue et critigue,suivi d'une Anthologie 

raisonee des oeuvres de Simone Weil 247-265, passim). And 

this metaphor informs the question of audience. These bridges 

are laid down between human beings and God. But they are for 

the benefit of humankind. They are meant to help him bridge 

the abyss between individuals and God. And even when the 

bridges allow individuals to see God coming to them, crossing 

the bridge from the divine to the human, the bridges are still 

for human benefit (see Fiori; Peter Winch, Simone Weil: "The 

Just Balance"; David McClellan, utopian Pessimist: The Life 

and Thought of Simone Weil). 
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The audience for the works of Pascal and simone Weil, 

their bridges, then, is people. We shall consider in this 

chapter the particular groups of people in society to which 

certain of their works are directed. In the next chapter, we 

shall consider human beings--including Pascal and simone Weil 

themselves, and other individuals, unknown to them--as the 

intended audience for other works of theirs. 

Pascal ends his "Preface" to the Traite du vide with 

these two paragraphs: 

De meme quand les anciens ont assure que la 
nature ne souffrait point de vide, ils ont entendu 
qu'elle n'en souffrait point dans toutes les 
experiences qu'ils avaient vues, et ils n'auraient 
pu sans temerite y comprendre celles qui n'~taient 
pas en leur connaissance. Que si elles y eussent 
ete, sans doute ils auraient tire les memes 
consequences que nous et les auraient par leur aveu 
autorisees a cette antiqui te dont on veut faire 
aujourd'hui l'unique principe des sciences. 

C' est ainsi que, sans les contredire, nous 
pouvons assurer Ie contraire de ce qu'ils disaient 
et, quelque force enfin qu'ait ete cette antiquite, 
la verite doit toujours avoir l'avantage, quoique 
nouvellement decouverte, pusiqu'elle est toujours 
plus ancienne que toutes les opionions qu'on en a 
eues, et que ce serait ignorer sa nature de 
s'imaginer qu ' elle ai t commence d 'etre au temps 
qu'elle a commence d'etre connue. 

(Lafuma ed.,"Integrale," 232) 

Pascal's tone here is deftly insidious towards ancient 

authority. He seems to uphold them by declaring that they 

would have come to the same conclusions as he and his fellows 

(N.B. the word "nous") if they had known of later experiments. 
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But the effect of that is to contrast their ignorance, 

unavoidable though it was, with the knowledge of his own time. 

(Here we must take the phrase "sans doute" in the strong form 

of "certainly" or "without a doubt," but no modern reader can 

fail to hear the echoes of "perhaps" or "selon toutes les 

apparences," which already had that meaning for La Fontaine; 

see the Petit Robert for the preceding definitions). He 

assumes that the "anciens" themselves would have considered 

their denial of a void in nature tentative and based only on 

the experiments they themselves had done. But the phrase 

"sans temerite" implies that the ancients might well have had 

the temerity to generalize from too few experiments to 

principles that were too far-reaching. Why suggest that this 

course of action might have occurred, if not to undermine it 

and its effects should one encounter them? The thrust of the 

passage is polemical. The effect of it is to contrast those 

in Pascal's own day who had undertaken wider scientific 

testing and who felt themselves justified in their different 

results, with the more ignorant but no less confident 

researchers of the ancient world. Pascal and his group thus 

constitute a happier few than they. 

Of course, he bases his argument on the advantage which 

truth always deserves, as he states in the second paragraph 

here. But he makes his argument in an odd way. The truth he 
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champions might be ("quoique") "nouvellement decouverte," but 

it is "toujours plus ancienne que toutes les opinions qu'on 

en a eues, et ce sera it ignorer sa nature de s ' imag iner 

qu'elle ait commence d'etre au temps qu'elle a commence d'etre 

connue". So Pascal lays claim to an authority older than that 

of the ancients, to a truth that becomes clear by degrees. 

This much seems obvious, for scientific truth does seem to be 

discovered bit by bit. That coincides with Plato's well-known 

theory of learning as remembering. But if truth is like that, 

how can Pascal know that his theories and experiments are any 

more definitive than those of the ancients? How can he know 

the nature of truth, even so far as to state what it is not, 

if he accepts the idea that what is true exists before it is 

known? And why does he make no distinction here, first, 

between Truth and truths, and second, between "truths" and 

theories? To ask for these last two distinctions on Pascal's 

part may be to treat him as he treated the ancients, that is, 

to ask that his work be judged by standards which he himself 

would perhaps not have applied to them. But these 

distinctions are useful here because they show how one might 

turn Pascal's own assumptions against him, and thus how he may 

have done that to the ancients. Also, they validate the first 

two obj ections raised above about Pascal's pronouncements 

concerning the superiority of his own conclusions and the 
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nature of truth, by showing his underlying trust in scientific 

progress. 

Here we have a pattern with regard to Pascal's scientific 

audience. He is writing for a scientific elite. He uses the 

word "nous" twice in these two paragraphs, in contrast to the 

ancients ("ils") and their followers ("on"). This elite is 

designated in various ways in Pascal's scientific works. 

sometimes it is formal, as in his "Adresse a L' Academie 

Parisienne" of 1654. The use of Latin, the greeting ("A la 

tres illustre Adademie Parisienne de science"), and the 

presumed worthiness of the group all point to an elite. 

Pascal commends several of his works ("travaux," "opuscules") 

to these "savants tres illustres" because he was "forme parmi 

vous," as he says. The opening sentences are intriguing, for 

he seems to indicate an elite and then to separate himself 

from it: 

Ces travaux, savants tres illustres, je vous 
les rends: en effet je considere comme votres ceux 
que j en' aurais fait miens que si j en' avais pas ete 
forme parmi vous: mais je reconnais comme mon bien 
propre ceux que je considere jusqu'ici cornrne 
indignes de Geometres eminents. En effet seuls vous 
plaisent les resultats importants et demontres 
excellement. Mais en verite Ie genie audacieux de 
l'invention est donne a peu de gens, a moins encore 
(a mon avis) Ie genie delicat de la demonstration, 
et tres rares sont ceux doues des deux a la fois. 
Je me serais donc tu, n'ayant rien digne de vous, 
si je n'avais su que cette bienveillance, qui m'a 
soutenu des mes plus jeunes annees dans votre docte 
assernblee, accueillerait meme ces offrandes, quoi 
qu'elles puissent valoir. 

("L'Integrale," p. 101) 
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Why should Pascal feel unworthy of these "savants tres 

illustres" if he has been "forme parmi vous?" Presumably he 

would have become enough like them to have found his place 

among them. Perhaps the Latin holds less of what seems like 

feigned modesty than does the French. That I cannot judge. 

But to denigrate his own worthiness here is implicit.ly to 

augment the notion of the members of the Academie Parisienne 

as an elite, and while he does this, he also presents his 

works to them for their consideration. He has known their 

benevolence before, and knows that he can count on it again. 

The former he states; the later he implies. Finally, the 

members of the Academie Parisienne form an elite because they 

are interested only in "les resultats importants et demontres 

excellement". This will be important later. 

certain works of Pascal designated an elite audience in 

a formal way different from that described with regard to the 

"Adresse a l'Academie Parisienne". They are by their form 

itself clearly intended for people who possess scientific 

knowledge. The "Essai pour les coniques" uses definitions and 

lemmata. The "Generatio Conisectionem" ("Generation des 

sections coniques") uses definitions, corollaries, and 

scholia, and as its title implies, is written in Latin, as are 

the "De Numericis Ordinibus Tractatus" (Traite des ordres 

numeriques") and several other essays on the properties of 
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number. The "Traite du Triangle arithmetique" is written in 

French, but it uses definitions, consequences (in a technical 

sense), and formulae and is therefore "savant" by form if not 

by language (see "L'Integrale," passim). 

In his notes to "La Roulette et Traites connexes" in the 

"Integrale" edition of Pascal, Lafuma writes: 

Dans l'excellent volume que Pierre Humbert a 
consacre a l'Oeuvre scientifigue de Blaise Pascal 
(Albin Michel, 1947), il essaye de faire comprendre 
aux lecteurs non intities aux mathematiques en quoi 
consistent les travaux de Pascal sur ce sujet et 
quelles nouveautes ils apportent. Ensuite, pour 
les inities, il les examine au point de vue 
mathematique. Nous ne saurions donc mieux faire que 
de conseiller aux autres de sly reporter. 

(ilL' Integrale," p. 104) 

Just as there are "inities" and "non inities" in mathematics 

in our century, so there were in Pascal's day. 

Does this imply an elite in matters mathematical? The 

Petit Robert defines "elite" as an "ensemble de personnes les 

meilleures, 

communaute." 

connotations. 

les plus remarquables d'un groupe, d'une 

The word certainly can have pejorative 

But it is difficult to see how someone not 

ini tiated into mathematics could understand or enj oy the 

"Traite de trilignes rectangles et de leurs onglets" or the 

"'rrai te des sinus du quart de cercle" or the "Trai te des arcs 

de cercle." without determined effort, they must be beyond 

most non initiates to mathematics. The technical nature of 
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the work, the fact that Latin was used in some of them, the 

fact that some of them were presented to the Academie 

Parisienne: all these things point to an elite in a neutral 

sense, without pejorative connotation. 

Another indication of this is the fact that many of 

Pascal's exchanges, on the "vide," on "lignes courbes," and 

on the "roulette," which is the "cycloide," Lafuma tells us 

("L'Integrale" 104), took place in letters to and from other 

thinkers. These include M. Ribeyre (and M. Perier?), about 

the "vide," and M. Carcavi about the "roulette" ("L'Integrale" 

passim). We shall see later, with regard to Pascal's letters 

to Charlotte de Roannez and her brother, the Duc de Roannez, 

that he writes to other people about other matters "en 

connaisseur" (see Jean Mesnard, Pascal et les Roannez I: 

497ff). 

There was an elite, then, to whom Pascal addressed his 

scientific works. They were other individuals who, like him, 

were "initiates" and "connaisseurs." He addressed them as a 

group (the "Adresse it l'Academie Parisienne) or individually 

(the letters to Carcavi, Huygens, and Fermat) or both, 

impersonally, in his "traites" ("L'Integrale" passim). But 

the final paragraphs of his "Preface" to the Traite du vide, 

quoted above, seem to indicate that Pascal considered the 

scientific thinkers of his day superior to the ancients. Yet 
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the "Preface du Fragment d'un Traite du Vide" ("L'Integrale" 

259ff.) belies this and shows the moderns to be no more 

knowledgeable than the ancients. 

The apparent (though not actual) arrogance is moderated 

but still present in the Lettres provinciales, Pascal's most 

important published work on a topic that is not scientific. 

Lafuma says this of them: 

Les dix-huit Lettres provinciales sont une 
oeuvre collective et occasionnelle. Presse 
clandestine, elles ne sont pas signees sauf la 
troisieme avec dix initiales. si Pascal en assure 
la redaction, la documentation lui est fournie en 
majeure partie par Arnauld et Nicole. 

("L'Integrale," p. 371) 

Lafuma also identifies "the provincial": "Le provincial est 

Florin Perier, beau-frere de Pascal" ("L'Integrale" 371). 

This is no doubt correct. But must we not also think of a 

Jesuit Provincial? Even though Pascal would not call such a 

person "un de ses amis," the play on words seems apt. The 

first ten letters bear the heading "lettre ecrite a un 

Provincial," and of these, all but letter three also include 

"par un de ses amis." Letters eleven through sixteen are 

addressed "aux Reverends Peres" Jesuites" and replace the 

salutation "Monsieur" of letters one through ten with that of 

"Mes reverends Peres." Letters seventeen and eighteen are 

addressed to the "Reverend P. Annat, Jesuite" and bear "Mon 

reverend Pere" as a salutation, as does the incomplete 
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nineteenth letter, which must also be addressed to Father 

Annat, though the person to whom it is addressed is not named 

("L'Integrale" 371-469 passim). 

These are public letters. But the fact that they are at 

first addressed to a "Provincial," in the ordinary sense of 

that word, and a "friend" ("ami") give the letters a veiled 

but effective rhetorical power. All this is on Pascal's 

terms. It is he who chooses to address a "provincial"; it is 

he who presents himself as a friend of this provincial person. 

Now I have intentionally used the phrase "provincial person" 

to point up the fact that a person designated by the word 

"provincial" may also be considered naive or guileless. He 

is mid-way between the "noble savage" of the Renaissance and 

Rousseau's "natural" man. Pascal aligns himself with this 

person by saying that he (Pascal) is "un de ses amis." He 

does not say that the "provincial" is one of his friends, but 

the reverse, and he calls himself not "son ami" but "un de ses 

amis" (emphasis mine). This implies that he (and Pascal) have 

other friends, all of whom would naturally feel as he (and 

Pascal) feel. This is agreement (and right?) by association. 

The first word of letter one is "nous." Pascal brings 

the addressee, and across the years, the reader, into his camp 

at once. 

Monsieur, 
Nous etions bien abuses. Je ne suis detrompe 

que d'hier. Jusque-Ia j'ai pense que Ie sujet des 



disputes de Sorbonne etait bien important, et d'une 
extreme consequence pour la religion. Tant 
d'assemblees d'une compagnie aussi celebre qu'est 
la Faculte de Paris, et OU il s'est passe tant de 
choses si extraordinaires, et si hors d'exemple, en 
font concevoir une si haute idee, qu' on ne peut 
croire qu'il n'y en ait un sujet bien 
extraordinaire. 

Cependant vous serez bien surpris quand vous 
apprendrez, par ce recit, a quoi se termine un si 
grand eclat; et c'est ce que je vous dirai en peu 
de mots, apres mIen etre parfaitement instruit. 

("L'Integrale," pp. 371-372) 
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"Nous" refers to more than one person; it is not the royal or 

literary "we", as we know because Pascal uses "je" in the next 

sentence. The words "abuses" and "detrompe" are rather 

strong, though "abuse" is not meant in its strongest sense, 

and it is significant that the former is plural, while the 

latter is singular. Pascal has seen the light and will now 

show it to the others, especially, as he says, "apres m' en 

etre parfaitement instruit." The tone is confidential and 

familiar. Pascal thereby wins his readers' sympathy. There 

are assumptions of shared opinion, sometimes almost winks at 

the reader: "II n'est rien tel que les Jesuites." (letter 

four); "Voici ce que je vous ai promise Voici les premiers 

traits de la morale des bons Peres Jesuites ... " (letter five) ; 

"Et bien! dites- moi, apres cela, s'il est utile de savoir 

nos maximes? En rirez-vous maintenant?" (letter eight); " 

Vous voyez de la que I' amour de la retrai te et du silence 

n'est pas commun a tous les devots; et que, comme je vous Ie 
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disais, c I est 11 effet de leur complexion plutot que de la 

pi~t~" (letter nine). ("L'Int~grale" 371-469 passim). 

The tone becomes more formal with the eleventh letter, the 

first addressed to the Jesuits. Anecdote gives way to 

argument. Pascal can no longer draw his reader subtly into 

his camp by implying shared opinions. Now he is addressing 

the enemy. 

Antoine Adam writes this of the Lettres provincials: 

S I il existe une oeuvre de circonstance qui 
slest impos~e par ses m~rites a l'attention et a 
l'admiration des siecles, ce sont les Provinciales 
de Pascal. N~es d'un incident d'importance 
m~diocre, ~cri tes presque de semaine en semaine 
pendant quelques mois sans que leur auteur meme sut 
combien de temps il poursuivrait son entreprise, 
elles restent pourtant l'une des plus grandes 
oeuvres du siecle, llune des plus lues et des plus 
admir~es de toute notre litt~rature. 

And later in the same essay: 

... il nlest question, ni de plaider pour la 
compagnie, ni de se r~j ouir des coups que les 
Provinciales lui ont port~s. Que nous importe en 
effet, a moins que nous ne soyons nous-memes des 
hornrnes de parti? Ce qui doit retenir notre 
attention, clest Ie spectacle dlun grand esprit et 
dlune arne passionn~e, qui ose d~noncer et fl~trir 
certaines impostures et les abus de la force. 

(" Introduction, I'. 

Provinciales 12; 20) 
G-F 

Adam perhaps downplays too much the content of the Lettres 

provinciales for modern readers. But certainly people who 

lived and who are living after Pascal's day find them 

interesting because of their display of Pascali s mind at 
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work, of him as "grand esprit" and as "arne passionnee." 

Perhaps people read them today because of the Pensees. But 

that is a question we will address later. 

Simone Weil's best known essay probably is "L'Iliade ou 

Ie Poeme de la Force." It must have been an "oeuvre de 

circonstance," just as Pascal's Lettres provinciales were, 

for it was published in Marseille in the Cahiers du Sud for 

December, 1940, and January, 1941. The essay was published 

under the pseudonym Emile Novis, an anagram for Simone weil, 

and was published under her own name only posthumously, in 

the Cahiers du Sud, number 284, 1947 (see La Source grecgue, 

"Note de l'Editeur," 7). France fell in 1940. The Cahiers 

du Sud were published in the vichy zone. An essay about the 

Iliad and force was surely "de circonstance." 

It will be instructive, in chapter V, to analyze the 

essay in that light. For now, however, it is interesting and 

important to note the central issue on which Simone Weil 

focuses her essay. She writes: 

Le vrai heros, Ie vrai suj et, Ie centre de 
l'Iliad~, c'est la force. 

And then: 

Ceux qui avaient reve que la force, grace au 
progres, appartenait desormais au passe, ont pu voir 
dans ce poeme un document; ceux qui savent discerner 
la force, aujourd'hui comme autrefois, au centre de 
toute histoire humaine, y trouvent Ie plus beau, Ie 
plus pur des miroirs. 

(La Source grecgue, p. 11) 
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with "ceux" repeated to establish a contrast, with "document" 

and "miroir" as the chief elements of that contrast, and with 

the words "progres," "autrefois," and "aujourd'hui," Simone 

Weil related the Iliad to her own day. She strengthens it a 

few sentences later when, after discussing the nefarious 

effects of force, she writes: 

C'est un tableau que l'Iliade ne se lasse pas 
de nous presenter ... 

(La Source qrecque p. 11) 

The idea of force is poignant here, given the political 

circumstances in which it was written. 

Indeed, Simone weil had been applying Greek dilemmas to 

contemporary ones for some years. In May, 1936, she publ ished 

an article about Antigone in a context one finds surprising: 

L'article intitule "Antigone" a ete publie 
avant la guerre dans une petite revue d' usine: 
"Entre Nous, chronique de Rosieres" (16 mai 1936). 
II a ete retrouve recemment par M. Jacques Cabaud ... 

(La Source grecgue, p.7(?» 

The editor also refers us to a letter, later published in La 

Condition ouvriere, which Simone Weil wrote about this 

article: 

.•. j e me demandais avec inquietude comment 
j 'arriverais a prendre sur moi d' ecrire en me 
soumettant a des lirnites imposees, car il s'agit 
evidemment de vous faire de la prose bien sage, 
autant que j' en suis capable... Heureusement il 
m'est revenu a la memoire un vieux projet qui me 
tient a coeur, celui de rendre les chefs-d'oeuvre 



de la poesie grecque (que j' aime passionnement) 
accessibles aux masses populaires •.. 

J'ai commence par Antigone .•• 

(La Condition ouvriere 154) 
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We will return later to Simone Weil' s intentions in this 

regard. But for now, we can see her wide application of 

Greek situations to those of her day, and we can see that she 

sought readers among well-educated people and among workers. 

Perhaps the political situation in Europe, from 1933 on, made 

her foster solidarity among the former as well as the latter. 

The essay entitled "L'Iliade ou Ie Poeme de la force" is 

an ambitious one on the Greeks. But the posthumous essay, 

"Dieu dans Platon," is perhaps more ambitious. It contains 

the quotation examined at the beginning of this chapter. 

"Dieu dans Platon" et les autres textes 
concernant Platon, ainsi que la traduction des 
fragments d'Heraclite et la note "Dieu dans 
Heraclite," sont tires des cahiers rediges it 
Marseille et it New York entre la fin de 1940 et Ie 
mois de novembre 1942. 

(La Source grecgue, p.S) 

Since this essay was never published during Simone Weil' s 

lifetime, we have no indication on the basis of where it 

appeared as to what its intended audience was. But it is 

essentially the same as that for "L'Iliade ou Ie Poeme de la 

Force." She has in view here an intellectual elite, and also, 

perhaps, one that accepts her Christian view of the Greeks. 

She quotes from the Iliad in "Dieu dans Platon" and comments 
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on its importance. And just as "toute la civilisation 

grecque," for simone Weil, "est une recherche de ponts a 

lancer entre la misere humaine et la perfection divine," so 

Greek literature and problems are a bridge to educated readers 

and to the working class. The Iliad is a paradigm of man as 

battered about by outside forces (see "L'Iliade ou Ie Poeme 

de la Force"). Plato teaches man about spirituality and is 

linked to Christianity (see "Dieu dans Platon"). The tone of 

these essays is intellectual, though not academic. The reader 

is expected to appreciate and to be interested in questions 

concerning Greek literature and philosophy. This can also be 

said of the section entitled "Descente de Dieu" in Intuitions 

pre-chretiennes, a book of which the editors write this: 

Les textes qui composent ce livre ont ete 
ecrits par simone weil a Casablanca, du mois de 
novembre 1941 au 26 mai 1942. Elle en avait fait 
Ie theme de causeries, au cours de reunions intimes 
dans la crypte du couvent des Dominicains de 
Marseille. 

Simone Weil etudiait alors la philosophie 
grecque en vue d'un grand travail qu'elle voulait 
entreprendre avec Ie R. P. Perrini elle avait forme 
Ie dessin de reunir les plus beaux ecrits non 
chretiens sur l'amour de Dieu. 

And that: 

(Intuitions pre-chretiennes, 
"Note des editeurs") 

Le titre Intuitions pre-chretiennes n'est pas 
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de Simone Weil. II a ete choisi parce qu'il exprime Ie mieux, 
semble-t-il, l'idee centrale du livre. 

(Intuitions pre-chretiennes, 
"Notes des editeurs") 

It would seem that Simone Weil, like Pascal, had an Apologia 

in view. And whereas he saw the Old Testament and Hebrew 

history as a pre-figuration of the New Testament and of 

Christianity, she emphasized the Greek rather than the 

Israelite tradition as a pre-figuration of Christianity. 

"Descente de Dieu" is a collection of "ecrits non chretiens 

sur I' amour de Dieu," wi th commentary (Intui tions pre-

chretiennes, "Descente de Dieu" 9-171). One of the most 

interesting sections is that on the mathematical concept of 

mediation and Christ as the Son of God. We will return to 

this in the section on intention. 

One audience which Simone Weil reached, then, was 

intellectuals, an elite, just as Pascal's scientific work 

reached an elite, though she might have rejected this idea. 

But she also envisioned workers, and in particular factory 

workers, as another audience. We have seen her project for 

"Antigone." The article is brief, but it retells the story 

of Antigone and includes some lines from the play. The tone 

is simple, but firm and direct. 

Almost two thousand five hundred years ago in 
Greece, some very beautiful poems were written. 
These are hardly read any more except by people who 
specialize in the subject; and this is a very great 
pity, because these old poems are so truly human 



that they are still very close to us and can 
interest everyone. 

(Intimations of Christianity 
Among the Ancient Greeks, p. 
19. This is a translation into 
English of Intuitions pre
chretiennes) 
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The words "human," "us," and "everyone" cast a wide net. 

But the writer goes immediately on to show who it is she is 

writing for: 

In fact, they would be much more moving for 
ordinary people, who know what it is to struggle and 
to suffer, than for those who have spent their lives 
between the four walls of a library. 

(Intimations of Christianity 
Among the Ancient Greeks, p. 
19) 

It is curious that she does not seem to recognize suffering 

among scholars and researchers, since she was herself so 

thoroughly intellectual. But perhaps she displays here a 

stereotyped and even romanticized view of workers. The words 

"ordinary people" seem old-fashioned to the modern reader. 

They strike one as somewhat patronizing. But perhaps Simone 

Weil did not intend to convey these connotations by her 

words. certainly the Greeks believed that suffering was 

ennobl ing , and the workers are here accorded the perhaps 

dubious privilege of suffering. Simone Weil calls Sophocles 

the "greatest of these old poets" and says that his "dramas 

never leave us with an impression of sadness. Instead they 

leave us with an impression of serenity." This is because 



lithe principle character ... a courageous and 

being .•. never lets himself be corrupted by misfortune. 1I 
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noble 

She 

describes IIAntigone ll as the IIstory of a human being who, all 

alone, without any backing, dares to be in opposition to her 

own country, to the laws of that country, to the head of its 

government, and who is, naturally, soon put to death II (see 

Intimations of Christianity Among the Ancient Greeks 19). 

She writes also of Electra and Orestes, of Zeus and 

Prometheus, and then, of God, as she believed He could be 

seen in Plato. 

The notion of writing of ancient heroes at all is 

startling enough in a Twentieth century context, since, even 

in Simone Weil's day, society and culture were perceived as 

owing a greater debt to the future than to the past. Her 

point of view in this regard was genuinely modern. The 

Greeks themselves looked to their past as to a Golden Age, 

for instruction and for edification. The writers and artists 

of the Renaissance looked to Antiquity for modes of art and 

knowledge, and for wisdom for their own day. But people of 

the Twentieth century have generally looked rather to the 

future than to the past, and it is this which makes Simone 

Weil's concern with the Greeks surprising for one of her 

period. 
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It is even more startling, at first glance, to think of 

these stories as told to the workers. still, as she pointed 

out in a passage quoted above, the stories are primordial and 

therefore can and should touch any human being. That was 

Simone Weil's viewpoint and purpose. Rather than an elite, 

she envisioned as her audience a kind of ideal human being, 

open to any source of beauty and wisdom, and moved to terror 

and pity, as Aristotle has it in the Poetics, by the 

spectacle of human tragedy. We shall see in a later chapter 

the effect of factory work on Simone Weil, and how 

incompatible she found factory life with intellectual life. 

But the ideal is a praiseworthy one. It informed her notion 

of audience in the early works. 

We have seen, then, that Simone Weil had both well

educated middle-class readers (one could hardly call these 

people intellectuals, and it is important to note here that 

in the usual sense, they were not) and working class readers, 

whom one would not expect to be well-educated. She did not 

write the same articles for both audiences, but she wrote on 

the same themes for each audience. 

She had a third audience for her thought as well, or, in 

a very real sense, 

There exists, in 

remarkable book of 

a their "public": her lycee students. 

French and in English translation, a 

notes taken by one of Simone Weil' s 
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students at Roanne when she was a teacher there (Lecons de 

philosophie, PIon, 1959; Lectures on Philosophy, Cambridge 

University Press, 1978). We will find it an invaluable 

source for Simone Weil's ideas about language when we 

approach that topic in chapter VI. But it is a source of 

ideas about all sorts of other topics. Admittedly, it was 

not written by Simone Weil. But some of the important works 

of ancient philosophers and teachers consist of notes taken 

by their students. The format is class lectures. The 

organization is both topical and historical. It is not our 

purpose in this chapter to analyze and characterize Simone 

Weil's ideas, or her presentation of philosophers' ideas, on 

various issues. It is our purpose to note that she indeed 

had a forum in which to work which was avowedly intellectual, 

and that she could and did function effectively in that 

forum, as in the other two we have cited. 

What then can we say of audience for what we have called 

her public works? Like Pascal, she approached a variety of 

issues, led to them by intellectual curiosity. Like him, her 

intellectual curiosity spurred her on. She reached out to 

various elites, to her students, to intelligent, curious 

readers, to friends, just as Pascal reached out to 

scientists, to readers of the Lettres provinciales, and to 

friends. These efforts we have called their public writings. 
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We might call them, in the interest of inclusivity, their 

public work. But several years before their deaths, each of 

them turned from a public to a private forum, indeed, to a 

private format. Each of them spent the last few years of 

their lives, whatever their ultimate intentions were, writing 

for themselves alone. This period yielded Pascal's Pensees 

and Simone Weil's Cahiers. 
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CHAPTER III: "JE EST UN AUTRE" 

In a very real sense, though in ways different from that 

meant by its author, both Pascal and Simone Weil could have 

made Rimbaud' s famous statement: "Je est un Autre". The 

truth of this is revealed in Pascal's Pensees and Simone 

Weil 's Cahiers. In what we have considered their private 

writings, the Pensees and the Cahiers (including, for Simone 

Weil, selections published under other titles, such as La 

Pesanteur et la grace and La Connaissance surnaturelle), the 

question of audience is blurred. Were they writing for 

themselves alone? Certainly Pascal was not, and Simone Weil 

may very well not have been, either (see Pugh, Mesnard, et 

ale i Perrin and Thibon, et al.) This matter is of some 

importance. Audience affects point of view and rhetorical 

strategy, in any work. It also may very well affect content. 

Our concern here is with the "moi" and its search for an 

audience, rather than with reader-response cri ticism (see 

Wolfgang Iseri Jane Tompkins). 

Now, one of the chief differences between the Pensees and 

the Cahiers, otherwise so much alike, is that Pascal is 

overtly addressing others, whereas Simone Weil is overtly 

addressing herself. His purpose was an Apology, already in 

view, which would serve to instruct as diverse an audience as 

possible in Christianity. Her purpose was to carryon a 
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dialogue with herself about man's spiritual and intellectual 

life, and especially about God's relationship to man and man's 

to Him, using her own spiritual and intellectual experience 

as the vehicle for the enterprise. 

For both of them, "je est un Autre." In one of the 

fragments on "divertissement" (so grouped by Lafuma and 

Sellier, but Brunschvicg places it in the section on "La 

Morale et la doctrine"), Pascal makes this arresting 

statement: 

Je sens que je puis n'avoir point ete, car Ie 
moi consiste dans rna pensee; donc moi qui pense 
n'aurais point ete, si rna mere eut ete tuee avant 
que j'eusse ete anime, donc je ne suis pas un etre 
necessaire. Je ne suis pas aussi eternel ni infini, 
mais je vois bien qu'il y a dans la nature un etre 
necessaire, eternel et infini. 

(Lafuma 135, Brunschvicg 469) 

Now, this is in large measure, perhaps, conventional piety. 

But what interests us here is the detachment with which Pascal 

views himself, his "moi". Pascal cannot ignore Descartes. 

It would seem, from the beginning of the fragment, that Pascal 

accepts the cartesian view that because he thinks, he exists 

(Michel Le Guern, Pascal et Descartes 89ff. passim). But the 

rest of the fragment makes it obvious that he considers 

himself anything but inevitable. 

This in itself seems a divergence from the cartesian 

view. Descartes WOUld, presumably, see himself, his "moi," 
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as inevitable, simply because he could neither conceive of 

himself nor of the world without the existence of this self. 

If the self is the agent by which the world exists for the 

individual, then in any real sense, without the self, the 

world does not exist at all. This explains the thoroughgoing 

solipsism of Descartes's thinking, for though he acknowledges 

God, he disregards Him for epistemology, and even, it seems, 

except pro forma, for metaphysics. But Pascal not only 

acknowledges God. He considers Him the central source of 

truth and mystery in the universe. The self derives from God, 

not God from the self, which the logical conclusions of 

Decartes's thinking might imply. 

The "moi," for Pascal, is therefore contingent rather 

than inevitable. It is also deplorable. 

Amour-propre. 
--La nature de l'amour- propre et de ce moi humain est 
de n' aimer que soi et de ne considerer que soi. Mais que 
fera-t-il? II ne saurait empecher que cet objet qu'il 
aime ne so it plein de defauts et de miseres: il veut 
etre grand, il se voit petit; il veut etre heureux, et 
il se voit miserable; il veut etre parfait, et il se voit 
plein d'imperfections; il veut etre l'objet de l'amour 
et de l'estime des hommes, et il voit que ses defauts ne 
meritent que leur aversion et leur mepris. 

(Lafuma 978, Brunschvicg 100) 

And then: 

Pour moi, j'avoue qu'aussit6t que la religion 
chretienne dec ouvre ce principe, que la nature des 
hommes est corrumpue et dechue de Dieu, cela ouvre 
les yeux a voir partout Ie caract ere de cette 
verite; car la nature est telle, qU'elle marque 



partout un Dieu perdu, et dans l'homme, et hors de 
1 'homme, et une nature corrompue. 

(Lafuma 471, Brunschvicg 441) 
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The end of this fragment, about God's being lost within man 

and outside him, is enigmatic. But Pascal's view of human 

nature, and therefore, of the "moi," is unmistakably the same 

here as in his famous assertion that "Ie moi est haissable" 

(Lafuma 597, Brunschvicg 455). 

Nevertheless, the "moi" is essential to man, for it is 

the self which God can touch by grace and redeem. Also, it 

is the sel f , the "moi," which serves as man's intermediary 

between the world and himself. It is through the self that 

man acquires knowledge and that he understands what he 

perceives. It is, however, at once an instrument of 

perception and distortion. 

Ce n' est pas dans Montaigne, mais dans moi, que 
je trouve tout ce que j'y vois. 

II faut se connaitre soi-meme: quand cela ne 
servirait pas a trouver Ie vrai, cela au moins sert 
a regler sa vie, et il n'y a rien de plus juste. 

(Lafuma 689,72; Brunschvicg 64, 
66) 

The corrupt "moi" must be superceded. One way to do that is 

to objectify it, to recognize it as oneself, and yet, to 

situate it outside oneself. In that way, one can gain 

spiri tual insight both from one's own experience and from 

that of others, whom one addresses as other persons whose 
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"moi" are as corrupt as one's own. Also, one can provide 

spiritual insight from both sources to those persons whom one 

examines, and later addresses, as models of human spiritual 

poverty. 

This is Pascal's technique in the Pensees. Thus, what 

has become a kind of public journal of spiritual life had 

that public quality latent in it from the beginning, though 

its only reader during Pascal's lifetime, so far as we know, 

was himself (he did, however, explain his project for an 

Apology to some friends at Port-Royal; see Descotes 

"chronologie"; biographical sources). His interlocutors--the 

mondain, the gambler, the skeptic--are projections of a self 

common to all human beings onto specific types of humankind. 

Pascal's audience in the Pensees is thus at once himself 

and other people. This concomitance of subjectivity and 

obj ecti vi ty both results from and furthers the subj ecti ve 

human self. Pascal scathingly denounces man's presumption, 

rooted in the self, but he is not without pity for the human 

plight, for he clearly recognizes humankind's untenable 

position, as fragments 978,689, and 72 (Lafuma), cited 

above, show. The following passage shows it as well: 

Et si on m' aime pour mon jugement, pour rna 
memoire, m'aime-t-on moi? Non, car je puis perdre 
ces qualities sans me perdre moi-meme. Ou est donc 
ce moi, s'il n'est ni dans Ie corps, ni dans l'ame? 
et comment aimer Ie corps et l'ame, sinon pour ces 
qualites, qui ne sont point ce qui fait Ie moi, 
puisqu'elles sont perissables? car aimerait-on la 



substance de l'ame d'une personne, abstraitement, 
et quelque qualites qui y fussent? Cela ne se peut, 
et serait injuste. On n'aime donc jamais personne, 
mais seulement des qualites. 

Qu'on ne se moque donc plus de ceux qui se 
font honorer pour des charges et des offices, car 
on n' aime personne que pour des qual i tes empruntees. 

(Lafuma 688, Brunschvicg 323) 
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The phrase "des qualites empruntees" is important. For 

Pascal, the "moi" is completely made up of borrowed qual i ties. 

It is truly a fragile thing. It is neither inevitable nor 

essential. It is contingent. It is thoroughly subjective, 

yet it serves to offer up the world, through perception, to 

its possessor (or might one more accurately say, to itself?). 

It is deplorable, yet, stripped of its pretention, it is more 

to be pitied than despised. 

Given these properties of the self, it would be fatal to 

focus exclusively on oneself. But also, given these same 

qualities, it would be fatal not to, as Pascal says of the man 

who has allowed divertissement to distract him from his 

spiritual state (see Pensees). Therefore, Pascal is left, as 

he so often is, with a paradox. He must both be himself and 

others, as many others as possible, in order to write an 

Apology whose appeal is as inclusive as possible. 

simone Weil has taken a different spiritual way for some 

of the same reasons. She too looks on the self as deplorable. 

It is for her even an enemy in the religious life (see 
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Pesanteur, cahiers). Her view is forcement rather Manichean. 

She in some sense separates the "moi" from the person. She 

also separates the body from the person. Or are the self and 

the person one and the same, and the soul another entity? And 

if that is so, where does the body fit into all this? 

We know that Simone Weil, imbued with Greek philosophy, 

was also quite interested in Eastern thought, especiallY as 

exemplified in the Bhagavad-Gita and the Upanishads. We 

shall consider, in the chapters on intention, certain of her 

views about the person and the self. But we can say now that 

Simone Weil also deplored the self. (I hesitate to say, either 

in her case or in that of Pascal, that they despised the self, 

if for no other reason than that they showed such respect, 

sometimes in spite of themselves, for certain attributes of 

the self, such as intelligence.) 

Le peche en moi dit "je". 
Je suis tout. Mais ce "je"- HI. est Dieu. Et 

ce n'est pas un je. 
Le mal fait la distinction, empeche que Dieu 

soit equivalent a tout. 
C' est rna misere qui fait que j e suis j e. C ' est 

la misere de l'univers qui fait que, en un sens, 
Dieu est je (c'est-a-dire une personne). 

(La Pesanteur et la grace, p.40) 

The last sentence of this passage perhaps refers to the 

Incarnation. still, Simone Weil's pejorative opinion of the 

self is evident. The self is the source of sin, and is 

therefore, in itself, deplorable. Whereas Pascal separated 
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himself into multiple selves, in a sense, by imagining 

interlocutors in the Pensees, Simone Weil separates herself 

from her self, her "moi," by means of detachment. The titles 

of several rubrics in La Pesanteur et la grace indicate this 

separation from the self: "Vide et compensation," "Accepter 

Ie vide," "Detachement," "Renoncement au temps," "Desirer 

sans objet," "Le moi," "Decreation," and "Effacement." The 

self becomes an object of scrutiny outside oneself. One is 

paradoxically separated from oneself. 

Now, this notion is of course familiar from the Western 

mystical tradition. But it is in striking contrast to 

Pascal's stance. Pascal, for all his protestations of man's 

miserable condition, protests on which we can and should take 

him at his word, had still a strong sense of the useful and 

laudable qualities of the human self. Simone Weil recognizes 

them as well, as we shall see in chapter VI, when she talks 

of how language permits memory, an emotional life, and other 

intellectual aspects of man's experience of himself and 

others. But she does not maintain the same kind of stance 

towards the self that Pascal does. He was a Jansenist (or has 

been thought of as such) but no Calvinist. simone Weil was 

a Jew who all but converted to Catholicism, but she evinces 

a view of the self strikingly akin to that of Calvinism. 

Human beings are irredeemably evil without God's grace, which 
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they do not meri t and cannot evoke, but which they can 

receive. So far along this path of understanding Pascal and 

Simone Weil can go together. But then, Pascal takes the path 

of apology and explanation, of evangelization (with caveats 

in force for this controversial term), while Simone Weil takes 

that of scepticism and uncertainty. It is as though, as we 

shall see in chapters IV and V, Pascal's reason holds firm 

along with his faith, while Simone Weil's faith holds firm in 

spite of her reason. This is no ingenuous distinction. One 

wonders whether Pascal's paradoxes would have become Simone 

Weil's scepticism, had he lived three hundred years later. 

More to the point, however, Pascal maintains a foothold 

himself among the multiple "moi" which he takes on in the 

Pensees. Each of them is himself, too, in some sense. And 

even more importantly, he is each of them, in some sense. 

This allows him to frame arguments which will be persuasive 

to them. He can see and understand them and their concerns 

both as one of them and as someone else would. Simone Weil 

renounces the self, her "moi," in a far more literal sense 

(see Elaine Pagels, Adam, Eve, and the Serpent, for literal 

and figurative interpretations of the sayings of Jesus and 

Paul). She literally "denies herself" and while she does not 

"take up her cross" 

she might have done, 

to the point of becoming a Catholic, as 

she certainly follows Jesus into the 
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world, among the poor and disenfranchised, and she followed, 

in her heart and mind, as her writings show, his dictum that 

a person who wants to follow him, to be his disciple, must 

"take up his cross": 

L' angoisse de I' extreme malheur est la 
destruction exterieure du j e. Arnolphe, Phedre, 
Lycaon. On a raison de se jeter a genoux, de 
supplier bassement, quand la mort violente qui va 
s'abattre doit tuer du dehors Ie je avant meme que 
la vie so it detruite. 

La joie parfaite exclut Ie sentiment meme de 
joie, car dans l'ame emplie par l'objet, nul coin 
n'est disponible pour dire "je". 

On n'imagine pas de telles joies quand elles 
sont absentes, ainsi Ie stimulant manque pour les 
chercher. 

(La Pesanteur et la grace 40-41) 

The self must be let go. One must detach one's self and put 

it outside oneself. That it will be difficult, however, and 

that the self will still be ever vigilant to assert what it 

claims as its rights, the last paragraph of the passage quoted 

above clearly shows. 

Both for Pascal and Simone Weil, then, the self is a 

stranger, even an enemy. But whereas he objectifies the self 

by depriving it of complete attention and releasing it from 

complete responsibility, in matters spiritual, Simone Weil 

tries to win her battle with it by detaching herself from it 

altogether. In both cases the self is "un autre." In the 

Pensees and the Cahiers each is addressing himself as if he 
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were someone else. 

The second important aspect of the Pensees and the 

Cahiers with regard to audience is that of sUbjectivity. 

This is obviously paradoxical, since the self has been 

objectified (for Pascal) or renounced (for Simone Weil). But 

these notebook writings of theirs are none the less subj ecti ve 

in that they draw on the writers' private spiritual experience 

to explore the spiritual experience of all mankind. 

certainly their exploration of, and commentary on, these 

things is also based on observation. But it is rooted in 

their own experience of spiritual life (as C.S. Lewis 

somewhere said that his writings in this vein were as well). 

Also, the things they observed in others had to be interpreted 

in the light of what they themselves had thought and done. 

This is rather a truism, but one which we must not lose sight 

of. One can only understand what he sees and hears in others, 

and indeed, what he sees and hears and experiences in himself, 

by his own lights and in his own terms. 

This kind of subjectivity can be amply illustrated from 

the fragments in Lafuma' s section "Misere". In the first four 

fragments (numbers 53, 54, 55, and 56, Lafuma), Pascal uses 

the nouns "I' homme" and "I' arne," the pronouns "on" and "nous, " 

and the adjective "malheureux" so as obviously to include 

human beings in general in his dicta. How could one fully 
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know the human reactions described in fragment 56 without 

having experienced them oneself: 

Nous sommes si malheureux que nous ne pouvons 
prendre plaisir a une chose quia condition de nous 
facher si elle reussit mal, ce que mille choses 
peuvent faire et font a toute heure. (Qui) aura it 
trouve Ie secret de se rej ouir du bien sans se 
facher du mal aurai t trouve Ie point. C' est Ie 
mouvement perpetuel. 

(Lafuma 56) 

Indeed, characteristic human qualities are objectified so as 

to be looked at clearly, almost as certain vices and virtues 

were in Medieval mystery plays: 

contradiction. 
Orgueil contrepesant toutes les 

miseres, ou il cache ses miseres, 
ou il les decouvre; il se glorifie 
de les connaitre. 

Le sentiment de la faussete des plaisirs 
presents et l'ignorance de la vanite des plaisirs 
absents cause l'inconstance. 

(Lafuma, 71; 73) 

It is no wonder, then, that Pascal writes that "si notre 

condition etait veritablement heureuse il ne faudrait pas nous 

divertir dey penser" (Lafuma, 70). 

Pascal's subjectivity, in our sens particulier of that 

word, is neither restricted to the section entitled "Misere" 

nor to overtly serious matters. In the section entitled 

"Vanite" he remarks that 



Deux visages semblables, dont aucun ne fait 
rire en particulier font rire ensemble par leur 
ressemblance. 

(Lafuma 13) 

and that man's condition is pitiable: 

Condition de l'homme. Inconstance, ennui, 
inquietude. 

(Lafuma 24) 
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(This is an evidently serious matter.) He tells us that "les 

hommes ont mepris pour la religion," (Lafuma 12); that "la 

puissance des rois est fondee sur la raison et sur la folie 

du peuple, et bien plus sur la folie," (Lafuma 26); that "si 

on doit donner huit jours de la vie on doit donner cent ans," 

(La fuma 159); that there are "Deux erreurs. 1. prendre tout 

litteralement. 2. prendre tout spirituellement," (Lafuma 

252); that "c'est ~tre superstiteux de mettre son esperance 

dans les formalites, mais c'est ~tre superbe de ne vouloir sly 

soumettre," (Lafuma 364). Pascal drew on his own spiritual 

experience, and on that which he observed in others and 

interpreted according to the dicates of his own mind and 

heart, in an effort to present and to clarify the widest 

possible range of human spiritual experience. 

We find the same kind of sUbjective use of spiritual 

experience in simone weil, with these differences: first, her 

intention was not as encyclopedic as Pascal's (though of a 

remarkable breadth); and secondly, the tone of the Cahiers is 
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much more troubled, much more emotional, than that of the 

Pensees. This is because Pascal's obj ectification of the self 

permitted him to examine the most terrifying aspects of man's 

religious and psychological experience with some measure of 

detachment, at least in the writing of the fragments. But 

Simone Weil writes directly from the heart, in many instances, 

and even when she is detached and analytical, the passage 

involved is the result of some issue of immediate importance 

to her. It was inspired by immediate intellectual or social 

experience rather than by a project such as Pascal's Apology. 

The Cahiers are strikingly actuels. 

Now, it is, again, surprising and paradoxical that this 

should be so, given Simone Weil's will to renounce the self. 

But we have seen that this was easier to do in purpose than 

in fact. Indeed, Simone Weil cannot renounce the self in 

fact, but only in will, and then, only to some degree. The 

self, we must remember (see above, and Chapter VI) is the 

source of many important intellectual functions. But she knew 

its innate wickedness (its corruption, as Pascal would say), 

and she saw in her self, and in those of others, the donnees 

brutes for spiritual lessons. Indeed, it would have been a 

kind of evasion of responsibility to ignore the things about 

spiritual life which she could have learned from observing her 

own self, her "moi". (Pascal asserts this when he writes: 
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"II faut se connaitre soi-meme. Quand cela ne servirait a 

trouver Ie vrai cela au moins sert a regler sa vie, et il n'y 

a rien de plus juste," Lafuma 72). She does not evade this 

responsibility, but looks at her own psychological and 

spiritual experience, as well as that of others. 

si on pouvait etre egoiste, ce serait bien 
agreable. Ce serait Ie repos. Mais litteralement 
on ne peut pas. II m'est impossible, de quelque 
maniere que ce soit, de me prendre comme fin; ni 
par suite de prendre comme fin mon semblable. Ni 
quelque chose qui soit de la matiere: la matiere 
est encore infiniment moins capable de recevoir la 
finalite que les etres humains. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, pp.204-205) 

Tome III of the Cahiers opens with a kind of meditation suivie 

on religious and philosophical ideas. There are remarks about 

good and evil, about the beautiful, about God: ideas from 

Greek philosophy and from Christianity that one might expect 

to find treated in this context. There is a good deal about 

the Hindu religious tradition. All this cUlminates with 

several aphoristic remarks about God's apparent absence and 

actual presence in the world: 

L'absence apparente de Dieu en ce monde est 
la realite de Dieu. II en est ainsi pour tout. 
Tout ce qui est dans l'apparence est non-realite. 

L'apparence a la plenitude de la realite, mais 
en tant qu ' apparence. En tant qu ' autre chose 
qu'apparence elle est erreur. 

Ce monde en tant que tout a fait vide de Dieu 
est Dieu lui-meme. 

La necessite en tant qu'absolument autre que 
Ie bien est Ie bien lui-meme. 

C'est pourquoi toute consolation dans Ie 
malheur eloigne de l'amour et de la verite. 
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touche, on est en securite. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, p.18) 
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This passage is in the tone of Eastern religions and of the 

Western Christian mystical tradition. But from this , it would 

seem--as it follows directly--she derives the paradox of 

renouncing the self which cannot be renounced: 

II ne faut pas essayer de changer en soi ou 
d' effacer desirs et aversions, plaisirs et douleurs. 
II faut les subir passivement comme les sensations 
de couleur sans leur accorder plus de credit. si 
rna vitre est rouge, je ne peux pas, quand je me 
raisonnerais jour et nuit pendant un an, ne pas voir 
rna chambre en rose. [Surely here there is an 
allusion to Matthew 6:27: "Which of you by taking 
thought can add one cubit unto his stature?" and 
Luke 12:25: "And which of you with taking thought 
can add to his stature one cubit?" King James 
version] •.. 

D' autre part, comme on a aussi en soi un 
principe de violence, a savoir la volonte, il faut 
aussi, dans une mesure limitee, mais dans la 
plenitude de cette mesure, user violemment de ce 
principe violent; se contraindre par violence a agir 
comme si on n'avait pas tel desir, telle aversion; 
sans essayer de persuader la sensibilite, en la 
contraignant d'obeir. Elle se revolte alors, et 
il faut subir passivement cette revolte, la gouter, 
la savourer, l'eprouver, I 'accepter, ccomme la 
couleur rose de la chambre ou la vitre est rouge. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, pp.18-19) 

This seems to me a model of the Christian notion of an 

appropriate attitude to one's self, to one's "moi". Simone 

Weil would no doubt have recognized it as such, though her 

scepticism kept her generally from accession to creeds. But 

it is striking here how the self is both renounced and yet, 
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in a very real sense, accommodated, or put up with, if you 

will. This is practical and sensible, because an 

accommodation with the self is necessary for one's 

psychological health, and therefore, for physical and 

spiritual health as well. But to accommodate oneself to the 

self, to one's "moi", is nonetheless an act of humility. The 

self is given by God, and it is not only man's duty to 

recognize how his sinful nature has sullied God's gift of the 

self to him, but also to realize that his limitations may be 

so many burdens to bear, in humil i ty, for Christ's sake. This 

is certainly the view that simone Weil takes, as her Cahiers 

especially show. It is not easy for her to bear what she 

perceives as her unworthiness. 

intolerable lack of humility 

Yet it would constitute an 

to reject, beyond fighting 

sinfulness, the self God gave her. 

Therefore, Simone Weil learns from her own spiritual 

experience, as well as from that of others. Early on in Tome 

II of the Cahiers there are several passages about the human 

experience of the "vide," which she defines at one point this 

way: "Vide. quand rien d' exterieur ne correspond it une 

tension interieure," (Cahiers. Tome II, p. 9 [italics in the 

text] and passim). such images from physics as the void and 

gravity, and references to ancient Greek literature and 

mythology, allow her to probe and to universalize human 



psychological and spiritual experience. 

Historie de Proserpine. Analogie entre la 
grenade et la pomme d' Eve. Dans les deux cas la 
curiosite pousse a la jouissance, et la mort en est 
l'effet. 

(Cahiers. Tome II, p. 72) 

Art, science, mondes artificiels par lequels 
l' homme essaie de s 'apprendre a ne pas mentir. 
Mais, detournes de leur but, ont l' effet contra ire . 
Moyens et non pas fins. Dieu est l'unique fin. 

(Cahiers. Tome II, p. 87) 
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She speaks of herself--and thus, of all human beings--as "un 

intermediaire" (Cahiers.Tome II, p.100), just as she 

recognized Christ as the Intermediary par excellence between 

God and Man and spoke of that with regard to the Greek term 

"metaxu," as well as in other ways (see Pesanteur; Cahiers; 

Eric o. Springstead, ~C=h=r~i~s~t=u==s~M=e=d=l='a=t==o=r~: __ -=P=l=a~t=o=n=l='c=-~M=e=d=l='a~t=i=o~n 

in the Thought of Simone weil). This must be part of what it 

means, according to Gospel teaching, to follow Christ. 

Another part is "pesanteur" and, if you will, its concommitant 

burdens: 

Pesanteur. Le supplice de la croix consistait 
dans la pesanteur. Promethee. Atlas. 

Penser qU'on est un instrument de Dieu; mais 
il faut penser que nous devons nous rendre dignes 
de l'etre. Autrement, si nous Ie sommes toujours, 
l'effort est inutile, et s'il est inutile il ne se 
produit pas. 

(Cahiers. Tome II, pp. 100-101) 
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Pascal, too, considered the vacuum and the weight of the 

vacuum, during his scientific period. There must be a meeting 

of the minds of sorts between them, in this regard. The tone 

is more hopeful here, or perhaps, more balanced (see Winch). 

One must not make of Simone Weil a reasonable, domesticated 

thinker. That she certainly was not. certain passages, 

especially from the Cahiers, taken by themselves, are hard 

sayings indeed, in the same sense that many sayings of Jesus 

were. The same is true of Pascal. We do them no justice if 

we fail to recognize, even perhaps to emphasize this, as 

Robert Coles and others have rightly done (see Coles, et al.). 

But here we are dealing with the very self of the person. It 

cannot be denigrated completely, it cannot be ultimately 

renounced, without severing the relationship between God and 

man. This Christians have generally known, and it has often 

proved problematical, as regards, for example, the question 

of original sin (see Cahiers; my chapters IV and V). But the 

self must be maintained as itself a link between man and God. 

It is itself a kind of bridge, a kind of intermediary. 

certainly it serves as the medium through which man 

communicates with God. 

The references to Prometheus and Atlas, and the implied 

reference to Christ, in the passage above, show how Simone 

Weil viewed the heroic actions of Greek mythic characters as 
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prefigurements of Christ and the Christians who would seek to 

follow and, however poorly, to emulate him. We will see in 

the chapters on intention how, while Pascal looks to Old 

Testament figures to prefigure those of the New, and of later 

times, simone Weil looks to Greek heroes for the same 

purposes. Nevertheless, we can state now that this is both 

an objectification, 

figures situations 

in Pascal's sense--finding in mythical 

analogous to human psychological and 

spiritual situations, as Freud did--and also subjectification, 

for she holds these figures up to herself and to us as models 

to follow, as prototypes of our dealings with our own 

individual selves. 

The question with regard to audience here, then, is: 

whom are Pascal and simone Weil addressing in the Pensees and 

the Cahiers? Pascal is overtly addressing others; Simone weil 

is overtly addressing herself, in the sense that she is so 

obviously writing from her own experience, while Pascal frames 

his own and others' experience in the format of the Apology. 

But they are both addressing the self within them which is a 

stranger, the "j e" which is "un Autre." This is important for 

the whole issue of audience, for it both personalizes and 

universalizes the spiritual insights each offers. It allows 

for the requisite humility of the seeker to profit from the 

equally necessary assertiveness that the seeker much possess 



as well. Simone Weil touches on this when she asserts: 

Nous ne possedons rien au monde--car Ie hasard 
peut tout nous 6ter--sinon Ie pouvoir de dire je. 
C'est cela qu'il faut donner aDieu, c'est-a-dire 
detruire. II n'y absolument aucun autrH acte libre 
qui nous soit permis, sinon la destruction du ig. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p.295) 
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Finally, for whom are Pascal and Simone Weil writing? This 

question is not exactly the same as that of whom they are 

addressing, though the answer to the two questions may be the 

same. One can speak to onesel f, in the hope that someone el se 

will overhear. One can speak to others as a way of speaking 

to oneself. The audience, in a word, is not always that which 

one would at first glance take it to be. In the Pensees, we 

know that an outside audience was envisioned. But surely 

Pascal was writing as much for himself as Simone Weil was 

writing for herself in the Cahiers. Again one is left with 

a truism: one cannot help others without first helping 

himself. On the spiritual level, this is conveyed by Jesus's 

saying about the beam and the mote: 

And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy 
brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is 
in thine own eye? 

(Matthew 7:3, King James version) 

Also, one cannot know the spiritual need of others unless one 

has experienced them oneself (as C.S. Lewis noted). And so, 

both Pascal and Simone weil are addressing themselves in 
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their journals in order to reach out to others, and they are 

reaching out to others in order to reach back to themselves 

and to their similar needs. An Apology of some kind is thus 

implied in the Cahiers as well as in the Pensees. The 

question of audience is then not so much a question of 

persuasion, as one might expect in other contexts and might 

expect of the Pensees and the Cahiers, but of participation 

in experience shared with other human beings. The audience 

is then both writer and reader, and the ties between them are 

intricate. 
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CHAPTER IV: THE ENIGMA OF INTENTION 

We turn now to the second of the three considerations we 

have set for ourselves: the problem of intention. It may 

justly be called an enigma with regard to Pascal and Simone 

Weil, since the part of their work now considered most 

important, the Pensees and the Cahiers, were published 

posthumously and cannot therefore be known in the form that 

Pascal, certainly, and perhaps Simone weil (see Jacques 

Cabaud; Coles; Gustave Thibon), would have later shaped them. 

Though elaborate and sophisticated, both Pascal's Pens~es 

and Simone Weil's Cahiers are "notes de travail" or 

"brouillons". Indeed, the word "brouillons" gives perhaps too 

great a sense of finalized form. There is nothing of the sort 

there. Louis Lafuma's account of the Histoire des "Pensees" 

de Pascal" makes that clear enough, for the Pensees. We saw 

in Chapters II and III that a great deal of Simone Weil's 

writing was published posthumously and that it was written, 

at least in the case of the Cahiers, for herself alone. 

What, then, can we say of the authors' intention here? 

Audience and intention inform and illuminate each other; 

indeed, they are quite intimately tied together, for what one 

has to say and those to whom one wishes to say it must be so 

linked as to preclude dissolution. Which, indeed, could 

legitimately be said to come first? At bottom, then, 
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intention means what the author wanted to say. It is a matter 

of his or her themes and how they relate to each other. But, 

for our purposes, though this will be the foundation of the 

present section, it will not constitute its superstructure. 

The object of this section (chapters IV and V) will not be an 

exhaustive thematic study of the works of Pascal and Simone 

Weil, for the principal themes will serve only as an 

introduction to several questions of great but less 

immediately obvious importance. 

The first of these is the question of patterns. It is 

clear, especially in their personal writings, that Pascal and 

Simone weil shared many of the same concerns. In contrast to 

the format adopted in chapters II and III, we shall begin the 

present sequence of two chapters with an examination of their 

private writings. But are these patterns of coincidence, or 

of discrepancy? Secondly, within these patterns, we shall 

study several other questions of pattern, such as: what does 

each seem to say about issues of importance to both of them, 

and are there patterns within the work of each, taken 

individually, which show coincidence or discrepancy between 

what is said and what is meant? (Here we tread close to the 

bounds of rhetorical concerns, but it is important to analyze 

this issue with regard to intention.) One important facet of 

the problem will be why this question might arise at all. 
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Finally, we will consider whether it is the authors' intent, 

in a given part of their work or in their work as a whole, to 

instruct or to arouse, to explain an issue or to provoke the 

reader to a response. It will be partly a question of 

intention and partly a question of rhetoric as to whether the 

author seems to wish to evoke a particular response on the 

part of the reader. 

Let us turn, then, to the (originally) private writings 

of Pascal and Simone Weil, the Pensees and the Cahiers. 

Of the "mise au point de 1 'Edition de Port-Royal" of the 

Pensees, Louis Lafuma writes: 

La famille de Pascal et ses amis de Port-Royal 
eurent une surprise desagreable lorsqu'ils virent 
l' etat dans lequel se presentaient les papiers qu' il 
avait laisses [cf.footnote about Pascal's place of 
residence]; ils en vinrent meme a se demander s'il 
etait possible d'en tirer quelque chose ... 

Ce renseignement donne par Etienne Perier que 
les papiers de Pascal ont ete copies "tels qu'ils 
etaient et dans la meme confusion qu'on les avait 
trouves," est extremement important, car cette Copie 
est venue jusqu'a nous et nous la retrouvons a la 
Bibliotheque Nationale sous la cote 9203 du fond 
franc;:ais. 

Elle comprend deux parties bien distinctes: 
d'abord une partie classee, de la page 1 a la page 
188, ou figurent 27 chapitres ou dossiers (ou 
liasses) titres, qui se suivent logiquement. 

Une table des matieres precede cette partie 
classee qui est presentee de la maniere suivante-
sans aucune numerotation: 

1. Ordre. 
2. Vanite. 
3. Misere. 
4. Ennui. 
5. (opinions du peuple saines). Raisons des effets. 
6. Grandeur. 
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7. Contrarietes. 
8. Divertissement. 
9. Philosophes. 
10. Le Souverain Bien. 
11. A.P.R. 
12. Commencement. 
13. Soumission et usage de la raison. 
14. Excellence. 
15. Transition. 
15. bis La nature est corrompue. (aucun texte classe) 
16. Faussete des aut res religions. 
17. Religion aimable. 
18. Fondement. 
19. Loi figurative. 
20. Rabbinage. 
21. Perpetuite 
22. Preuves de Moise. 
23. Preuves de J.-C. 
24. Propheties. 
25. Figures. 
26. Morale chretienne. 
27. Conclusion. 

Dans la partie non classee, qui fait suite de 
la page 191 a la page 472, les textes se presentent 
sans ordre et sans titres. 

(Lafuma, Histoire des "Pensees" 
de Pascal 29-31) 

This list will concern us first. It will be our point of 

comparison with the Cahiers of Simone weil. A problematic 

comparison, because while the titles of the sections of the 

"papiers classes" must be either from Pascal or from "Ie 

comite de Port-Royal, qui avait la charge de preparer 

I 'edition des notes posthumes de Pascal," made up of the duc 

de Roannez, chairman, Arnauld, Nicole, du Bois, Filleau de 

la Chaise, Brienne, 'l'reville, and Etienne Perier (Lafuma, 

Histoire des "Pensees" de Pascal 33), Simone Weil's Cahiers 
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do not have section titles and, indeed, are chronological and 

only called Cahiers because they were published under that 

title, and, of course, because they were notebooks or 

journals which she kept. They are notebooks as well as 

journals, and the distinc'tion may be important soon. But we 

do have a kind of guide to the notebooks in La Pensanteur et 

la grace, published in 1947. A selection from Simone Weil's 

notebooks, it was made by and Gustave Thibon. Its selections 

seem to follow the notebooks chronologically, and the 

sections have titles which echo key words in the notebooks. 

What is even more instructive is to set side by side the 

section titles for La Peasanteur et la grace and those for 

L'Enracinement, which was published in 1949 and whose section 

titles were presumably chosen by Simone Weil herself. Here 

we have an essentially political work, L'Enracinement, set 

beside an essentially spiritual work, the Cahiers. But 

Robert Coles points out (simone Weil: A Modern Pilgrimage) 

that the two are inseparable. Here then are the two lists. 

La Pesanteur et la grace 

La pesanteur et la grace 
Vide et compensation 
Accepter Ie vide 
Detachement 
L'imagination combleuse 
Renoncement au temps 
Desirer sans objet 
Le moi 
Decreation 
Effacement 
La necessite et l'obeissance 



Illusions 
Idolatrie 
Amour 
Le mal 
Le malheur 
La violence 
La croix 
Balance et levier 
L'impossible 
La distance entre Ie necessaire et Ie bien 
Hasard 
Celui qu'il faut aimer est absent 
L'atheisme purificateur 
L'attention et la volonte 
Dressage 
L'intelligence et la grace 
Lectures 
L'anneau de Gyges 
Le sens de l'univers 
Metaxu 
Beaute 
Algebre 
La lettre sociale 
Le gros animal 
Israel 
L'harmonie sociale 
Mystique du travail 

L'Enracinement 

Premiere Partie: Les Besoins de l'ame 

L'Ordre 
La Liberte 
L'Obeissance 
La Responsabilite 
L'Egalite 
La Hierarchie 
L'Honneur 
Le Chatiment 
La Liberte d'opinion 
La Securite 
Le Risque 
La Propriete privee 
La Propriete collective 
La verite 

Deuxieme Partie: Le Deracinement 
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Le Deracinement ouvrier 
Le Deracinement pays an 
Deracinement et nation 

Troisieme Partie: 

L'Enracinement 
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Now we must look for patterns between Pascal and Simone Weil, 

using these section titles. The two lists manifest two 

obvious similarities: oppositions (or paradoxes), and a 

taste for abstraction. 

Of course, Lafuma, Brunschvicg, Sellier, and soon, Jean 

Mesnard, have or will have conceived of different orders or 

arrangements of the Pensees. Anthony Pugh has devoted a 

large tome to a reconstruction of what the Apologia Pascal 

intended to write would be like. These different views of 

Pascal's Pensees may indeed need to be considered. But here, 

from the copie in the Bibliotheque Nationale to which Lafuma 

referred, we have that part of the notes to which Pascal 

himself, or the Port-Royal committee, gave order. It is 

arguably, therefore, the most important part of the notes as 

a whole (along with the "Miracles," perhaps) and probably 

also the widest and best indication of his thoughts about 

Christianity. For simone weil, we can have recourse to the 

published Cahiers, examining other entries in a given 

section, for instance , with regard to complementary, and 

perhaps contradictory, ideas, and with regard to how 

representative the passages quoted in La Pesanteur et la 
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grace, in a given section, are of the corresponding section 

of the notebooks as a whole. But these will be forays, made 

for reinforcement, from the main topics centered on these 

rubrics. 

The twenty-fourth section of La Pesanteur et la grace is 

entitled "Celui qu'il faut aimer est absent." Simone Weil is 

speaking in this section of God. Here we have a clear link 

to the Deus absconditus of the Jansenists. And interestingly 

enough, Lucien Goldmann sees this concept of God as the 

central motif in Pascal and Racine (see Goldmann, Le Dieu 

cache). The next section in La Pesanteur, however, bears the 

astonishing title "L'atheisme purificateur." 

Cas de contradictoires vrais. Dieu existe, 
Dieu n'existe pas. Ou est Ie probleme? Je suis 
tout a fait sure qu'il y a un Dieu, en ce sens que 
je suis tout a fait sure que mon amour n'est pas 
illusoire. Je suis tout a fait sure qu'il n'y a pas 
de Dieu, en ce sens que je suis tout a fait sure que 
rien de reel ne ressemble a ce que je peux concevoir 
quand je prononce ce nom. Mais cela que je ne puis 
concevoir n'est pas une illusion. 

II Y a deux atheismes dont l'un est une 
purification de la notion de Dieu. 

Peut-etre que tout ce qui est mal a un autre 
aspect qui est une purification au cours du progres 
vers Ie bien et un troisieme qui est Ie bien 
superieur. 

Trois aspects a bien distinguer, car les 
confondre est un grand danger pour la pensee et pour 
la conduite effective de la vie. 

(Simone Weil, La Pesanteur et 
la grace, p. 131) 
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Notice the use of paradox as Pascal would use it. Notice 

also the expression "contradictoires vrais." The word 

"contradictoires" is surprising. It is an adjective rather 

than a noun. Robert defines it as (1) "Qui contredit une 

affirmation. y. contraire, oppose," and (2) "Qui implique 

contradiction, incompatibilite. v. Antinomique, 

incompatible, inconsequent; absurde, impossible." As an 

example of the use of this word, under the second definition, 

Robert gives a very instructive quotation from Sainte-Beuve: 

"Les recits differents et memes contradictoires, faits de 

memes evenements par des temoins oculaires." (Petit Robert 

342). That is what Simone Weil presents us with here: two 

versions of the existence of God. What is interesting is that 

both versions belong to her. That is, they represent 

divergent points of view which she herself held. 

We have a strong parallel with Pascal because both he 

and Simone Weil are "waiting for God," to use the title of 

one of her books. To those untouched by religion, they must 

seem obsessed with God. He is their first and last concern, 

the foundation of the house and the supporting structure of 

its edifice. Theirs is the attitude of those for whom God is 

all, those for whom life in Him is more important than 

anything else. And the parallel is made stronger by her use 

of contradiction, or more precisely, paradox, here and 
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elsewhere in her writings, just as Pascal does in the 

Pensees. She uses this technique so characteristic of Pascal 

(which we will examine for both writers in the section on 

rhetoric), to treat the principal theme of his own writing: 

the relationship between God and man. And thirdly, the 

parallel is deepened and extended by the use of more than one 

point of view on a given issue. In Pascal this 

mul tidimensional effect is accomplished by the use of a 

variety of unnamed but clearly differentiated 

"interlocuteurs." In Simone Weil, this effect is 

accomplished by a dialogue with herself. Also, given her 

familiarity with Plato and with Marx, it seems likely that 

all her thought developed in a dialectic mode. But the force 

of the Pensees and the Cahiers alike depends, to some degree, 

on the dialectic of a divided point of view. 

God, then, first and last, represents the first parallel 

theme with which we must deal. Pascal's God is hidden and 

unknowable. 

Que disent les prophetes de J.-C? qu'il sera 
evidemment Dieu? non mais qu'il est un Dieu 
veritablement cache, qu'il sera meconnu, qu'on ne 
pensera point que ce so it lui, qu' il sera une pierre 
d' achoppement, a laquelle plusieurs heurteront, etc. 

Qu'on ne nous reproche donc plus Ie manque de 
clarte puisque nous en faisons profession. Mais, 
dit-on, il y a des obscurites et sans cela on ne 
serai t pas aheurte a J. -C. Et c' est un des 
desseins forrnels des prophetes: excaeca. 

(Lafuma, 228) 
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He believes that it is God's will that He be hidden and that 

there are reasons for it, namely that Christianity is not the 

only religion and that there have been martyrs to the 

Christian faith (242). He quotes Isaiah 45:15: "Vere tu es 

deus absconditus," in 242, and refers to it in 427. He makes 

this assertion again in the following fragment: 

Au lieu de vous plaindre de ce que Dieu s'est 
cache vous lui rendrez graces de ce qu' il s' est tant 
decouvert et vous lui rendrez graces encore de ce 
qu' il ne s' est pas decouvert aux sages superbes 
indignes de connaitre un Dieu si saint. 

Deux sortes de personnes connaissent,ceux qui 
ont Ie coeur humilie et qui aiment leur bassesse, 
quelque degre d'esprit qu'ils aient haut ou bas, ou 
ceux qui ont assez d ' esprit pour voir la verite 
quelques oppositions qu'ils y aient. 

(394) 

Here Pascal seems in some sense to have made a virtue of 

necessity, saying that God is hidden, and rightly so (242), 

and that we must therefore praise Him for that of Himself 

which he has shmm us. simone Weil' s view, as we shall see 

presently, is darker. 

still, Pascal understands and accepts doubt. For him, 

as for Simone Weil, it is often the necessary accompaniment 

to faith, a kind of shadow which serves as a contrast to 

faith's light. He speaks of doubts as almost a function of 

reason in 170, where he says: "II faut savoir douter ou il 

faut, assurer ou il faut, en se soumettant ou il faut. Qui 

ne fait ainsi n' entend pas la force de la raison"; he realizes 
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that "la foi est differente de la preuve. L'une est humaine 

et l'autre est un don de Dieu. Justus ex fide vivit. C'est 

de cette foi que Dieu lui-meme met dans Ie coeur, dont la 

preuve est souvent l'instrument, fides ex auditu, mais cette 

foi est dans Ie coeur et fait dire non scio mais Credo" (7). 

Doubt is not unknown to that kind of faith, though it does not 

undermine faith. Indeed, at some stage in the Christian's 

life, it must be inevitable (see Jeanne Russier, La Foi selon 

Pascal II: 312-315). "Nous connaissons la verite non 

seulement par la raison mais encore par Ie coeur. C'est de 

cette derniere sorte que nous connaissons les premiers 

principes et c' est en vain que Ie raisonnement, qui n' y a 

point de part essaie de les combattre ... Et c' est pourquoi ceux 

a qui Dieu a donne la religion par sentiment de coeur sont 

bienheureux et bien legitimement persuades, mais ceux qui ne 

l'ont pas nous ne pouvons la donner que par raisonnement, en 

attendant que Dieu la leur donne par sentiment de coeur, sans 

quoi la foi n' est qu' humaine et inutile pour Ie salut." 

(110) . This puts faith above raison. We shall see that 

Simone Weil struggles to put reason above faith, or, more 

accurately, to justify faith with reason. Pascal here 

justifies reason with faith. Even his faith is reasonable or 

rational, to some degree: "La foi dit bien ce que 1es sens 

ne disent pas, mais non pas Ie contra ire de ce qu'ils voient; 
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elle est au-dessus, et non pas contre" (185). (see Russier) 

Doubt, then for Pascal could never involve an "atheisme 

purificateur." He is writing for people who do not doubt the 

existence of God, but only choose to ignore it. He has shown 

that for him, the principles on which one builds come from 

divinely--given faith. To doubt does not mean to doubt the 

existence of God. It means to doubt the tenets of 

Christianity as the model of the "ways of God to man," as 

Milton has it. By the same token, faith that benefits man 

cannot be acquired by the desire or the intention to have it, 

for "on ne croira jamais, d'une creance utile et de foi si 

Dieu n'incline Ie coeur et on croira des qu'il l'inclinera," 

(380) . Yet even here paradox exists, for in this same 

fragment, Pascal says: "et c' est ce que David connaissait 

bien. Inclina cour meum deus in, etc." We may ask for this 

faith, and our prayers may be answered. That moderates the 

starkness of fragment 380's opening paragraph. Indeed, what 

purpose would the pari (418) serve, if it were otherwise? 

Fragments 424 and 588 confirm this, and fragment 576 can be 

taken to point up the importance of doubt for faith (though 

it does not speak of them) as of any quality for its opposite: 

"Les deux raisons contra ires . II faut commencer par lit sans 

cela on n'entend rien, et tout est heretique. Et mame a la 

fin de chaque verite il faut ajouter qu'on se souvient de la 
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verite opposee." Fragment 925 shows that Pascal has a 

traditionally orthodox conception of law, grace, and faith, 

within the constraints of Port-Royal Jansenism, and that "la 

foi re9ue au bapteme est la source de toute la vie du 

chretien, et des convertis" (925; see Russier, vol. II, for the 

tradition at Port-Royal; Morot-Sir, La Metaphysigue de Pascal 

118ff.; Sellier, Pascal et la liturgie, on the hidden God, 

103ff., and Sellier, Pascal et saint Augustin,passim). God 

exists beyond doubt. Man's struggle concerns his relationship 

with God. 

Simone Weil probably never doubted that God exists, but 

she dealt with that possibility as a part of her thinking. 

She says that "Dieu ne peut etre present dans la creation que 

sous la forme de I' absence;" that "Rien de ce qui existe n' est 

absolument digne d'amour./ II faut donc aimer ce qui n'existe 

pas./ Mais cet objet d'amour qui n'existe pas n'est pas une 

fiction. Car nos fictions ne peuvent etre plus dignes d'amour 

que nous-memes qui ne Ie sommes pas;" and she makes this still 

more startling statement: "La religion en tant que source de 

consolation est un obstacle a la veritable foii en ce sens 

l'atheisme est une purification. Je dois etre athee avec la 

partie de moi-meme qui n'est pas faite pour dieu. Parmi les 

hommes chez qui la partie surnaturelle d'eux-memes n'est pas 

eveillee, les athees ont raison et les croyants ont tort" (La 
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The self is divided, 

here. But so was the self divided for Pascal: "misere" and 

"grandeur" are complementary opposites for him. So, also, are 

"ennui" and "divertissement," "transition" and "perpetuite," 

and perhaps, "raisons des effets" and "contrarietes." Several 

of the rubrics of La Pesanteur et la grace set up these 

paradoxical oppositions themselves: "la necessite et 

l'obeissance;" "vide et compensation;" "desirer sans objet," 

"l'atheisme purificateur;" "balance et levier;" "renoncement 

au temps;" "celui qu'il faut aimer est absent," "la pesanteur 

et la grace." The list of the "besoins de I' arne" in 

L' Enracinement seems 1 ike an elaboration of Pascal's principle 

of a "verite opposee" for "chaque verite" 

followed by "liberte;" "obeissance" 

(576) : "ordre" 

followed by 

"responsabilite;" "egalite" followed by "hierachie;" "honneur" 

followed by "chatiment;" "securi te" followed by "risque;" 

"propriete collective" and 

other rubrics, "la liberte 

"propriete privee" followed by 

though separated by several 

d'opinion" followed by "la verite." In this context, 

everything, even man's ideas bout God, have two (or more) 

truths. 

Since God constitutes the highest object of attention for 

Pascal and Simone Weil, man's relationship to God is man's 

most pressing concern. (simone Weil considers the importance 
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"Reflexions sur Ie bon 

usage des etudes scolaires en vue de l'Amour de Dieu". Does 

this title perhaps echo Pascal's "Priere pour demander aDieu 

Ie bon usage des maladies"?) And the basic problem in that 

relationship is, for them, their sense of God's absence. Of 

course, he is both present and absent in some sense, or man 

would not seek him. Simone Weil affirms this in the passages 

quoted above about God's presence in the world taking the form 

of absence and about being "tout a fait sure" both that God 

does not exist and that he does. Pascal affirms that man 

would not seek God unless he had already found him. But he 

is hidden, as Isaiah says, and this seems fundamental to both 

their conceptions of him. 

Even so, much can be known by man about God. Paul 

reminds us that: "In short, there are three things that last: 

faith, hope and love; and the greatest of these is love." (I 

corinthians 13:13, The Jerusalem Bible). Of these, hope may 

be seen as a part of faith, since "faith is the substance of 

things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen," (Hebrews 

11: 1, King James version). I have used the Authorized Version 

for the second verse because it better supports this notion 

of hope subsumed in faith than does the Jerusalem version, 

which translates it as: "Only faith can guarantee the 

blessings that we hope for, or prove the existence of the 
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realities that at present remain unseen;" I have used the 

Jerusalem version for the first because the world "love" is 

stronger than "charity," however closer the latter might be 

to the original Greek word.) Love is arguably more important 

for Simone Weil, faith for Pascal, but for each of them, both 

faith and love are important elements in man's relationship 

to God. Others include: reason, the supernatural, obedience, 

suffering, justice, pre-figurments of Christianity, sin, 

redemption. 

Let us begin with love. Pascal proceeds from divine love 

to human love, Simone Weil, from human to divine love. In the 

Pensees we read this stark and unpromising sentence: "Qu'il 

y a loin de la connaissance de Dieu a l'aimer," (377). But 

it is preceded by the assertion "qu'il faut n'aimer que Dieu 

et ne hair que soi," (373), and followed by: "Le Dieu des 

chretiens est un Dieu qui fait sentir a l'ame qu'il est son 

unique bien; que tout son repos est en lui, qu'elle n'aura de 

joie qU'a l'aimer; et qui lui fait en meme temps abhorrer les 

obstacles qui la retiennent et l'empechent d'aimer Dieu de 

toutes ses forces," (460). This is the love of man for God, 

such as it is. Pascal puts no stock in man's ability to love 

God, certainly not on his own. But God's love to man offers 

a far brighter picture: "Que si la misericorde de Dieu est 

si grande qu'il nous instruit salutairement, meme lorsqu'il 
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se cache, quelle lumiere n'en devons-nous pas attendre, 

lorsqu'il se decouvre?" (438); "II n'y a rien sur la terre qui 

ne montre ou la misere de l'hornrne ou la misericorde de Dieu, 

ou l' impuissance de l' hornrne sans Dieu ou la puissance de 

1 'hornrne avec Dieu" (468); and then, at the end of fragment 

774: "De sorte qu'au lieu de dire: s'il n'y avait point en 

Dieu de misericorde il faudrait faire toutes sortes d'efforts 

pour la vertu; il faut dire au contraire, que c' est parce 

qu'il y a en Dieu de la misericorde qu'il faut faire toutes 

sortes d'efforts." Man's love to God seems to be a duty for 

Pascal, while God's love to man is mercy and grace. But this 

is problematical, for the whole of it is tinged with the 

unpalatable aspects duty usually entails. Pascal's view of 

human beings is so dark, he finds them so bound to their 

earthly side, that they cannot, in Pascal's view, be very 

loveable to God. Yet God is full of mercy for them. "Mercy" 

is not the strongest term for love, just as "charity" is not. 

Even the wrathful God of the Old Testament loved the Hebrew 

people with a clearly personal, familial love, according to 

the prophet Hosea: 

Yahweh said to me, "Go a second time, give your 
love to a woman, loved by her husband but an 
adulteress in spite of it, just as Yahweh gives his 
love to the sons of Israel though they turn to other 
gods and love raisin cakes." So I bought her for 
fifteen silver shekels and a bushel and a half of 
barley, and said to her, "For many days you must 
keep yourself quietly for me, not playing the whore 



or offering yourself to others; and I will do the 
same for you." 

For the sons of Israel will be kept for many 
days without a king, without a leader, without 
sacrifice or sacred stone, without ephod or 
teraphim. Afterward the sons of Israel will corne 
back; they will seek Yahweh their God and David 
their king; they will corne trembling to Yahweh, corne 
for his good things in those days to corne. 

(Hosea 
version) 

3:1-5, Jerusalem 
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Certainly Pascal saw the Old Testament as a pre-figurement of 

the New. We have already noted that Simone Weil looked more 

to the Greek world, and later to Oriental cultures, than to 

the Hebrew Bible of her own Jewish traditions (see Coles; 

articles by Kuhn, Broc-Lapeyre, in Gilbert Kahn, ed., Simone 

Weil: Philosopher Historienne et Mystique). But Pascal's God 

is strangely remote by Jewish standards, and probably by 

traditional Catholic standards as well. Because we know of 

Pascal's sympathy with Port-Royal and his strong defense of 

Jansenists condemned by the Sorbonne, it is impossible to see 

his ideas without the Jansenist screen. It is perhaps not 

necessary to try to separate the Jansenists and Pascal, so 

closely are they now intertwined. But here, at least in so 

far as the Deus absconditus is one of the fundamental tenets 

of Jansenism, Pascal seems completely in accord with them. 

Love assumes the apparence of duty, both on God's part and on 

man's, in this conception of religion. 
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Love played a very large part in the religious ideas of 

simone Weil (see ottensmeyer, Le Theme de l' amour dans 

l'oeuvre de Simone Weil; articles in Gilbert Kahn, ed.; et 

ale ) • She says, in a passage quoted above, that her 

certainty of the existence of God is based on her certainty 

that her love is not illusory. This would fit with John's 

dictum that "God is love" (I John 4:8). But what else does 

simone Weil say about God's love, and how does it compare 

with the Old Testament conceptions of God? Her own view of 

Judaism was dark: 

La chretiente est devenue totalitaire, 
conquerante, exterminatrice parce qu'elle n'a pas 
developpe la notion de I' absence et de la non-action 
de Dieu ici-bas. Elle s' est attachee a Jehovah 
autant qu'au Christ; elle a con9u la Providence a 
la maniere de I' Ancien Testament: Israel seul 
pouvait resister a Rome parce qu' il lui ressemblait, 
et Ie christianisme naissant portait ainsi la 
souillure romaine avant d'etre la religion 
officielle de 1 'Empire. Le mal fait par Rome n'a 
jamais ete vraiment repare. 

Dieu a fait a Moise et a Josue des promesses 
purement temporelles a une epoque ou l'Egypte etait 
tendue vers Ie sal ut eternel de I' arne. Les Hebreux, 
ayant refuse la revelation egyptienne, ont eu Ie 
Dieu qu'ils meritaient: un Dieu charnel et 
collectif qui n'a parle jusqu'a l'exil a l'ame de 
personne (a moins que, dans les Psaumes)? .• Parmi 
les personnages des recits de l'Ancien Testament, 
Abel, Enoch, Noe, Melchisedech, Job, Daniel seuls 
sont purs. II n' est pas etonnant qu' un peuple 
d ' esclaves fug i ti fs, conquerants d ' une terre 
paradisiaque amenagee par des civilisations au 
labeur desquelles ils n'avaient eu aucune part et 
qu'ils detruisirent par des massacres,--qu'un tel 
peuple n'ait pu donner grand-chose de bon. Parler 



de "Dieu educateur" au sujet de ce peuple est 
une atroce plaisanterie. 

(Simone Weil, La Pesanteur et 
la grace, pp.187-188) 
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Simone weil goes on in this vein. It is surprising and 

disturbing to Robert Coles. He devoted a chapter in his 

book, Simone Weil: A Modern Pilgrimage, to "Her Jewishness." 

He points out that 

The heretic Marcion, in the second century 
after Christ's death, insisted that there were two 
gods, one the kindly and loveable Father of Jesus 
and the other the one known as Jehovah, the Creator 
of the Old Testament. According to Marcion, the 
apostles failed to separate Jesus and His Father 
from the Other God, the one worshiped by the ancient 
Jews. The point was to separate completely the 
Christianity of the Roman Catholic Church, as it was 
then becoming consolidated, from that of its Jewish 
origins, connections, and heritage. For such 
thinking Marcion was excommunicated ••. 

In her passionately fanciful manner, Simone 
Weil kept trying to connect Jesus to the ancient 
Greeks, to Plato especially, and to separate 
Christianity from the Romans and the Jews. 

He ends the chapter this way: 

For Simone Weil her Jewishness became a cross, 
perhaps an unintended instrument in her repeated 
efforts to follow Jesus by finding herself wrongly 
judged. She turned on her Jewishness with a 
vengeance and got some moments of apparent 
satisfaction. She felt closer thereby to certain 
individuals, and as a scholar, she felt closer to 
certain people whom she admired in history: the 
Cathars, the Egyptians, the Greeks. Their elevation 
in her mind required large, persistent expenditures 
of emotional and intellectual energy, energy that 
might have been used in a more balanced historical 
inquiry. The Jews, on the other hand, were a 
catalyst for a soul absolutely bent on leaving the 
body--Ieaving a people and its past in a soaring 
grasp for another world. They deserved better from 
her. It is sad that Simone Weil did not bring her 
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intelligent, caring comprehension to her own people, her 
Lord's people. 

(Robert Coles, Simone Weil: A 
Modern Pilgrimage, pp. 50; 62) 

Robert Coles points out in his chapter on "Her Jewishness" 

(passim) that she did not like the notion of the Jews as a 

"chosen people". Perhaps that was why she turned away from 

them and to other oppressed groups (see Coles; McClellan; et 

ale ) • But for now, the passage quoted above about her 

"repeated efforts to follow Jesus by finding herself wrongly 

judged" gives rise to the relationship between love and 

justice. Coles seems to feel that Simone Weil was strongly 

masochistic ("Her Jewishness," passim). I take it that is 

what he means by her desire, in his view, to be condemned 

unj ustly by others. Now, if that is an effort to follow 

Jesus, because the same thing happened to him, it is a 

familiar theme in certain approaches to Christianity, but the 

danger for pride is great. To offer oneself in that way 

comes dangerously close to arrogance. Even Christ, in the 

Garden, prayed that he not have to die. But love and justice 

~ linked in christianity, especially in the Old Testament 

and in Pascal and Simone Weil. 

The Old Testament view of God is precisely that of a God 

who acts in the world, a concept which, as we have seen, 

Simone Weil deplores. The God of the Hebrews was a God of 
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action and reaction, "jealous," often angry and asking for 

placation, or more properly, for repentance, on the part of 

the people. For the ordinary people at least, if not for the 

prophets, it must have seemed like placation. He was not 

seen, but He was heard, and his voice was often wrathful. 

Even to Job, who was a faithful and good man, He said: 

Brace yourself like a fighter, now it is my turn to ask 
questions and yours to inform me. 

Do you really want to reverse my judgment, and put 
me in the wrong to put yourself in the right? 

Has your arm the strength of God's, can your voice 
thunder as loud? 

If so, assume your dignity, your state, robe 
yourself in majesty and splendor. 

Let the spate of your anger flow free; and humiliate the 
haughty at a glance! 

cast one look at the proud and bring them low, 
strike down the wicked where they stand. 

Bury the lot of them in the ground, shut them, 
silent-faced, in the dungeon. 

I myself will be the first to acknowledge that your 
own right hand can assure your triumph. 

There is a good deal more, and then Job, after a short 

speech, shows his wisdom and piety in his concluding words to 

God: 

I retract all I have said, and in 
dust and ashes I repent. 

(Job 40:7-14 and 
Jerusalem version) 

42:6, 

The God of the Hebrews is always beginning again His 

relationship with his people. It is, in the truest sense of 

the word, dynamic. The Flood follows the creation, the 

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah the covenant between God 
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and Abraham. The Hebrews are slaves in Egypt and then, in 

possibly the greatest event in their history as a people, 

they are led out of Egypt by Moses. settling in the Promised 

Land follows forty years of wandering in the desert. The 

books of Samuel, the Kings, and the Chronicles tell a story 

of action and reaction between God and man. The Psalms and 

the Prophets call God back to man's aid or man back to piety 

and obedience towards God. This might seem like an unstable 

relationship between man and God, but actually, it is a 

relationship of great stability, precisely because God is 

always willing to return to man, when man will return to Him. 

It is like human relationships, like one's relations with 

family members and friends. They are stretched taut but do 

not break, because the tie is unbreakable. The God of the 

Hebrews is full of mercy towards His people, though often He 

seems harsh towards other peoples. Indeed, He is the God of 

the Hebrews alone, an interesting and sometimes forgotten or 

ignored point, for the assumption of the writers of the Old 

Testament was that the injunction "I am Yahweh your God who 

brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of 

slavery. You shall have no gods except me" meant that there 

were other gods beside Yahweh whom they might worship. This 

seems incredible today, as the Jerusalem version of the First 

Commandment, just quoted, shows by its capital letter for 
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"God" and its lower case letter for "gods." (The Authorized 

Version does just the same thing.) But for the Hebrews the 

meaning was literal, not figurative. 

still, the Hebrew God shows himself to man. Indeed, He 

often comes to man when man least expects or wishes to see 

Him, as He carne to Adam in the Garden, after he had eaten the 

fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, or as he did 

to Abraham, when he commanded him to sacrifice Issac. Jonah 

did not wish to see the Lord at Nineveh, nor did David, when 

the Lord sent Nathan to rebuke him for having uriah killed 

and marrying Bathsheba, and then, rebuked David Himself. But 

repentance always brought reconciliation, and not so much new 

promises as a renewal of the Covenant, the relationship, 

between God and the Hebrew people. 

The Jansenist God is the God of the individual. Perhaps 

this is why Jansenists were sometimes called Protestants, 

though they despised the Protestants more than the Jesuits, 

no doubt. But the Deus abscondi tus is the God of the 

individual believer, and the concern of the individual 

believer is often with that "salut eternel de I 'arne" that 

Simone Weil spoke of with regard to the Egyptians in a 

passage quoted above. Robert Coles finds her uncharitable to 

the Jewish people, and it is curious that her solidarity for 

oppressed people of other groups did not extend to the Jews. 
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Perhaps the central issue for her is individual 

responsibility, and individual salvation, as against 

corporate, and ultimately, political, salvation as a group. 

The ancient Jews apparently did not have a concept of 

individual immortality, certainly not in the Christian sense. 

But it is important that an early part of of the Christian 

kerygma, as Bultmann reminds us, was Paul's assertions about 

Jesus's resurrection from the dead (Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus 

Christ and Mythology 32ff.). It is important that it was 

Paul, a pious Jew by upbringing and training, who emphasized 

the importance of the doctrine of the Resurrection. It is 

also important that it was Paul who taught the doctrine of 

bodily resurrection for individual Christians. Emphasis on 

individual salvation has been imputed largely to Protestants, 

and certainly, in its extreme forms, it can blind one to the 

essentially corporate nature of the Christian life as it was 

understood by early Christians. But both Pascal and Simone 

Weil labor, as it were, under the same constraints. Pascal 

abhorred Descartes' mechanistic view of mankind, but he and 

Simone Weil have in common with Descartes his radically 

personal view of human experience, his view that what is of 

importance to one, finally, begins and ends with oneself (see 

Le Guern, Pascal et Descartes). They might not wish to say 

this, and they do not frame their thought in these terms, but 
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that is the inevitable consequence, it seems, of their view 

of how man related to God (see LeGuern, Pascal et Descartes; 

Morot-sir, La Metaphysigue de Pascal 88ff.). It is, if you 

will, the same scene viewed from two different points of 

view. Descartes does not deny God's existence; indeed he 

includes a proof of sorts for the existence of God in the 

Discours de la methode, but he does not take much notice of 

God after that, in the world or in his own experience 

(Discours de la methode, passim). But Pascal and Simone 

Weil, while claiming to consider only God--and in one very 

real sense they do--then center all their attention on their 

own spiritual experience. The result, of course, is highly 

salubrious for their readers. But one wonders about the 

effect of that kind of scrutiny upon one's own person and 

one's own soul. It comes very close to self-absorption (see 

Winch 133, and passim, et al., on solipcism). And more than 

that, it is the exact opposite posture to that of the chosen 

people, which Simone Weil despised (see Coles chapter, "Her 

Jewishness," passim). God is hidden. I can know Him only in 

so far as he lets me know Him. He is remote. I am guilty. 

I must wager and guess as to what He wants from me. I must 

hope for the best. 

Now, I have painted the picture at its darkest. That is 

not all that is on the canvas, but it is the dark, Rembrandt-
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like background painted onto it, both for Pascal and for 

Simone Wei!. Pascal speaks of "misericorde, II and simone Weil 

speaks of "amour." We must also consider Pascal's decision 

to write an Apology, and Simone Weil's identification with 

her countrymen during the war, as evidence of altruism. But 

behind all this is God's justice. When God is just, in the 

Old Testament, it is usually as a result of his anger. The 

guilty party or parties get what they deserve. Pascal speaks 

of God's mercy and justice in one of the later fragments: 

Contre ceux qui sur la confiance de la 
misericorde de Dieu demeurent dans la nonchalance 
sans faire de bonnes oeuvres. 

Comme les deux sources de nos peches sont I' or
gueil et la paresse Dieu nous a decouvert deux 
qualites en lui pour les guerir, sa misericorde et 
sa justice. Le propre de la justice est d'abbatre 
l'orgueil, quelque saintes ~~e soient les oeuvres, 
et non intres in judicium, etc. et Ie propre de la 
misericorde est de combattre la paresse en invitant 
aux bonnes oeuvres selon ce passage: La misericorde 
de Dieu invite a penitence et cet autre des 
Ninivites: faisons penitence pour voir si par 
aventure il aura pitie d~ nous. Et ainsi tant s'en 
faut que la misericorde autorise Ie relachement que 
c'est au contra ire la qualite qui Ie combat 
formellement. De sorte qU'au lieu de dire: s'il 
n'y avait point en Dieu de misericorde il faudrait 
faire toutes sortes d' efforts pour la vertu; il faut 
dire au contraire, que c'est parce qu'il y a en Dieu 
de la misericorde qu' il faut faire toutes sortes 
d'efforts. 

(774) 

We saw the end of the fragment above with regard to God's 

mercy, a part of his love, towards human beings. Here we see 

mercy and justice closely related. Notice that there is a 
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kind of pari referred to here: "faisons penitence pour voir 

si par aventure il aura pitie de nous." Sellier capitalizes 

FAISONS PENITENCE POUR VOIR in his edition. It is a quote 

from Jonas 3:9. The Jerusalem Bible gives a different 

version: "Qui sait si Dieu ne se ravisera pas .•. " And the 

Latin phrase refers to a verse from the Psalms: "N'entre pas 

en jugement avec ton serviteur, car aucun homme vivant n'est 

juste devant toi." (The reference is Psalm 142:2: "I poured 

out my complaint before him; I showed him my trouble:" [King 

James]; "I pour out my supplications,/ I unfold all my 

troubles" [Jerusalem version]. Louis Segond translates this 

verse as "De ma voix je crie a I 'Eternel,/ De rna voix 

j 'implore I' Eternel. ") It is striking that the first sentence 

of this fragment is just what Dietrich Bonhoeffer criticized 

as the Lutheran "heresy" in The Cost of Discipleship: this 

"confiance de la misericorde de Dieu" which leads to "la 

nonchalance sans faire de bonnes oeuvres" is what Bonhoeffer 

called "cheap grace." Pascal would have considered it so as 

well. 

Human justice is a much more problematical issue. In a 

brief, telling vignette with two interlocutors, Pascal shows 

how prejudice and a narrow point of view affe~t justice: 

Pourquoi me tuez-vous a votre 
avantage? Je n'ai point d'armes--Et 
quoi, ne demeurez-vous pas de I' autre 
cote de l'eau? Mon ami, si vous 
demeuriez de ce cote, je serais un 
assassin, et cela serait injuste de vous 



tuer de la sorte. Mais puisque vous 
demeurez de I' autre cote, j e suis un 
b~ave et cela est juste. 

(51) 
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Fragments 61 and 66 depict justice as a matter of fashion, 

and the law as arbitrary. Fragment 67 is a rather sibylline 

comment on the purposes of justice. But one striking feature 

of Pascal's view of human justice is his association of it 

with force. In the "Index" to the "Integrale"-Lafuma edition 

of the Pensees, the reader is referred under the rubric 

"Justice" to the rubric "Force," and vice versa. Fragments 

60, 81, 85, and 103 appear under both rubrics. Fragment 103 

makes the association of justice and force explicit. Justice 

rules by right and force by necessity. "La justice sans la 

force est impuissante, la force sans la justice est 

tyrannique." This is explained in the third paragraph. 

Force is necessary to justice as a check on the "mechants," 

and "la force sans la justice est acusee." (It is intriguing 

to think of the word "acusee" here as a kind of "double (au 

triple) entendre" because it can mean "unjust," as a 

description of force without justice, or "condemned," 

describing how people might perceive it, or perhaps, 

"contemptible," whether so perceived or not. Pascal's 

solution to this problem is this: "II faut donc mettre 

ensemble la justice et la force, et pour cela faire que ce 
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qui est juste soit fort ou que ce qui est fort soit juste." 

But he asserts, in paragraph four, that force is easier to 

determine than justice. Also, he shows how force has 

asserted itself over justice, and closes with this sentence, 

which constitutes paragraph five: "Et ainsi ne pouvant faire 

que ce qui est juste fat fort, on a fait que ce qui est fort 

fat juste" (103) • He continues, or more precisely, 

anticipates, this dark view of human justice in fragments 81 

and 85: 

Ne pouvant faire qu'il so it force d'obeir a la 
justice on a fait qu' il soi t j uste d' obeir a la 
force. Ne pouvant fortifier la justice on a 
justifie la force, afin que Ie juste et Ie fort 
fussent ensemble et que la paix fat, qui est Ie 
souverain bien. 

(81) 

si lIon avait pu lIon aurait mis la force entre 
les mains de la justice, mais comme la force ne se 
laisse pas manier comme on veut parce que c'est une 
qualite palpable, au lieu que la justice est une 
qualite spirituelle dont on dispose comme on veut. 
On l'a mise entre les mains de la force et ainsi on 
appelle juste ce qu'il est force d'observer. 

(85 ) 

Here we again see Pascal's view of justice as arbitrary. He 

is speaking of human justice in these passages, of course, but 

in one sense, divine justice, at least from man's point of 

view, seems arbitrary also, since man cannot fathom it. 
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But two other things are surprising here. The first is 

the distinction between justice as a "qualite spirituelle" and 

force as a "qualite palpable." On one level, of course, 

avoiding the false English cognate "spiritual," it is clear 

enough that justice is something that relates to man's 

"esprit," that most difficult word to render into English. 

But in what sense can one call force "palpable"? Perhaps 

Pascal means that force manifests itself, shows itself, 

through effects which can often quite literally be felt. But 

what does that mean? Is he speaking literally or 

figuratively? One would expect his meaning to be figurative, 

but the Petit Robert gives this very sentence--"C' est (la 

force) une qualite palpable, au lieu que la justice est une 

qualite spirituelle."--to illustrate its first definition of 

"palpable" as "Qui peut etre palpe, touche. V. Materiel.-

Par ext. Dont on peut s'assurer par les sens, et specialt. 

par Ie toucher. V. Concret« sensible« tangible." Here we are 

on concrete, as opposed to abstract, ground. Indeed, at least 

for the purposes of the argument, Pascal seems here to 

conceive of force as entirely physical and to mean by it such 

literal manifestations of power as muscle, armor, swords, and 

lances. The second surprising thing is to see peace called 

the "souverain bien," unless Pascal is being ironical here 

and referring to a commonly held idea that peace is the best 
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thing one can have. still, it was characteristic of men of 

his time to consider any kind of peace preferable to war for 

any reason. Fragment 520, which Pascal marked through in his 

original manuscript, sums up this view of fickle, arbitrary 

human justice: 

J 'ai passe longtemps de rna vie en croyant qu' il 
y avait une justice et en cela je ne me trompais 
pas, car il y en a selon que Dieu nous l'a voulu 
reveler, mais je ne Ie prenais pas ainsi et c'est 
en quoi je me trompais, car je croyais que notre 
justice etait essentiellement juste, et que j 'avais 
de quoi la connaitre et en juger, mais je me suis 
trouve tant de fois en faute de jugement droit, 
qu'enfin je suis entre en defiance de moi et puis 
des aut res . J ' ai vu tous les pays et hommes 
changeants. Et ainsi apres bien des changements de 
jugement touchant la veritable justice j'ai connu 
que notre nature n'etait qu'un continuel changement 
et je n'ai plus change depuis. Et si je changeais 
je confirmerais mon opinion. Le pyrrhonien 
Arcesilas qui redevient dogmatique. 

It is especially in its social aspects that Simone Weil's view 

of human justice approaches Pascal's. We will see in chapter 

five a great deal more about how it applies to human society 

and to the oppressed. But Pascal sees the human side of 

justice, and he considers it injustice, really, or at least, 

changing, conforming to the "mode" in a given time or place, 

and therefore, uncertain. Simone Weil's perspective on this 

comes from her political and economic views, but also from her 

knowledge of ancient cultures. We shall examine her ideas 

about justice more closely in chapter five, when we deal with 

intention in her public writings. But here, considering her 
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Cahiers, and also one public book, L'Enracinement, let us see 

how her view of God's justice and her view of human justice 

inform each other (see Piccard; Malan, L'Enracinement de 

simone Weil, essai d'interpretation). 

For Simone Weil, Christ is the prototype of the just man. 

It must follow, then, that no man, no person who is only 

human, can be just. The just man was Christ, who was God in 

man. 

Pour etre j uste, il faut etre nu et mort. Sans 
imagination. C'est pourquoi Ie modele de la justice 
doi t etre nu et mort. La croix seule n' est pas 
susceptible d'une imitation imaginaire. 

II faut un homme juste a imiter pour que l'im
itation de Dieu ne soit pas un simple mot, mais il 
faut, pour que nous soyons portes au-del a de la 
volante, que nous ne puissions pas vouloir I' imi ter. 
On ne peut pas vouloir la croix. 

On pourrait vouloir n'importe quel degre d'as
cetisme ou d'heroisme, mais non pas la croix qui 
est souffrance penale. 

Croix comme balance, comme levier. Descente, 
condi tion de la mantee. Le ciel descendant sur 
terre souleve la terre au ciel. 

(Simone Weil, La Pesanteur et 
la grace,pp. 103, 104, 109) 

Where does this leave human beings? It leaves them dependent 

on God's grace alone, with no pretension to justice on their 

own. This is Pascal's view as well, though we have seen 

above that he warns against its leading to complacency--what 

he calls "nonchalance"--on the Christian's part. But Simone 

Weil's concern for social justice was intense. It is 
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striking that she does not list it as one of the "besoins de 

l'ame" in the rubrics of Part One of L'Enracinement. But 

surely "liberte" and "liberte d'opinion," "egalite" and 

"hierarchie," "securite" and "risque," "obeissance" and 

"responsabilite," "propriete privee" and "propriete 

collective," "ordre" and "verite" speak to the issue of 

justice. These are as much related to the question of 

justice as to any other, it seems, and if they are "needs of 

the soul," then justice must be one of man's basic concerns. 

(see L'Enracinement, table of contents). The images of the 

balance and the lever, which we saw in La Pesanteur et la 

grace, above, are striking, and perhaps mutually exclusive, 

images. The first makes one think of Lady Justice, 

blindfolded and holding weighing scales, and is a familiar 

and rather comforting image. Perhaps it is comforting 

because it is familiar. But what of the lever? Or what of 

the crowbar, as "levier" may also be translated. Must human 

justice, to be obtained, be pried from unwilling hands? That 

will be Simone Weil's view, in some sense, as shown in her 

political writings. We will examine them more closely in 

chapter five. 

Justice, 

accomplished 

except 

in His 

for 

own 

God's justice, inscrutable, and 

good time, would seem to be 

She writes of Greek models of impossible for Simone Weil. 
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justice: Electra, Orestes, and, in an interesting 

comparison, speaks of the story of Proserpina as an "analogie 

entre la grenade et la pomme d'Eve. Dans les deux cas la 

curiosite pousse a la jouissance, et la mort en est l'effet" 

(Cahiers II: 72, and passim; underlined passage is italicized 

in the printed text). She writes of original sin as "hors du 

temps," because it precedes any sin. It is "transcedental" 

(Cahiers II: 79). Her view of Lucifer is that it is 

existence as separate from God, and not his freedom, which 

gives him the possibility to sin. It is the "amour, douleur 

de I' existence separee. Deux etres veulent etre un, mais 

s'ils etaient un, cet etre unique s' aimerait lui-meme, et 

quel pire cauchemar. C'est encore plus inapaisable. 

Narcisse. Dieu est donc Ie seul obj et possible d' amour. " 

This all seems tied in with what must essentially be, at 

least at some level, a sympathetic view of Lucifer. How can 

that be? It can at least be said that he was doomed by his 

existence not to be able to accept that he was not God, the 

only valid object of love. Love and justice--and sin and 

obedience and redemption, also--are again related to each 

other, and she ends this entry in the journals with this 

remarkable adumbration of the dilemma of Narcissus: "Dieu 

est donc Ie seul objet possible d'amour. 

soi de devenir un autre, pour pouvoir 

Narcisse demande a 

l'aimer. L'amant 
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demande a l'amante de devenir soi./ (Oieu seul est soi et un 

autre," (Cahiers II: 78-79). She views the case of Orestes 

as problematical: he may be guilty, he may not. It is, for 

the one who considers him guilty or "pur," a matter of how, 

from what perspective, he views Orestes (Cahiers II: 92). 

But evil and justice are complex. 

si on me fait du mal, j'attends quelque chose 
de celui qui m'a fait du mal, cornrne l'avare attend 
quelque chose de son tresor. ("Satisfaction" . ) En 
revanche, faire du mal a autrui, c'est en recevoir 
quelque chose; quoi? Qu'est-ce qu'on a gagne (et 
qu'il faudra repayer) quand on a fait du mal? On 
s'est accru-On s'est etendu--On a cornble du vide en 
soi, en en creant chez autrui. 

Nous acceptons Ie mal qu'on nous a fait cornrne 
remede a celui que nous avons fait; il n'y a pas 
d'autre remede. si on ne nous offensait pas, nous 
ne pourrions pas etre pardonne. 

Ce n' est pas la souffrance qu' on s' impose a 
soi-meme, mais celIe qu'on subit du dehors qui est 
Ie vrai remede. Et meme il faut qu' elle soit 
inj uste. Quand on a peche par inj ustice, il ne 
suffit pas de souffrir justement; il faut souffrir 
I 'injustice. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p. 62) 

This is surely an extraordinary view of justice and injustice, 

or, if you will, of sin and remission of sin, from a Christian 

point of view. We have seen that for Simone Weil it is the 

Cross of Christ which provides the only real justice in the 

world, and it is, in a real, though different, sense, "hors 

de ce monde," in Baudelaire's phrase. But here she seems to 

be saying that the Christian earns forgiveness of his 

wrongdoing to others by accepting the wrong which others, 
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unjustly, do to him. In fact, she does not seem to say that; 

she does say that. A little later, she quotes the verse from 

the Gospels about getting back whatever measure of justice one 

metes out: "Judge not, that ye be not judged./ For with what 

judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure 

ye mete, it shall be measured to you again." (Matthew 7:1-2, 

King James Version). The Jerusalem version emphasizes 

quantity rather than type of judgment, for these same verses 

from the Sermon on the Mount: "'Do not judge, and you will not 

be judged; because the judgments you give are the judgments 

you will get, and the amount you measure out is the amount you 

will be given. '" certainly we are told in the New Testament 

to forgive, and that indeed we must do so, if we wish God to 

forgive us. We are told not to judge others. But is this the 

basis for remission of sin? We saw earlier that Simone Weil 

apparently wanted to suffer with Christ, to suffer as He had 

suffered. And we noted the danger in that attitude for pride. 

But here, it is very surprising to hear her say that there is 

no other "remede" for our wrongdoing than unjustly suffering 

the wrongdoing of others. It seems to go against the central 

teaching of that Christianity which she almost embraced (and 

yet, we will see, especially in "Lettre it un religieux," her 

misgivings about Christianity and the Church), according to 

which Christ died, was buried, and rose from the dead for the 
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remission of man's sins. One remembers the central portion 

of the Nicene Creed: 

Who for us men and for our salvation, came down 
from Heaven, and was Incarnate by the Holy Ghost, 
of the Virgin Mary, and was made man, and was 
crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate. 

He suffered and was buried. 
The third day He rose again from the dead, according 
to the scriptures, and He ascended into Heaven, and 
sitteth at the right hand of God the Father 
Almighty. From thence He shall come in glory to 
judge both the quick and the dead, whose Kingdom 
shall have no end. 

That, surely, describes the Christian view of a "remede" for 

man's sins. But suffering? Suffering has usually been taken, 

it seems, both in the Old and the New Testaments, as either 

the result of God's inscrutable will, or as a result of human 

beings' turning away from God. Cain disobeyed God and then 

killed Abel. He was told that he was "accursed and driven 

from the ground that has opened its mouth to receive your 

brother's blood at your hands./ When you till the ground it 

shall no longer yield you any of its produce. You will be a 

fugi ti ve and a wanderer over the earth.'" But the Lord 

protected him from death by the mark of Cain (Genesis, Chapter 

4, Jerusalem version.) Jonah tried to flee and was confronted 

by God, as Saul and David also were confronted by Him (see The 

Book of Jonah; the I and II Books of Samuel). But each of 

them repents, and the Lord restores his favor to them. This 

is not so for Judas Iscariot or for Ananias and Sapphira, in 
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the New Testament, whose sins result in death (Matthew, 

Chapter 27; Acts, Chapter 5). Job and Abraham suffered 

because of God's inscrutable will, though for each of them the 

story ends happily, for Job's visible signs of God's favor are 

restored to him, and Abraham does not have to sacrifice Issac 

(see the book of Job; Genesis, Chapter 22). 

Suffering in the Bible, then, is the result of human sin, 

or of some cause beyond human understanding. One cannot make 

right one's own sin by accepting unjust actions from others, 

or indeed, on one's own part at all. The forgiveness, the 

"remede," must come from God. For the Christian, it comes from 

God through Christ. 

One wonders whether Simone Weil implies something other 

than its ordinary meaning by the word "remede". For example, 

for whom is it a "remede," or more properly, from whose 

perspective is it one? I repeat the French word here for want 

of an appropriate English cognate. "Remedy," I think, will 

not do.) The Petit Robert gives as its second definition of 

"remede" one which it calls "figurative": "Ce qui est employe 

pour attenuer ou guerir une souffrance morale." And under 

this same rubric, after illustrations of this and of various 

verb and proposition phrases using "remede," it refers the 

reader to the dictionary entry under "Antidote," (Petit Robert 

1507). NOW, perhaps Simone Weil is thinking of the problem 
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of suffering from a chiefly human point of view here. That 

is, one's sins cannot be forgiven by God because of what that 

person suffers at the hands of other people, or perhaps more 

precisely, God will not forgive one his sins on that account. 

But it might be that in suffering unjust things from others, 

one is more able to forgive oneself. It may be that such a 

view is psychologically quite accurate. Indeed, as Dorothy 

Sayers says in A Matter of Eternity, sin must be set right, 

either by oneself or by Christ. To say that Christ bears the 

sins of the world does not mean that those sins somehow 

disappear, but that, quite literally, He bears them. He 

atones for them. And Simone Weil's conception seems similar 

to that: 

Grace soumise a des lois 
Pour etre gratui te« la grace n' est pas arbi tra

ire. Mystere. 
Pouvoir faire impunement tort a autrui; ex. 

passer sa col ere sur un inferieur, et qu'il soit 
force de se taire. C'est s'epargner une depense 
d'energie, depense que lui doit assumer. De meme 
pour la satisfaction illegitime d 'un desir 
quelconque. 

Un attachement en resul te. Des deux cotes. 
Ces etres sont ajoutes au moi, aux choses dont on 
dispose. lIs y figurent comme quantite. 
L'energie qu'on economise ainsi est aussitot degradee. 

Les peines qu'on a ete contraint de se donner, 
si on n'attend pas des objets une restitution 
d'energie, permettent de recreer un vide. 

Tendance a repandre la souffrance hors de soi. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, pp. 62-63; 
italics in text underlined 
above) 
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In the middle of this passage, she quotes Thucydides on how 

man will and must use all the energy he has at his disposal. 

The gods, Thucydides says, must do so, too. But the 

interesting concept here is the obj ect of that energy, to 

whom or to what it is directed, if it is sUffering. One 

might also say, if it is sin. It does not go away. Simone 

Weil probably knew that modern scientists believe that energy 

is always conserved in the universe. Psychological and 

spiritual energy are also conserved. This seems to be the 

thrust of her notion of accepting suffering as a "remede" for 

one's suffering. But suffering is purposeful, for simone 

Weil: 

La souffrance cornrne chatiment; ce n'est qU'une 
image. La souffrance est autre chose. Le Karma, 
Ie peche originel, Ie chatiment de Promethee, 
l'offrande du Christ; ce sont des images. 

Que la souffrance soit un mal, rien ne force 
it l'admettre. 

Mais la souffrance infligee it 1 'hornrne par 
l'homme, cela peut-etre est vraiment un mal, et des 
deux cotes. Pourquoi? 

En ce cas, pour Ie detachement total, l'ame 
doi t subir reelement I ' equivalent de ce qu' a eprouve 
Job, ou Ie Christ sur la croix (qui etait une vraie 
croix, avec des clous non syrnboliques). 

Le malheur ne suffit pas, il faut un malheur 
sans consolation II ne faut pas avoir de 
consolation. (La consolation ineffable descend 
alors. ) 

(Cahiers, Tome II, pp. 106-107) 
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Pascal also writes of "rem~des" for man's sUffering. It is 

striking that he uses the same word--"rem~des"--as Simone weil 

in this context, and it is striking also that she writes of 

"souffrances" and he of "mis~res." We saw earlier that the 

nuances of the French word "mis~re" are rather wide. Surely 

one of them might be suffering, though "mis~res" seems to 

imply more a general state of unhappiness in human beings, 

while "souffrances" might imply more specific instances of 

suffering. But here is what Pascal says: 

C 'est en vain, 6 hommes, que vous cherchez dans 
vous-memes les rem~des a vos mis~res. Toutes vos 
lumi~res ne peuvent arriver quia connaitre que ce 
n'est point dans vous-meme que vous trouverez ni la 
verite ni Ie bien. 

Les philosophes vous l'ont promis et ils n'ont 
pu Ie faire. 

Comment auraient-ils donne des rem~des avos 
maux qu'ils n'ont pas seulement connus. Vos 
maladies principales sont l'orgueil qui vous 
soustrait de Dieu, la concupiscence qui vous attache 
a la terre; et ils n'ont fait autre chose 
qu'entretenir au moins l'une de ces maladies. 

(149) 

This excerpt comes from the first fragment under the heading 

"A.P.R." Just after the passage quoted above, Pascal goes 

on to say that philosophers, by their ideas, have only led 

human beings into their "superbe," that is, their "orgueil," 

on the one hand, or their "concupiscences," on the other. He 

attributes these "maladies," or sins, to human beings in 

general. His conception of sin, and suffering, is 
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universalized, while Simone Weil's focus is more on herself, 

on sin as an issue personal to her spiritual life. Now, of 

course, this difference may result from the fact that Pascal 

was writing with an ultimate audience in mind, the readers of 

his Apology, while Simone Weil, at least at the time the 

notebooks were being kept, was writing for herself and did 

not, so far as we know, have specific ideas about what use 

would ultimately be made of them (see Pugh, The Composition 

of Pascal's Apologia; Sister Marie Louise Hubert, Pascal's 

Unfinished Apology: A study of His Plan; Father Perrin and 

Gustave Thibon, simone Weil telle que nous l'avons connue; 

simone Petrement, Simone Weil: A Life; et al.). Even so, 

neither she nor Pascal, in emphasizing either the personal or 

the general aspects of human sin and suffering, 

other. Pascal's Pensees are viable evidence 

ignores the 

of intense 

spiritual self-scrutiny I and Simone Weil's Cahiers are as 

well. Each of them began with the personal, but Pascal's 

project, and perhaps, his more parochial (if one may use that 

word) view of Christianity, one obviously unaffected by the 

almost three hundred years which elapsed between his birth and 

Simone Weil's and by the kind of study and interest she had 

devoted to Eastern religious traditions, made him more prone 

to generalize from himself to all men. 
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Sin and suffering are nevertheless closely linked for 

Pascal. He finds evidence of original sin in the Jewish 

tradi tion: "Tradi tion ample du peche originel selon les 

Juifs./ Sur Ie mot de la Genese 8, la composition du coeur de 

I 'homme est mauvaise des son enfance" (278). He shows 

evidence in this same fragment, listed under the heading 

"Rabbinage," of knowledge of the Jewish Talmud and Midrashim. 

He speaks in the same fragment of the Jewish tradition of the 

"mauvais leva in ••. mis dans I' homme des I' heure oil il est 

forme ... / Ce levain a sept noms: dans l'ecriture il est appele 

mal, prepuce, immonde, ennemi, scandale, coeur de pierre, 

aquilon, tout cela signifie la malignite qui est cachee et 

empreinte dans Ie coeur de I 'homme. Misdrach [sic: a misprint 

for Midrasch, it seems] Tillim dit la meme chose et que Dieu 

delivrera la bonne nature de l'homme de la mauvaise," (also, 

fragment 278). Here we have the hope of God's delivering man 

from sin. It is also interesting to note that man, according 

to this tradition, has two natures. That might be a 

foreshadowing of the doctrine of the Incarnation, according 

to which God and man are united in Christ. Of course, we are 

dealing with two natures already present in man. Pascal 

writes of the "bonne" and the "mauvaise" natures of human 

beings. But still, the parallel seems apt. 
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Also, it is interesting, given the ritual use of 

unleavened bread in Judaism, that the evil in human beings is 

called a "mauvais levain." The idea of leaven is just the 

opposite in the Western, Christian tradition, where one speaks 

of the "leaven in the loaf" as a kind of "redeeming feature" 

(an interesting expression in itself, in this context) in an 

otherwise disparaged situation. The other names for this 

"mauvais levain" are striking, too. "Mal" is not unexpected 

as a term for it, nor, perhaps, are "ennemi" (though that is 

a term more thought of with regard to the Adversary, in the 

Old Testament, or to Satan, or the Devil, in the New), or 

"coeur de pierre" (since we are told in Exodus 7:3 that the 

Lord "will harden Pharaoh's heart.") Even" inunonde" and 

"scandale" are not very surprising, though the latter sound 

like the vocabulary of st. Paul. But "prepuce" and "aquilon" 

are more surprising. The "aquilon" is the "Vent du nord, 

froid et violent. Tout vent violent." It is a poetic word, 

and indeed, it may be used figuratively and poetically to 

refer to the North, (Petit Robert 82). "Prepuce" is an 

al together more striking word: "Repl i tegumenta ire qui entoure 

Ie gland de la verge. Excision du prepuce: circoncision," 

(Petit Robert 1380; underlining reproduces the italics in the 

text) . Circumcision was the sign of God's covenant with 

Abraham. The removal of a man's foreskin indicated his 
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membership in God's people and His covenant. The "prepuce" 

is here identified with the evil part of man that is cut away, 

much as it is done away, in some sense, by baptism. As the 

Hebrew nation developed, this notion of circumcision, though 

still literally practiced, took on spiritual, and therefore, 

figurative significance: "And the Lord thy God will bring 

thee into the land which thy fathers possessed, and thou shalt 

possess it; and he will do thee good, and multiply thee above 

thy fathers./ And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine 

heart! and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy God 

with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest 

live./ And the Lord thy God will put all these curses upon 

thine enemies, and on them that hate thee, which persecuted 

thee./ And thou shalt return and obey the voice of the Lord, 

and do all his commandments which I command thee this day" 

(Deuteronomy 30: 5-8). "The Lord thy God will circumcise thine 

heart." Surely then the evil would be gone from man (King 

James Version quoted above). 

otherwise, man would remain sinful. Pascal, though a 

Christian, shares this Jewish concept of man's sinfulness. 

Indeed,it is, of course, reflected in the Catholic doctrine 

of original sin. "Que Dieu ne nous impute pas nos peches," 

says Pascal, "c'est-a-dire toutes les consequences et suites 

de nos peches, qui sont effroyables, des moindres fautes, si 
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on veut les suivre sans misericorde" (690). "Changeons la 

regIe que nous avons prise jusqu'ici pour juger de ce qui est 

bon. Nous en avions pour regIe notre volonte; prenons 

maintenant la volonte de Dieu: tout ce qu'il veut nous est 

bon et juste, tout ce qu'il ne veut pas (mauvais et injuste)" 

(948) • All this is summed up in fragment 695: 

Le peche originel est folie devant les hommes, 
mais on Ie donne pour tel. Vous ne me devez done 
pas reprocher Ie defaut de raison en cette doctrine, 
puisque je la donne pour etre sans raison. Mais 
cette folie est plus sage que toute la sagesse des 
hommes, sapientius est hominibus. Car, sans cela, 
que dira-t-on qu'est l'homme? Tout son etat depend 
de ce point imperceptible. Et comment s'en fut-il 
aperc;:u par sa raison, puisque c' est une chose contre 
la raison, et que sa raison, bien loin de I 'inventer 
par ses voies, s' en eloigne, quand on Ie lui 
presente? 

The Latin quotation is from a verse from st. Paul: "But the 

foolishness of God is wiser than men; and the weakness of God 

is stronger than men," (I Corinthians 1:25). 

Here we corne, also, to issues of importance to Pascal and 

simone Weil: faith and reason, and the relationship between 

them. We will see that, for Simone Weil, the issue of 

obedience is crucial in this regard (see biographical sources, 

et al.). 

We said above that Pascal seems to want to submit his 

reason to faith, and that Simone Weil, on the contrary, seems 

to want to submit her faith to reason. Of course, in one 

sense this is not surprising, since Pascal speaks from inside 
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the Church, by tradition and by choice, and Simone Weil speaks 

from outside it, for the same reasons. Pascal was born and 

died a Catholic, in spite of the disputes surrounding 

Jansenism. Simone weil was born into a secular Jewish family 

and died a follower of Christ, though she refused admission 

to the Church, for reasons we will examine later, and though 

she saw in many other religions, ancient and modern, 

prototypes of Christian doctrine. But it is precisely her 

enormous wish--one might say, with William James, her will-

to believe, that is, her enormous faith, which makes this 

quest for justification of her beliefs in the light of reason 

so surprising, just as it is Pascal's evident respect for 

reason that makes his strong denigration of it in the light 

of faith surprising (see Pensees and cahiers). 

But the issue of the relationship between faith and 

reason was alive for both of them. According to the Index to 

the Lafuma edition, fragments 167 to 188 of the Pensees have 

to do with "raison," as do eleven other fragments. The same 

Index lists nine fragments having to do with "foL" Of these 

two groups, fragments 110, 185, and 424 figure in both lists. 

It will be instructive to examine them. Fragments 424 and 185 

sum up succinctly what fragment 110 discusses at greater 

length: "C' est Ie coeur qui sent Dieu et non la raison. 

Voila ce que c'est que la foi. Dieu sensible au coeur, non 
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"La foi dit bien ce que les sens ne 

disent pas, mais non pas Ie contraire de ce qu'il voient; elle 

est au-dessus, et non pas contre," (185). Fragment 112 

returns to the idea of two natures in man, which we have 

already seen: "Instinct et raison, marques de deux natures." 

(112) . This must surely be the "raison" and "coeur" of 

fragment 110. Fragment 113 contains one of the most famous 

phrases in all of the Pensees, the "roseau pensant," which 

reappears in fragment 200 in its more well-known formulation: 

"L' hornrne n' est qu' un roseau, Ie plus faible de la nature, mais 

c 'est un roseau pensant." The rest of fragment 2 0 0 reinforces 

the respect Pascal has for reason and for "la pensee." But 

he affirms, in another very famous passage, that "Ie coeur a 

ses raisons que la raison ne connait point; on Ie sait en 

mille choses," (423). Both are necessary to man. Faith is 

from the heart, or rather, it is from God and is perceived by 

the heart. Thus, "coeur," or "instinct," which seem, in this 

context, to be synonymous, will ultimately do man more good 

than "raison," or "esprit," which seem, in this context, to 

be synonomous as well (see Pensees). It will be interesting 

later, when we deal with rhetoric, and thus with the "esprit 

de geometrie" and the "esprit de finnesse," to see what 

different things the word "esprit" might mean for Pascal. But 

for now, the distinction is between "raison" and "foi," and 
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faith is closely related to "coeur" (see Russier, et aI.). 

Reason, then, is not to be denigrated. In fragment 111, 

Pascal sounds almost like Descartes: 

Je puis bien concevoir un hornrne sans mains, 
pieds, tete, car ce n'est que l'experience qui nous 
apprend que la tete est plus necessaire que les 
pieds. Mais j e ne puis concevoir l' hornrne sans 
pensee. Ce serait une pierre ou une brute. 

Furthermore, reason is vital to the Christian: "soumsission 

et usage de la raison: en quoi consiste Ie vrai 

christianisme," (167). But religion is a tool, and not an end 

in itself (fragments 172, 173, 174,175). It is not subject 

to superstition (181). And it is inescapable: "II n'y a rien 

de si con forme a la raison que ce desaveu de la raison" (182). 

In fact, "la derniere demarche de la raison est de reconnaitre 

qu'il y a une infinite de choses qui la surpassent. Elle 

n'est que faible si elle ne va jusqu'a connaitre cela" (188). 

It seems that, for all its strength, it will finally "se 

redui t a ceder au sentiment" (530; 'chis fragment uses the word 

"raisonnement" instead of "raison," however, and its 

conclusions might best be applied with circumspection to 

Pascal's ideas about reason.) Reason is nonetheless not to 

be despised: 

La raison nous cornrnande bien plus 
imperieusement qU'un maitre car en desobeissant a 
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l'un on est malheureux et en desobeissant a l'autre on 
est un sot. 

(768) 

Fragment 148 establishes the links Pascal makes between faith 

and justice and between faith and the "souverain bien." 

Fragment 185 dismisses any contradiction between faith and the 

senses, and surely, by extension, between faith and reason 

(185) . Fragment 380 states that faith is a gift of God. 

Fragment 424 declares faith more important than reason. 

Fragment 588 makes this explicit: 

La foi est un don de Dieu. Ne croyez pas que 
nous dis ions que c'est un don de raisonnement. Les 
autres religions ne disent pas cela de leur foi. 
Elles ne donnaient que Ie raisonnement pour y 
arriver, qui n'y mene pas neanmoins. 

Finally, faith is more important than reason because it is a 

stronger foundation for the Christian in the Christian life. 

But what is striking in Pascal, at least the Pascal of the 

Pensees, is the strong respect he has for reason. He seems 

to leave it behind with reluctance, and at the last possible 

moment, as Vergil leaves Dante just before Dante leaves 

Purgatory and enters Paradise. In fact, for Pascal, and, in 

his view, for mankind, reason is still there to the end. It 

is one of the two methods of convincing someone of doctrinal 

points in Christianity (the other method is the weight of 

authori ty), and it is the more used of the two, but it 
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provides "faibles arguments, la raison etant flexible a tout" 

(820). And then: 

La raison agit avec lenteur et avec tant de 
vues sur tant de principles, lesquels il faut qu'ils 
soient toujours presents, quIa toute heure elle 
s'assoupit ou s'egare manque d'avoir tous ses 
principles presents. Le sentiment n' agi t pas ainsi; 
il agit en un instant et toujours est pret a agir. 
II faut donc mettre notre foi dans Ie sentiment, 
autrement elle sera toujours vacillante. 

(821) 

simone Weil too goes from reason to faith. She too wants the 

underpinning of reason for that faith. But her views of faith 

and reason are something of a mirror image of Pascal's. He 

begins with faith, as a baptized Catholic, and he works his 

apologia for Christianity from faith back to faith, by way of 

reason. Simone Weil works her way to faith, by way of love, 

and feels the need to find in reason a bastion for that faith 

(see Cahiers, passim, et al.). 

Ne pas croire a l'immortalite de l'ame, mais 
regarder toute la vie comme destinee a preparer 
l'instant de la mort; ne pas croire aDieu, mais 
aimer l'univers, toujours, meme dans l'angoisse de 
la souffrance, comme une patrie; c'est la Ie chemin 
vers la foi par la voie de l'atheisme. Cette foi 
est la meme que celIe qui resplendit dans les images 
de la religion. Mais quand on y parvient par ce 
chemin, ces images sont d'usage nUl. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, p. 88) 

This is a completely unexpected concept of faith, at least in 

a Christian context. It is far from the via negativa of 

certain Mystics. It corresponds more to the Buddhist concept 
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of Nothingness in the midst and at the end of everything. 

Indeed, Eastern religious thought figures both in Tomes II and 

III of the Cahiers, though in both the strongest influence 

other than Christianity is the Greek tradition. The passage 

quoted above is arresting because of what it maintains and 

what it discards, and because its objects are penultimate, not 

ultimate. One is exhorted to live as though one lived in 

eternal life, though without believing in it. One is advised 

to love the world and to suffer in and with and through it, 

as if one believed in the God one does not believe in. Now 

that concept of faith--"le chemin vers la foi par la voie de 

l'atheisme"--is extraordinary. It is the maintenance of form 

without substance. It involves relinquishing faith's object 

but maintaining its appearance. No traditional Christian view 

of faith can maintain that. 

But it is, in its way, provocative. It follows the 

liberal Protestant tradition in theology, whether Simone Weil 

was explicitly conversant with that tradition or not, as 

chronicled in Albert Schweitzer's The Quest of the Historical 

Jesus. The "liberal lives of Jesus," mostly Germanic, which 

Schweitzer deals with, have their equivalent in France in 

Renan's Vie de Jesus, and this tradition leads, in the 

Twentieth Century I to Bul tmann I to Form Criticism in New 

Testament scholarship, and to the New Quest of the Historical 
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Jesus, as considered in James M. Robinson's book of that 

title. The scholars in this tradition, particularly Bultmann 

and his students and later followers, speak of 

"demythologizing, " by which they mean, as they claim, to 

remove the mythical elements from early Christianity and to 

separate from that myth Christianity's real message. The 

problem, of course, is: what is Christianity's real message? 

Can it be separated from myth? Is there a deep layer of myth 

surrounding the doctrine of the Church? These questions are 

obviously controversial, and they are perhaps unsolvable. 

Their implications for present-day as well as for early 

Christianity are quite obviously enormous (see Bultmann, Jesus 

Christ and Mythology; et al.) 

But that is not our problem here. It is simply 

interesting and important to note that this concept of 

Christianity and of what is essential to it is a great deal 

like the view of faith adumbrated here by Simone Weil. Again, 

one wonders whether this is not faith from the viewpoint of 

the believer, and indeed, one might say it is what faith 

really is for the believer, since these are the only "evidence 

of things not seen," as Saint Paul calls faith (Hebrew 11:1), 

which the believer can see, in his earthly life. 

Also, it is a selfless view of faith, one not unknown to 

Christianity (see C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity, et al.; 
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Dorothy L. Sayers; perhaps certain mystics). But selflessness 

in Christianity has usually meant giving up one's life in 

martyrdom, or relinquishing one's "self" in union with God, 

as in the Catholic mystical tradition. In this view, however, 

we retain our "selves," if by that we mean our experience, 

what we recognize oursel ves to be. But we give up the 

ultimately more valuable rewards of belief in life in God and 

of eternal life. We trade the ultimate for the penultimate, 

whereas the Christian tradition, historically, at least that 

part of the tradition that emphasized st. Paul, has traded the 

penultimate for the ultimate. The only way this view of faith 

makes real sense in a Christian context is to realize several 

things about simone Weil's view of Christianity. 

First, as we shall see in "Lettre it un religieux," she 

had a very "contextual" view of Christianity. No one who 

reads the Cahiers could doubt Simone Weil's loyalty to a 

Christian concept of the world, and of the relationship 

between God and man. But she saw the truths of Christian 

doctrine as manifested in Egyptian, Greek, and other 

philosophical and religious traditions. Jesus was compared 

to gods in other traditions. Christianity was for her a kind 

of primer inter pares among the world's religious traditions. 

We shall explore this very interesting question in chapter 

five. It is fundamental to Simone Weil's thought. But for 
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our purposes here, it is also vital, for it means that her 

notion of Christianity is ambiguous. It is complex and 

difficult to pinpoint, as all spiritual experience, in the 

last analysis, may be. Secondly, this view of faith is of a 

faith whose character, and whose benefits to man, are, as we 

have expressed it above, penultimate rather than ultimate. 

Given Simone Weil's rejection of Judaism, this is arresting, 

for historically, the Jewish faith was just that: penultimate 

rather than ultimate, rooted in this world, speaking of reward 

and punishment and faithfulness of the people to God and of 

God to the people in the here and now. It was Saint Paul, and 

of course, Jesus' disciples, who saw the Resurrection as the 

chief article of faith for Christians, what theologians would 

call the "central event" in Christian history and faith. And 

it was this doctrine that chiefly oriented Christianity 

towards eschatology rather than towards history (see Bul tmann; 

et al.). 

Thirdly, though there ~ no doubt benefits to man in 

this notion of faith, if is selfless at bottom, and emphasizes 

obedience rather than reward. 

Simone Weil sometimes offers us paradoxical remarks 

reminiscent of the "hard sayings" of the Gospels. "Renoncer 

it tout ce qui n'est pas la grace et ne pas desirer la grace," 

(La Pesanteur et la grace 21). "Toute forme de recompense 
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consti tue une degradation d' energie, " (La Pesanteur et la 

grace 16). "Le temps est une image de l'eternite, mais c'est 

aussi un ersatz de I 'eternite," (La Pesanteur et la grace 28) . 

All these epigrammatic sayings indicate a fundamental 

scepticism about all things, material and spiritual, about 

human beings, certainly, but about God also, and about the 

relationship between Him and human beings. How could such a 

basic scepticism not touch the issue of faith? How could one 

who held such a view, who felt so strongly about scepticism, 

not flirt with atheism? What is remarkable is how much faith 

she maintained in the midst of such scepticism. It is as 

though faith, like love in the old hymn, "will not let me go." 

She cannot escape it. In one sense, of course, she does not 

want to. But it seems too good, too easy, perhaps, to be 

true. There must be a struggle for this faith, even if it is 

inescapable. Perhaps that is what she means when she says 

that "la grace, c' est la loi du mouvement descendant," or when 

she exhorts one (herself) to "aimer Dieu a travers la 

destruction de Troie et de Carthage, et sans consolation. 

L'amour n'est pas consolation, il est lumiere." "On ne 

possede que ce a quoi on renonce. Ce a quoi on ne renonce pas 

nous echappe. En ce sens, on ne peut posseder quoi que ce 

so it sans passer par Dieu," (La Pesanteur et la grace 10, 22, 

44). More important, perhaps, is this statement: 



Le desir est impossible; il detrui t son obj ect. 
Les amants ne peuvent pas etre un, ni Narcisse etre 
deux. Don Juan, Narcisse. Parce que desirer 
quelque chose est impossible, il faut desirer rien. 

L'avare, par desir de son tresor, s'en prive. 
si on peut mettre sans aucune restriction tout son 
bien dans une chose cachee dans la terre--pourqoui 
pas en Dieu? 

Mais quand Dieu est devenu aussi plein de sig
nification que Ie tresor pour I' avare, se repeter 
fortement qu' il n' existe pas. Eprouver qu' on I' aime 
meme s'il n'existe pas. 

C'est lui qui,par l'operation de la nuit 
obscure, se retire, afin de ne pas etre aime cornrne 
un tresor par un avare. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, p. 14) 
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Here we seem to go from Nietzschian to Pascalian territory. 

But then, in this same passage, Simone Weil quotes a Hindu 

religious story which includes this passage: "'Quiconque 

prononce Ie nom de Dieu, sous quelque forme que ce soit, 

volontairement ou involontairement, f ini t par trouver 

I' immortalite. '" And the whole passage ends this way: "La 

pauvrete de saint Franyois etait Ie desir de jouir purement 

de la creation. 'De ce tout, par Ie detachement nourris-

toi, '" (Cahiers III: 14-15). This is faith without an object, 

even God. It seems strange from a Christian perspective, but 

it is very much in line with Eastern, particularly with 
. 

Buddhist, conceptions of religion, and is also reminiscent in 

some sense of the Christian mystical tradition. The idea of 

faith without hope of reward has its attractions. The basis 

for such a faith is the first line of the passage just quoted: 
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"Le desir est impossible; il detruit son objet." The only way 

to hold fast to God, in this view, is to renounce a desire for 

Him. It is the precept of the Gospels pushed to its ultimate

-and absurd?--limit: he who finds his God shall lose Him, but 

he who loses his God shall find him? What would be the effect 

of speaking of a "god" instead of "God?" What if we used the 

word "god" in the first phrase and "God," with a capital "G", 

in the second? 

But in this paraphrase, we have left out the crucial 

words: "for my sake." The verse in Matthew reads this way: 

"He that findeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth 

his life for my sake shall find it" (Matthew 10:39). Simone 

Weil would no doubt wish to insert the phrase "for my sake." 

This peculiar notion of faith is arrived at through 

reason. Reason as a tool, a "levier," an aspect of thought, 

permeates the Cahiers. One of Simone Weil's earliest, and 

lasting, interests was mathematics. (Her brother, Andre Weil, 

made significant contributions to modern mathematical thought; 

see Simone Petrement et al.) "L' algebre n' est-elle pas cause 

que cette efficacite de la mathematique soit perdue? N'est

ce pas pour cela que les Grecs n'en ont pas eu?" she wrote 

in the Cahiers, Tome I, just after juxtaposing "Mathematique 

en Gr~ce et detachment," (Cahiers, Tome I, p. 138). 

Mathematics, and especially one of its aspects, proportion, 
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leads to philosophical analogies. 

II y a des efforts qui epuisent, d'autres qui 
donnent de nouvelles forces; ou est la source de 
ceux-lA? 

Le mecanisme par lequel une situation trop dure 
abaisse est que l' energie fournie par les sentiments 
eleves est--generalement--limitee; si la situation 
exige qu'on aille plus loin que cette limite, il 
faut avoir recours A des sentiments bas Cpeur, 
convoitise, gout du record, des honneurs 
exterieurs>, plus riches en energie Cchercher 
pourguoil • 

Le sentiment--rapport entre Ie monde et la 
pensee: il vient du monde, immediatement, avec les 
sensations, comme elles, mais varie en fonction des 
deplacements de l'energie dans l'etre humain. 

(Cahiers, Tome I: 146, underlining 
indicates italics in the text) 

Energy and mechanics express relationships in the physical 

world in mathematical terms. Simone Weil has applied this 

sort of metaphor to psychological realities. "La 

contemplation mathematique, dans Platon, n'est-elle pas un 

melange du fini et de l' indefini? (Un, fini, indefini)," 

(Cahiers I: 146). "si les Grecs etaient si attaches A la 

geometrie, n'est-ce pas qu'ils pensaient en traQant les 

lignes, sans paroles? Cependant (ou pour cela meme?) 

axiomatique parfaite. Postulats d'Euclide, de construction. 

Limiter ce qu'on se permet de tracer," (Cahiers I: 147). (It 

is apparently true that the earliest editions of Euclid's 

Elements contained no drawings, which is instructive in the 

context of Simone Weil's remark here. Also, her remark seems 
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to touch on the question of the inefficacy of language). The 

last half of Tome I of the Cahiers deals with metaphors from 

mathematics and physics as tools for psychological and 

emotional insights. She writes of "Elevation et profondeur. 

Deux metaphores qui toutes deux ont rapport a l'extension de 

la base d'nn cone sur un plan horizontal; ou quelque chose de 

ce genre; correspondent a une etendue horizontale. 

L'elevation a rapport a une connaissance, la profondeur a une 

influence .•.• Un amour profond change une vie .... Le pro fond est 

un rapport au superficiel, l'eleve un rapport au bas; Ie bas 

et Ie superficiel sont au meme niveau. II aime vilement, mais 

bassement. Phrase possible. II aime profondement, mais 

bassement. Phrase impossible," (Cahiers I: 208). Direct 

consideration of mathematical and physical principles is more 

evident in Tome I than in Tomes II and III of the Cahiers, but 

their influence is felt in them all. Terms from physical 

science appear in several sections of La pesanteur et la 

grace, terms such as "pesanteur," "vide," "balance," "levier," 

"temps," "algebre," (La pesanteur et la grace, table of 

contents and passim) • 

In a series of interviews titled Les Yeux ouverts, 

Marguerite Yourcenar reminds us that the word "religion" comes 

from Latin words meaning to "link together". In this, as well 

as in the more usual sense, simone Weil was deeply religious. 
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We considered earlier her use of the bridge as metaphor and 

its wider application to her work and to Pascal's. 

simone Weil again uses the metaphor of the bridge: 

Les ponts des Grecs. --Nous en avons heri te. 
Mais nous n' en connaissons plus I' usage. Nous avons 
cru que c' etai t fait pour y batir des maisons. Nous 
y avons eleve des gratte-ciel ou sans cesse nous 
ajoutons des etages. Nous ne savons plus que ce 
sont des ponts, des choses fai tes pour qu 'on y 
passe, et que par la on va aDieu. 

Here, 

(La Pesanteur et la grace, p. 165) 

For Simone weil, mathematics, physical science, philosophy, 

world religions, and also, reason, were such bridges to God. 

She considered it more important to obey than to know, 

or even to believe. "si mon salut eternel etait sur cette 

table sous la forme d'un objet et qu'il n'y eut qu'a etendre 

la main pour Ie saisir, je ne tendrais pas la main sans en 

avoir re9u l'ordre," she writes in La Pesanteur et la grace, 

under the rubric "La necessite et l'obeissance" (p. 56). One 

wonders whether, for her, faith is an act of will at all, for 

she says that "Ie juste rapport avec Dieu est, dans la 

contemplation I 'amour, dans l'action l'esclavage. Ne pas 

melanger. Agir en esclave en contemplant avec amour ... " (La 

Pesanteur et la grace 61). Here we see emphasized again the 

element of duty, which we commented on earlier in Pascal's and 

in simone Weil's conceptions of God. It is indeed a harsh 

view and one not amenable to every temperament. But again, 
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it is the other side of one coin, in that God is to be praised 

when he does reach out to man, which is man's only hope of 

finding Him. The issue is problematical indeed, and not least 

among the problems is that of predestination. From Augustine 

to Jansen (Jansenius) it has been a problem for the Church. 

For Calvin, it was among the central, mysterious dogma of the 

faith. One must "accepter d'etre soumis it la necessite et 

n'agir qu'en la maniant," because "l'obeissance est la vertu 

supreme. Aimer la necessite. La necessite est ce qu'il y a 

de plus bas par rapport it l'individu (contrainte, force, une 

'dure necessite'); la necessite universelle en delivre," (La 

Pesanteur et la grace, pp. 54, 55). 

Now, this contrast between the individual and the 

universal is the crux of the matter here. It is necessary to 

"agir, non pour un objet, mais par une necessite," (La 

pesanteur et la grace 56; underlining indicates italics in the 

text). This is because God comes to us, but we cannot on our 

own go to Him. The universal supercedes, though it val idates, 

the individual: 

II ne faut avoir en vue dans la priere aucune 
chose particuliere, it moins d'en aVOlr re9u 
surnaturellement I' inspiration. Car Dieu est I 'etre 
universel. Certes il descend dans Ie particulier. 
II est descendu, il descend dans I' acte de la 
creation; de meme I 'Incarnation, l'Eucharistie, 
I 'Inspiration, etc. Mais c'est un mouvement 
descendant, jamais montant, un mouvement de Dieu, 
non de nous. Nous ne pouvons operer une telle 
liaison qu' autant que Dieu nous la dicte. Notre 
role est d'etre tournes vers l'universel. 



C'est peut-etre la la solution de la difficu
lte de Berger sur I' impossibilite de relier Ie rela
tif a l'absolu. C'est impossible par un mouvement 
montant, mais c'est possible par un mouvement 
descendant. 

(La pesanteur et la grace, pp. 
58-59) 

Chaque creature parvenue a I' obeissance 
parfaite constitue un mode singulier, unique, 
irremplayable de presence, de connaissance et 
d'operation de Dieu dans Ie monde. 
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(La pesanteur et la grace, p. 60) 

Human beings are validated, justified (though whether in the 

specifically religious sense of the word is not clear), by 

their obedience. "Obedience" is used here in a religious 

context, as obedience to God, which is the usual context for 

simone Weil' s ideas about obedience. But it might have 

secular implications, such as for social justice, or rather, 

the social implications might be in themselves obedience to 

God also. She seems to see necessity as man's finding his 

true self, for it is obedience to "les fins qu' on porte en 

soi," (La pesanteur et la grace 60). This sounds very much 

like the saying of Jesus in Matthew, which was quoted earlier 

in this chapter, about finding one's life and losing it, 

losing it for Jesus' sake and finding it (Matthew 10:39). And 

with reference to the foolish virgins in the Gospel parable, 

she makes a statement reminiscent of Pascal's "Tu ne me 

chercherais pas": "Cela signifie qU'au moment ou lIon prend 
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conscience qu' il y a un choix a faire, Ie choix est dej a 

fait," (La Pesanteur et la grace 61). 

In the "Integrale"-Lafuma edition of the Pensees there 

is no entry for "soumission" and only one for "obeissance." 

That is fragment 356: 

Quelle difference entre un soldat et un 
chartreux quant a l'obeissance? Car ils sont 
egalement obeissants et dependants, et dans des 
exercices egalement penibIes, mais Ie soldat espere 
toujours devenir maitre et ne Ie devient jamais, car 
les captaines et princes memes sont toujours 
esclaves et dependants, mais il espere toujours, et 
travaille toujours a y venir, au lieu que Ie 
Chartreux fait voeu de n'etre jamais que dependant. 
Ainsi ils ne different pas dans la servitude 
perpetuelle, que tous deux ont toujours, mais dans 
l'esperance que l'un a toujours et l'autre jamais. 

still ,Sellier' s edition places an entire liasse of "Rasion des 

effets" under the rubric "soumission". It places two 

fragments under "Obeissance". Also, we may consider fragments 

80, 81, and 82 (Lafuma) as exemplary of "Soumission," as well 

"Le Memorial" itself, with its phrase: "soumission a mon 

directeur." 

Perhaps Pascal is speaking in 356 of humility. Certainly 

he seems to find the monk's attitude more realistic than the 

soldier's, and it is presumably preferable, both because of 

this realistic view of his situation and because of humility. 

But it is interesting that he uses the word "esclave," as 

Simone weil did in a passage concerning obedience quoted 

above. She advocated the attitude of a slave in acting 
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towards necessity, and therefore, towards God. But Pascal's 

statement in fragment 356 is more ambiguous. One would like 

to know how it would have fitted into the Apology as a whole. 

(see Davidson and Dube, A Concordance to Pascal's "Pensees" 

for entries under "obeissance" and "soumission.") Dom Michel 

Jungo lists "obeissance" and "soumission" as ~'lords "destines 

~ l'Apologie," (Le Vocabulaire de Pascal 193 ff.). Perhaps 

it is Pascal's great though ambivalent regard for reason that 

makes him put less emphasis than Simone weil on obedience and 

submission. 

Finally, we come to the question of the supernatural and 

of miracles. The most famous miracle of all in Pascal is no 

doubt "Le Memorial" of November 23, 1654. It was a mystical 

experience, the cUlmination of Pascal's recent spiritual 

experience, including his own escaping injury in a carriage 

accident. It was his "seconde conversion" (Jean Mesnard, 

Pascal: L'homme et l'ouevre 61ff.). In the Index to the 

"Integrale"-Lafuma edition of the Pensees there are some 

sixty-eight fragments under the rubric "Miracles." Their 

importance for Pascal is evident from the first of these 

fragments: "Je ne serais chretien sans les miracles, di t 

saint Augustin" (169). "On n'aurait point peche en ne croyant 

pas J. -C. sans les miracles" (184). Pascal considered the 

miracles necessary to persuade the Jews in Jesus' favor 
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(fragments 180 and 264). But paradoxically, he says elsewhere 

that "les miracles ne servent pas a convertir mais a 

condamner" (379) and indeed, that they are ineffective for 

conversion (378). sixty-one of the sixty-eight fragments 

under the rubric "miracles" are in the series of "Papiers non 

classes." Perhaps more important than the miracles themselves 

is the implication of the supernatural element in human life 

and in the natural world. "II n'est pas possible de croire 

raisonnablement contre les miracles" (568). Most of the rest 

of the fragments we are concerned with here appear in the 

Lafuma edition in a section entitled "Miracles," which is 

"Section III" and follows "section I. Papiers classes" and 

"section II. Papiers non classes." Fragment 830 is a long 

series of answers by l'Abbe de Saint-cyran of questions put 

to him by Pascal. Pascal himself is persuaded of the reality 

of miracles: "Je suppose qu'on croit les miracles" (835). 

He states that "il faut juger de la doctrine par les miracles, 

il faut juger des miracles par la doctrine./ Tout cela est 

vrai mais cela ne se contredit pas," (340). And then: 

Notre religion est sage et folIe, sage parce 
que c' est la plus savante et la plus fondee en 
miracles, propheties, etc, folIe parce que ce n'est 
point tout cela qui fait gu'on en est. Cela fait 
bien condamner ceux qui n'en sont pas, mais non pas 
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croire ceux qui en sont. Ce qui les fait croire est la 
croix--ne evacuata sit crux. 

(842; see fragment 458 in 
this regard.) 

The role of miracles is penultimate, then, rather than 

ultimate. The ultimate "preuve" of the Christian religion is 

the cross; it is the strongest urge to faith, just as it was 

the central issue of concern, with regard to justice and 

suffering, for simone Weil. (The Biblical reference here is 

to st. Paul: I Corinthians I:17) One wonders whether the 

cross is "ce qui les fait croire" for believers or 

unbelievers. But the important point of contact here between 

Pascal and Simone weil is their emphasis on the supernatural 

(see c.s. Lewis' works for the importance to Christianity of 

the supernatural). 

simone Weil believed that "une science qui ne nous 

rapproche pas de Dieu ne vaut rien./ Mais si elle nous en 

fait mal approcher, c'est-a-dire d'un Dieu imaginaire, c'est 

pire," (La Pesanteur et la grace 68). 

Dieu et Ie surnaturel sont caches et sans forme 
dans l'univers. II est bon qu'ils soient caches et 
sans nom dans l'ame. Autrement, on risque d'avoir 
sous ce nom de l'imaginaire (ceux qui ont nourri et 
vetu Ie Christ ne savaient pas que c ' etai t Ie 
Christ) . Sens de mysteres antiques. Le 
christianisme (catholiques et protestants) parle 
trop des choses saintes. 

(La Pesanteur et la grace, p. 68) 

Ceux qui ont Ie privilege de contempler Dieu 
font l'experience de sa misericorde dans la partie 



surnaturelle de la vie interieure. C' est la 
misericorde de Dieu comme Saint-Esprit. La seule 
raison qu'ils aient de croire que Dieu comme 
createur est misericordieux, c'est que ces etats de 
contemplation existent en fait et font partie de 
leur experience de creatures. II y a une autre 
raison, c'est la beaute de l'univers. 

(Cahiers, Tome III, p. 57) 
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Miracles are indications, signs (a word dear to the Christian 

tradition and which Simone weil uses, with reference to God's 

"misericorde," later in the passage just quoted) of the 

supernatural. It is the supernatural that is of importance 

to man; miracles make it known to him. They make God known 

to him. "Les miracles et la verite sont necessaires it cause 

qu'il faut convaincre I' homme entier en corps et en arne," says 

Pascal (fragment 848), the same Pascal who says that "c'est 

une chose si visible qu'il faut aimer un seul Dieu qu'il ne 

faut pas de miracles pour Ie prouver," (see Pensees). The 

expression "il faut" is used in two different senses in these 

two fragments, of course, but the paradox nevertheless 

remains. "Ceux qui suivent J .-C. it cause de ses miracles 

honorent sa puissance dans tous les miracles qu'elle produit, 

mais ceux qui en faisant profession de Ie suivre pour ses 

miracles ne Ie suivent en effet que parce qu'il les console 

et les rassasie des biens du monde, ils deshonorent ses 

miracles quand ils sont contra ires it leurs commodites" (see 

Pensees). 
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In their private writings, then, the journals and notes 

that have become the Pensees and the Cahiers, Pascal and 

Simone Weil reach toward God, to understand His ways to them, 

and toward man, to help others to understand God's ways to 

them as well. The thrust, the emphasis, here is the personal, 

the individual before God. God's relationship with human 

beings is that of Person to a person, a relationship initiated 

by Him, whenever there is a relationship between a given 

individual and God, and marked on man's side by the kind of 

understanding Paul evoked when he wrote that "now we see 

through a glass, darkly," (1 corinthians 13:12, King James 

version: the Jerusalem version translates this as "now we are 

seeing a dim reflection in a mirror."). 

Now we shall turn to their public writings, where the 

point of view is much more centered on human beings. 
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CHAPTER V: THE INTENTION TO INSTRUCT 

The public writings of Pascal and Simone Weil are 

markedly different in tone from their private writings. The 

latter, which we considered in Chapter IV, have, naturally 

enough, a far more personal tone, and their content, the 

matters they treat of, are far more personal as well. That 

is perhaps their lasting appeal and why some of Simone Weil's 

early writings have been described as "formative" (Simone 

Weil, Formative Writings: 1929-1941, Dorothy Tuck McFarland 

and Wilhelmina Van Ness, editors, University of Massachusetts 

Press, 1987). They are just that. The early writings of all 

writers, except those like Rimbaud and Raymond Roussel, whose 

eclat is early, dazzling, and short-lived, are "formative" in 

this sense. They represent the foundation of the writer's 

later work. In so far as "the child is father to the man," 

in Wordsworth's phrase, early concerns determine and shape 

later ones. 

It seems odd to speak of formative writings for writers 

such as Pascal and Simone Weil, who died at 39 and 34 

respectively. But the effect of their early writings on their 

later ones is strong and clear. Methods and themes from the 

former inform the latter. But more important, perhaps, is 

their early intention to instruct. Each of them moved beyond 

it in a real sense, and yet, each maintained it, also, for in 
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their own religious and psychological experience, each saw 

important lessons for mankind. 

Teaching must be grounded in and must come from learning, 

as Chaucer's clerk knew: 

A CLERK ther was of Oxen ford also, That unto logyk 
hadde longe ygo. 

Sownynge in moral vertu was his speche, And gladly 
wolde he Ierne and gladly teche. 

(Canterbury Tales, "General 
Prologue," pp. 285-286 and 307-
308, Cawley edition) 

Pascal's intention to instruct came out of his learning, as 

did Simone Weil's, and both that learning and that urge to 

disseminate knowledge and opinion were rooted in a fervent 

curiosity about the natural world and about human life. 

For Pascal, that curiosity first manifested itself in 

mathematics. The "oeuvres mathematiques" section of the 

"Integrale"-Lafuma edition of Pascal's complete works 

comprises one hundred fifty pages under seven rubrics: the 

"Traite des coniques," "La RegIe des partis," the "Traite du 

triangle arithmetique et traites connexes," "Les Carres 

magiques," the "Adresse it l'Academie parisienne," "La 

Roulette et traites connexes," and the "Dimension des lignes 

courbes," (the "Integrale"-Lafuma edition, "Table"). The 

first of these treatises was written in 1640, the last, in 

1659 ("Integrale"-Lafuma edition 35,185,and passim). Some of 
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this work was communicated through letters, some had a wider 

audience (the introductions, "Integrale"-Lafuma edition, 

passim). But by 1659 it was all done. Pascal, at 36, had 

moved from the physical to the spiri tual, as his chosen 

territory. 

Yet the need to understand the natural world was strong 

in him. It is this phase of his thought which compares to 

Simone Weil's period of philosophical inquiry. Dorothy Tuck 

McFarland and Wilhelmina Van Ness, in a book referred to 

above, have published in English several of Simone Weil' s 

earliest writings. 

Sur la science, 

These appeared originally in French in 

La Condition ouvriere, and Ecrits 

historigues et politigues, mostly posthumously (see MCFarland 

and Van Ness, editors, Formative writings: 1929-1941, note 

of previous publication, for references). The truly 

formative or basic writing here is Sur la science, or more 

precisely, the essay in that book entitled "Science et 

perception dans Descartes," which was Simone Weil's "these de 

dip16me superieur," completed in 1929-1930 (Sur la science, 

"Note de l'editeur," 8). The other developed essay in this 

book is "La science et nous," but there are letters, and 

"fragments" of other writing, on science and mathematics, 

written between 1932 and 1942 (=Sc.:::u:..=r=----=l::..=:a=--..!:s::..;:c~l"'_· e=..:n""c:.=e 101, and 

passim) • Some of the subjects here are tantalizing: 
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"Reverie a propos de la science grecque," "L'Avenir de la 

science," "Du Fondement d'une science nouvelle" and "Du 

Fondement d'une science nouvelle (variante)," "A propos de 

la m~canique ondulatoire," "L'Enseignement des 

math~matiques," and "R~flexions a propos de la th~orie des 

quanta," (Sur la science, passim). We have seen that 

mathematics and physics informed the Cahiers. But it is 

striking that these concerns pale, both for Simone Weil and 

for Pascal, two or three years before their deaths. For her 

the questions of social justice, for him the problems of 

theological controversy, will, as we shall see presently, in 

looking at her essays and at his Lettres provinciales, also 

pale toward the end of their lives and give way to spiritual 

concerns. 

Early on in their lives, however, both Pascal and Simone 

Weil concerned themselves seriously with science and 

mathematics. This is the period which one might call, for 

each of them, the period of knowing. The assumptions of 

knowing, or of seeking to know, the natural world, are that 

the natural world can be known and that man can know it. 

Pascal inherited these assumptions from the optimistic 

attitudes of the Renaissance. Simone Weil held on to them at 

a time when they were about to be undermined by the 

relativities of modern physics. But these assumptions were 
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strong for them both. In a letter to Fermat dated July 29, 

1654, Pascal wrote: 

Monsieur, L I imagination me prend aussi bien 
quIa vous et, quoique je sois encore au lit, je ne 
puis m'empecher de vous dire que je re9us hier au 
soir, de la part de M. de Carcavi, votre lettre sur 
les partis, que j I admire si fort que j e ne puis vous 
Ie dire. Je n'ai pas de loisir de m'etendre, mais, 
en un mot, vous avez trouve les deux partis des des 
et des partis dans la parfaite justesse; jlen suis 
tout satisfait, car je ne doute plus maintenant que 
j e ne sois dans la verite, apres la rencontre 
admirable Oll je me trouve avec vous. 

Votre methode est tres sure et est celIe qui 
m I est la premiere venue a la pensee dans cette 
recherche; mais •.. j'en ai trouve un abrege et 
proprement une autre methode bien plus courte et 
plus nette, que je voudrais pouvoir vous dire ici 
en peu de mots: car j e voudrais desormais vous 
ouvrir mon coeur, s I il se pouvait, tant j I ai de joie 
de voir notre rencontre. Je vois bien que la verite 
est la meme a Toulouse et a Paris. 

(Integrale, p.43) 

Notice the references to certainty and to method, as well as 

the notion that even what is good can be improved upon, i.e., 

that progress can be made: "j I en ai trouve un abrege et 

proprement une autre methode bien plus courte et plus nette." 

These implications result from the assumptions we noted 

earlier. If the world can be known in a scientific sense, 

then it can be measured. If it can be known, there are 

methods, and there are tools, chiefly mathematics, which can 

allow man to know it. It if can be known, then it can, with 
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time, become ever better and better known. Progress can be 

made in man's knowledge of the world. Pascal is curious about 

what man can know about the world. His curiosity and his 

enthusiasm about such matters infuses his scientific studies. 

The implications of all this for Pascal's later work 

are enormous. But the enormity of their influence is chiefly 

negative. Given the concept of the Deus absconditus which we 

considered in Chapter IV, it is unlikely in the extreme that 

Pascal would have considered that man can of himself make 

progress in his movement toward God or in his knowledge of 

God. All this, if it comes to human beings at all, WOUld, for 

Pascal, have come to them on God's part, from Him. There 

could also be no method on a human being's part for knowing 

or for drawing nearer to God. That would also have to be 

God's doing. And finally, most difficult of all to fathom and 

to accept, it seems, is Pascal's assumption that there can be 

no certainty about God on human beings' part. If God is 

hidden, even what a person thinks he knows about God is 

shadowed by doubt, though Pascal would have said that what God 

has revealed to human beings about Himself, they can know. 

But the rest is left in the dark, and for the Jansenists and 

for Pascal, there was surely much that God had not chosen to 

reveal about Himself. We remember that Pascal quoted Isaiah 

in this regard: Vere tu es deus absconditus (fragment 242; 
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italicized in Pascal's text. Isaiah 45:15: "Verily thou art 

a God that hidest thyself, 0 God of Israel, the Saviour," 

King James version; "Truly, God is hidden with you,/ the God 

of Israel, the savior," the Jerusalem version. The Jerusalem 

version is an interesting variation in this context. See also 

fragments 781 and 921). So Pascal moved beyond his scientific 

principles when he entered the territory of the soul. This 

is largely analogous to the territory of the "coeur," in 

Pascalian terms, and its opposite number is reason. 

We can see now why Pascal was so reluctant to abandon 

reason, even in his spiritual searchings. Reason had served 

him well for some twenty years of his life in the areas of 

mathematics and physics. Reason was his guarantee of truth, 

as he had known it up to then. Reason was how one knew what 

one could know about science and mathematics. But reason had 

to give way to faith, and for faith, the heart, the "coeur," 

with all its nuances, was more useful than intelligence. 

Perhaps we can get something of that change of tone, of that 

slowly-developed and perhaps dreaded doubt of the power of 

science, and finally, doubt about the usefulness to man of the 

kind of knowledge science provides, at the end of Pascal's 

letter to Carcavi: 

Je ne vous envoie pas cela pour pretendre 
aucune part a cette admirable invention. Car je 
sais trop combien c'est peu de chose de demontrer 
ce qU'un autre a enonce, outre que cette analyse 
ne s'etend pas aux Concoides hyperboliques, ni aux 



spheroides ou la chose me parait bien difficile; 
ainsi je n'y penserais pas seulement, car je suis 
persuade qu'il y a plutot du blame que de l'honneur 
a acquerir en travaillant sur les ouvrages d'autrui 
et principalement quand ils sont traites par des 
personnes excellentes commme M.Huygens. 

(Integrale, p.85) 
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Even more illustrative and more eloquent in this regard is 

Pascal's famous letter to Fermat of August 10, 1660, which 

begins: "Monsieur, Vous etes Ie plus galant homme du 

monde •.. " ("L'Integrale" 282-283). 

simone weil also had confidence, for a good many years, 

in knowing as science allows man to know. She beg ins her 

essay "Science et perception dans Descartes" this way: 

L'humanite a commence, comme chaque homme 
commence, par ne posseder aucune connaissance, hors 
la conscience de soi et la perception du monde. 
Cela lui suffisait, comme cela suffit encore aux 
peuples sauvages, ou, parmi nous, aux travailleurs 
ignorants, pour savoir se diriger dans la nature et 
parmi les hommes aut ant qu'il etait necessaire pour 
vivre. Pourquoi desirer plus? ... Mais cette 
ignorance, c'est un fait qu'autant que nous pouvons 
savoir jamais I 'humanite n' a eu proprement a en 
sortir, car jamais elle ne sly est renfermee. Ce 
qui explique que la recherche de la verite ait pu 
et puisse presenter quelque interet, c ' est que 
l'homme commence, non pas par ignorance, mais par 
l'erreur. 

(Sur la science, p.11) 

The last statement, about man's error rather than his 

ignorance, is striking. The notion of error will presently 

take on religious signigicance for Simone weil, when her 

attention turns to social injustice and to God. But it is 
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interesting here as an indication of an impl ici t trust in 

science, in man's ability to know. As an epigraph, she places 

at the beginning of the introduction a Greek phrase meaning 

"'Dieu est toujours geometre.' (Parole attribuee a Platon.)," 

(Sur la science 11). She thus roots her faith in science in 

a higher Source than man or nature. But she knows that 

progress can be made in science and that science can be wrong. 

She writes of the "ruse cartesienne," and states that 

"Descartes qui de loin semblait presenter un systeme coherent 

et convenable au fondateur de la science moderne, nous n'y 

trouvons plus, en regardant de pres, que contradictions," 

(Sur la science 46). Simone Weil, perhaps from youthful 

irreverence, refers in this same passage to Descartes as "ce 

Descartes," (Sur la science 46). Perhaps it is because 

Simone Weil disliked dogmatism and its exponents (see 

biographical sources). 

But early on, both Simone Weil and Pascal would have seen 

this notion of the possibility of progress in science, in 

scientific knowledge and method, as optimistic. There was an 

"avenir de la science," as her review of a book with that 

title indicates (L'avenir de la science, Louis de Broglie, 

Andre Therive, Raymond Charmet, Pierre Devaux, Daniel-Rops, 

Ie R.P. Sertillanges, PIon, 1941, Sur la science 177, 

footnote). Signing the review with the pseudonym Emile Novis, 
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which we referred to in chapter II, she separates scientific 

progress from philosophical progress--an interesting 

distinction in the light of her continuing interest in 

philosophy, and of the fact that philosophy and religion 

became of greater and greater interest to her as time went on. 

She writes that "la science ne peut pas dans son progres 

apporter quelque chose de nouveau a la philosophie. Cela pour 

deux raisons. D' abord la science ne peut pas etre autre chose 

pour la philosophie qu'une matiere de reflexion ...• Mais la 

raison principale, c'est quia proprement parler il n'y a pas 

de nouveaute possible en philosophie •••. La philosophie ne 

progresse pas, n'evolue pas; c'est pourquoi les philosophes 

sont mal a leur aise aujourd'hui, car ils doivent trahir leur 

vocation ou n'etre pas a la mode. La mode aujourd'hui est de 

progresser, d'evoluer. C'est meme quelque chose de plus 

contraignant qu'une mode," (Sur la science 184). This 

review, given the date of pUblication of L'Avenir de la 

science, dates from 1941 or later, that is, two years before 

Simone Weil's death. The attitudes about progress in science 

and in philosophy are therefore noteworthy. The progress of 

science is forward, that of philosophy, in so far as there is 

progress at all, might be said to be backward, for it is man's 

catching up, so to speak, on a static corpus of knowledge (see 

Louis Mackey, "Notes Toward a Definition of Philosophy"). 
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This seems analogous to Pascal's ideas of knowledge about God, 

and indeed, to Simone Weil's own religious ideas. It surely 

indicates for her, as for him, a shift in emphasis from the 

less important to the more important things, or, to put it in 

traditional religious terms, from things temporal to things 

eternal. 

still, for Simone weil, science is necessary to man. 

Its importance for mankind is de longue date. Both in 

"Reverie a propos de la science grecque" and "La science et 

nous," (Sur la science 261-267 and 121-176), she considered 

science among the Greeks. "La Science et nous" is a long and 

developed essay, called "un texte long et important" by the 

editor of Sur la science (Sur la science 8), and described 

by Simone Weil herself as "' ... un long travail sur la science 

contemporaine, classique (de la Renaissance a 1900), et 

grecque ..• '" (Sur la science 8; both this and the previous 

quotation are from the "Note de l'editeur"). Passages from 

"La Science et nous" demonstrate a profound respect and an 

inveterate scepticism with regard to science: 

L'homme a toujours tente de se donner a lui
meme un univers ferme, limite, rigoureusement 
definii il y reussit parfaitement dans certains jeux 
ou tous les possibles sont en quantite denombrable 
et meme finie, tels que les jeux de des, de cartes, 
d' echecs. 

(Sur la science, pp.168-169) 

L'homme doit se donner a lui-meme des systemes 
definis en se fixant a lui-meme des regles pour ses 
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de forme bien definie, instruments de jeu ou de 
travail, ou encore, comme la balance, de mesure. 
II ne trouve pas des systemes definis tout faits 
dans la nature aut our de lui, ou plutot il en 
trouve un seul. C' est celui que constituent les 
astres. 

(Sur la science, pp. 171-172) 

Nous refusons Ie monde pour penser math
ematiquement, et a l'issue de cet effort de 
renoncement Ie monde nous est donne comme par 
surcroit, au prix, il est vrai, d'une erreur 
infinie, mais reellement donne. Par ce renoncement 
aux choses, par ce contact avec la realite qui 
l'accompagne comme une recompense gratuite, la 
geometrie est une image de la vertu. Pour 
poursuivre Ie bien aussi nous nous detournons des 
choses, et recevons Ie monde en recompense; ••. La 
science de la nature, qui est un des effets de cette 
grace, n' etudie, en dehors des astres, que des 
objets fabriques par Ie travail humain, et fabriques 
d'apres des notions mathematiques. Dans un 
laboratoire de physicien, dans un musee de la 
physique tel que Ie Palais de la Decouverte, tout 
est artificiel; il n'y a que des appareils; .•• 

(Sur la science, pp.174-175) 
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Here is the crux of the matter. Science is artificial. The 

grace of God, of God the geometer, among other roles of His, 

is real. The points de suspension in the passage quoted above 

stand for a beautiful meditation on grace, on the grace of God 

as geometer, as the reality, that which is really real, in the 

world and for human beings. God's grace is real because God 

is real, because He is, indeed, the ultimate Reality. To say 

that God is a geometer is not to limit Him, but, on the 

contrary, to limit science as any kind of final end for human 
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beings. If science cannot be a final end for humanity, 

neither, then, can knowledge, all of which, at least since the 

Renaissance, is scientific in some sense. 

But science, as essays in Sur la science indicate, has 

a past, and it has a future. Two short "fragments," as they 

are termed, in Sur la science, bear the title "Du Fondement 

d I une science nouvelle," and one is dubbed a "variante," (Sur 

la science 275-281 and 282-284). The first of these begins 

with the notion of limits as "la loi du monde manifeste, " 

(Sur la science 275). In the text the word "limite" is first 

used in the singular, not in the plural, as I have used it 

here, and there may be some significance to that beyond the 

differing conventions of French and English, for the important 

idea seems to be that man is limited but God alone is not. 

Still, when Simone Weil states that notion, she uses the word 

"limites" in the plural: "Dieu seul (ou quelque nom qulon 

veuille employer) est sans limites," (Sur la science 275). 

She goes on to say that man seeks or desires without 

limitations (presumably in his imagination) things which, by 

their nature in the "monde manifeste," are limited and not 

absolute. Simone Weil sees in this the source of sin and of 

error, and it is the latter, error, that concerns her and us 

here, for indeed, it is for her the source of sin, and it is 

a "science veritable" which would "constituer une preparation 
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a la delivrance" from this state of affairs (Sur la science 

275). It is a matter of equilibrium and of hierarchy. From 

these two "principes" flow the bases of this new, truer 

science: 

La limite, qui implique la notion d'equilibre, 
est la premiere loi du monde manifeste; la 
hierarchie est la seconde. La notion de valeur est 
inseparable de la pensee humaine, et n'a pas a etre 
jugee, car elle se pose elle-meme; on peut seulement 
examiner si, et a quoi, elle s'applique. Les 
jugements de valeur sont toujours intuitifs et 
n ' admettent pas de preuve; la raison discursive 
n'intervient que pour les definir et les mettre en 
ordre de maniere qu'aucune contradiction n'empeche 
qu'ils se rapportent tous a une seule et meme 
valeur. 

(Sur la science, p.279) 

Perhaps this is what William James, some years earlier, was 

getting at in his essay, "The sentiment of Rationality." In 

any case, it is a very different view of reason from the 

cartesian view, and it is in some sense closer to Pascal's, 

for he wrote that "tout notre raisonnement se reduit a ceder 

au sentiment," (fragment 530). Simone Weil goes on in this 

same passage to speak of people's awareness of the 

imperfection of their thought, and of their establishing 

hierarchies, or rather, of the possibility of a hierarchy of 

"les conditions de la pensee" among human beings (Sur la 

science 279). The essay ends uncertainly, without a definite 

conclusion, and in the "variante" of the same title, Simone 
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weil returns to the notions of equilibrium and limit, in a way 

that forms a link with her social thought. She writes that: 

La limite implique en contrepartie une tendance 
a franchir toute limite, sans quoi tout s' arreterait 
et les limites ne seraient limites de rien. La 
continuite du changement implique que les choses 
tendent sans cesse a depasser leurs limites, et 
c'est en ce sens qu'elles sont "injustes", comme Ie 
dit Anaximandre. 

(Sur la science, p.284) 

She writes of Galileo's view of inertia in these terms and 

quotes Philolasos to the effect that "la nature est composee 

d'illimite et de limites," (Sur la science 284; 283). It is 

perhaps because of these limits that science itself is 

limited. It is perhaps in recognizing the limits of things 

in the world that we recognize the limits of science. 

But we must recognize the dimension of the limitless as 

well. The human dimension is limited, the divine, limitless. 

Man is between the two, as Pascal so forcefully depicts him. 

It is between the human and the divine dimensions, between the 

limited and the limitless, that the bridges between God and 

human beings, to which reference was made earlier, exist. 

This is the dimension of hope. The human dimension is that 

of knowing, which we have just considered. It is the 

dimension of knowledge, of science, of that which we at least 

think we can know. It is the dimension of limitation. When 

one moves beyond it, one moves into the unknown, into a 
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dimension where one cannot know can hope to understand more 

fully, and to better one's own life and that of others. For 

Simone Weil, this move from the realm of knowing to the realm 

of hoping is a move from science and philosophy to social 

justice. 

We can see the fundamental precept of her view of society 

and of oppression in the first sentence quoted above, to the 

effect that "la limite implique en contrepartie une tendance 

a franchir toute limite, sans quoi tout s'arreterait et les 

limites ne seraient limites de rien." The primary writing of 

Simone Weil on this issue is surely the long essay entitled 

"Reflexions sur les causes de la liberte et de l'oppression 

sociale," (Editions Gallimard, 1955; also printed in Oppression 

et liberte, Editions Gallimard, "Collection Espoir," 1955). 

Written in 1934, it dates from the period that she hired 

herself out as a worker at the Renault factory, though the 

essay may have been written before she went to work at Renault 

(see biographical sources). It constitutes, along with "La 

Personne et Ie sacre," written some ten years later in London, 

her most eloquent treatment of injustice among human beings. 

The word "personne" is central here. It is interesting to 

note in the Cahiers that Simone Weil's understanding of a 

human being's relationship with God is not that of a personal 

relationship, in the traditional Christian sense see Cahiers) • 
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But in her view of social justice and injustice, it is the 

person and how he or she is affected that matters for her. 

She feels that Marxism is a failure, but a fruitful one 

because it paved the way for asking more searching questions 

about oppression and its roots in work, or, in production 

("Reflexions sur les causes de la liberte et de l'oppression 

sociale," passim; hereafter this essay will be referred to 

as "Reflexions"): 

si Ie systeme de Marx, dans ses grandes lignes, 
est d'un faible secours, il en est autrement des 
analyses auxquelles il a ete amene par l' etude 
concrete du capitalisme, et dans lesquelles, tout 
en croyant se borner a caracteriser un regime, il 
a sans doute plus d'une fois saisi la nature cachee 
de l'oppression elle-meme. 

("Reflexions," p.49) 

Considering force and oppression linked ("Reflexions" 52), 

she nevertheless holds that there have hardly ever been 

completely repressive societies ("Reflexions" 49). According 

to her, the less man has to fear in doing his work, and the 

less interference he encounters from other men, the freer he 

is "a l' egard des autres hommes," though he is then more 

"etroitement assujetti a la domination de la nature," 

("Reflexions" 50 and passim). The relationship between man 

and nature is at the heart of the problem: as man comes more 

and more to dominate nature, he ceases to see it as sacred. 

Then, other men come to dominate him in turn and even so, "la 
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pression de la nature ••. continue a se faire sentir, quoique 

indirectement; car l'oppression s'exerce par la force, et en 

fin de compte, toute force a sa source dans la nature," 

("Reflexions" 51). One difference from Marx's view of 

oppression-- what Simone Weil calls "force"--and Simone Weil' s 

seems to be this: for her, it is not the use to which force 

is put, but what constitutes its nature, that "determine si 

elle est ou non oppressive," ("Reflexions" 52 and passim). 

still, force mayor may not be oppressive. That depends on 

how and to what purpose it is used. 

Comme Marx l' a compris clairement pour Ie 
capitalisme, comme quelques moralistes l'ont aper9u 
d'une maniere plus generale, la puissance enferme 
une espece de fatalite qui pese aussi 
impi toyablement sur ceux qui commandent que ceux 
qui obeissent; bien plus, c'est dans la mesure ou 
elle asservit les premiers que, par leur 
intermediaire, elle ecrase les seconds .•.. car, par 
un cercle sans issue, Ie maitre est redoutable a 
l'esclave du fait meme qu'il Ie redoute,et 
reciproquement; et il en est de meme entre 
puissances rivales. 

("Reflexions," p.55) 

Again, she returns to the idea of equilibrium: 

Entre 1 'homme et la matiere, chaque action, 
heureuse ou non, etablit un equilibre qui ne peut 
etre rompu que du dehors; car la matiere est 
inerte .••. Mais les hommes sont des etres 
essentiellement actifs, possedent une faculte de se 
determiner eux-memes qu'ils ne peuvent jamais 
abdiquer, meme s'ils Ie desirent, sinon Ie jour ou 
ils retombent par la mort aI' etat de matiere 
inerte .••. Ainsi il y a, dans l'essence meme de la 
puissance, une contradiction fondamentale, qui l' 
empeche de jamais exister a proprement parler; ceux 
qu'on nomme les maitres, sans cesse contraints de 



renforcer leur pouvoir sous peine de se Ie voir 
ravir, ne sont j amais qu 'a la poursui te d 'une 
domination essentiellement impossible a posseder, 
poursuite dont les supplices infernaux de la 
mythologie grecque offrent de belles images. 

("Reflexions," pp.57-58) 
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This, for Simone Weil, arises because the master is never 

stronger than the human beings and machines around him. Thus, 

the problems of power and submission,in the private instances 

of love as much as in the public ones of work, keep people in 

a constant state of disequilibrium ("Reflexions" 58 and 

passim). Respect for the individual, for the person, and for 

the sacred seem to offer the way out of the dilemma. Simone 

Weil considered these questions in her philosophy classes of 

1933-1934 at the lycee in Roanne, later published as Lecons 

de philosophie (PIon, 1959). But it is in "La Personne et Ie 

sacre" that they reach, perhaps, their full development. She 

begins by asserting the supreme value of the "personne". 

curiously enough, she speaks of "votre personne" and of "ma 

personne" as stronger or more basic avatars of the individual. 

(I do not believe I muddy the waters here by using the word 

"avatar". Simone Weil's strong attachment to Indian sacred 

texts warrents it.) The Petit Robert defines "personne" 

first, of course, as an "individu de l'espece humaine". But 

it also gives as definitions "la personnalite, Ie moi," among 

others. Interestingly, the word comes from the Etruscan 
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language and originally meant "'masque de theatre'" (Petit 

Robert 1280). One might profitably speculate on the 

"personne" in simone Weil' s works, with regard to man and God, 

both in western and Eastern thought. It is worth noting that 

the word holds the possibility, at least etymologically, of 

being used pejoratively, connoting hiding and deception. Of 

course simone Weil eschews this possibility and treats of the 

"personne" as of the very matrix of the individual. Indeed, 

the person may be sacred for her in a different but stronger 

way than that of traditional Christianity. She states 

explicitly, in fact, that what is sacred in an individual is 

not his person. Rather it seems that the sacred element in 

the individual renders the person valuable in her eyes ("La 

Personne et Ie sacre" 11). In this regard, she writes: 

II Y a dans chaque homme quelque chose de 
sacre. Mais ce n'est pas sa personne. Ce n'est 
non plus la personne humaine. C' est lui, cet homme, 
tout simplement. 

("La Personne et lesacre, " 
p.11) 

She reiterates this idea on the following page, and on both 

pages makes specific reference to arms, eyes, and thoughts, 

in that order, though in the first instance she specifies 

that the eyes are blue, (liLa Personne et Ie sacre" 11-12). 

It is surprising to associate the person so closely with the 

body. In fact, from the definitions of the word used above, 
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it seems surprising, in one sense, to bring the body into 

play here at all. But we underlined in a previous chapter 

the role in Christianity of the doctrine of the resurrection. 

Such a doctrine makes the body valuable,though "valuable" is 

perhaps an odd word to describe so vital an idea. certainly 

the doctrine of the resurrection does validate the body, 

gives it worth, makes it precious (see Norman o. Brown's Life 

Against Death and Love's Body). The body is central for 

simone Weil, as it is, Puritanism notwithstanding, for all 

Christians, because the doctrines of the Incarnation and the 

resurrection of the body, not to speak of Christ's bodily 

Resurrection, make it so. But neither the body nor, perhaps, 

what is called the soul, is what she finds sacred in the 

human individual. Rather, it is this: 

II Y a depuis la petite enfance jusqu' it la 
tombe, au fond du coeur de tout etre humain, quelque 
chose qui, malgre toute I' experience des crimes 
commis, soufferts et observes, s'attend 
invinciblement it ce qu'on lui fasse du bien et non 
du mal. C'est cela avant toute chose qui est sacre 
en tout etre humain. 

("La Personne et Ie sacre," 13) 

Perhaps this is the Quakers' "that of God in every man". 

Perhaps it is analogous to certain Eastern conceptions of 

man's relationship to God. But whatever it is, the person, 

however it is understood, is worthwhile, is, indeed, precious. 
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This concern for the person is one of the binding threads 

of Simone Weil's social and political writings. The other is 

that of historical context, particularly that of ancient 

Greece. She sees modern problems from the perspective of 

antiqui ty , and therefore, of course, from a much more far-

reaching perspective. It is because of this historical 

context, and because of her concern for persons, that her 

political writings also are ultimately social in their 

concerns. 

The third binding thread here is hope. These writings 

are rooted in hope, for they grow out of the implications that 

injustice can be overcome, and that human life can come to be 

more highly valued. Of course, each person at some level 

values his or her own life. Simone weil would have us come 

to value the life of every person. This is the thrust of the 

remarkable (La) Condition ouvriere (Librairie Gallimard, 

"Collection Espoir," 1951), of Oppression et liberte (Editions 

Gallimard, "Collection Espoir," 1955), of Ecrits historigues 

et politigues (Editions Gallimard, "Collection Espoir," 1960), 

and of Ecrits de Londres et dernieres lettres (Editions 

Gallimard, "Collection Espoir," 1957). Robert Coles reminds 

us that: 

The most important of Simone Weil' s voluminous 
essays, letters, and journal excerpts have been 
collected and published as books. It is important 
to remember, however, that Simone Weil never sent 
a manuscript to a book publisher, and for all we 



know, never intended to do so. Nor did she publish 
a lot of articles or reviews in magazines, 
quarterlies, and newspapers. She was a prolific 
wri ter, but most of what she wrote during her 
lifetime was never sent anywhere--it was kept in 
notebooks, sent as letters to friends, or handed to 
others, to be held safely for some future 
day •••• What are now called her books are assemblages 
of her writing, given a title, and arranged by 
editors with a view to topical or thematic 
consistency. 

(Simone Weil: A Modern 
Pilgrimage, p.167) 
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It is that "topical or thematic consistency" which interests 

us with regard to the four books cited above. 

The selections from La Condition ouvriere date from 

1934, when Simone wei1 was working at Renault, until 1942, 

when she was living in Marseille, just before she left for 

New York (see Petrement, Fiori, et al.) The selections in 

oppression et liberte and in Ecrits historiques et politigues 

cover roughly the same period, with some of them, 

significantly, dating from 1933, the year Hitler became 

Chancellor of Germany. The selections from Ecrits de Londres 

et dernieres lettres must date from 1942 and 1943 (see 

dates and publication history for articles in each book). 

The editor of this book writes of them: 

Les textes reunis dans ce volume ont ete 
ecrits par Simone Weil dans la derniere periode de 
sa vie, a la meme epoque que L'Enracinement, les 
Notes ecrites a Londres (publiees dans La 
Connaissance surnaturelle), les Notes sur Cleanthe, 
Pherecyde, Anaximandre et Philolaos (publiees dans 
La Source grecgue), et "Y a-t-il une doctrine 
marxiste?" (publie dans Oppression et liberte). La 



plus grande partie en est composee d' etudes redigees 
pour les services de la France libre et concernant 
[sic] la reorganisation de la France apres la 
guerre. 

Ecrits de Londres et dernieres 
lettres, "Notes de L'Editeur," 
p.7) 
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The mood of optimism which we have said that the social and 

political writings of Simone Weil exhibit is borne out here 

by the purpose for which, according to the editor, they were 

written: the reconstruction of France after the war. Human 

beings could to some extent change, life could to some extent 

be improved. The intention to instruct here is strong and 

real. 

But if we look at the four books we have cited as a 

group, at the selections made by their edi tors, we can 

observe several striking things. One is that the concerns 

are, for want of a better word, worldly. I realize that this 

word is highly charged, and indeed, in some sense, that is 

what makes it useful here. The New Testament particularly 

sets up the choices human beings have in terms of the kingdom 

of this world and the Kingdom of God. Certainly this 

distinction was fundamental for Simone Weil, as her Cahiers, 

her letters to Father Perrin and the Lettre a un religieux 

(see Attente de dieu; Lettre a un religiuex), and certain of 

her essays (see the essays in Attente de Dieu) clearly show. 

But "worldly" in this sense is both a religious and a secular 
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term. It is religious in the sense that the Protestant 

tradition of liberal theology and the social gospel, from 

Albert Schweitzer to Walter Rauschenbusch, understood the 

message of Christ to be as much, if not more, a message of 

man's duty to his fellow men as one of personal salvation. 

It is secular in the sense that it focuses on social 

injustices and seeks to find ways to remedy them. Social 

injustice is, perhaps, the point at which the religious and 

secular senses of the word "worldly" meet. The worldly 

thrust of these texts is all the more remarkable because of 

the highly personal nature of the writing in the Cahiers, 

whose tone, as we have seen, is decidedly one of personal 

spirituality. 

The second striking thing is that while most of the 

strictly political writing is done in essays, a good many of 

the selections regarding work and its effect on people is 

done in a long "journal d'usine" and in letters. Robert Coles 

pointed out this special character of Simone Weil's writing 

(see quotation above), and it is indeed unusual. The essays 

on political topics themselves are often occasional pieces. 

Ten or so of them deal specifically with the German political 

situation, and there are essays on Spain, on the Soviet 

Union, on Czechoslovakia, on "Rome et Albanie" and on "Un 

soulevement proletarien a Florence au XIVe siecle," all in 
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Ecrits historigues et po1itigues. In the midst of perplexing 

and frightening contemporary circumstances, the wider context 

is always recognized. But so is the personal element. The 

notion of context or circumstance is characteristic of a 

Marxist approach to such problems, and Simone Weil certainly 

"est passee par Marx," if one may put it that way. She 

learned much from him, as we have seen earlier, from his 

analyses of, and his approaches to, problems in society, from 

his way of considering these problems. But though Marx 

certainly hoped to better the lot of the individual worker, 

he considered that to be possible only through the betterment 

of workers as a group. The individual element took second 

place to that of the group, as it does, as a rule, in mass 

movements. Simone weil cannot accept the loss of any single 

individual in the process. Indeed, the whole point of social 

improvement for her is individual improvement. 

a real sense, the dilemma of Christianity: 

This is, in 

whether the 

individual is saved, or the world is made new in Christ. 

Catholic and Protestant alike, of course, would call for 

both, and they might both say that the latter is likely to 

result from the former, in the long run, that individuals 

must be made "new creatures," as st. Paul has it, before 

society can be made new. But it is paradoxical, at least 

with regard to how it could come about, and Simone weil never 
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One is reminded of the similar 

concerns of Dorothy Day, expressed in The Long Loneliness. 

A third very striking element in all of Simone Weil's 

historical and political writings (her social writings, in a 

word), is the implicit call for and the expectation of a 

response. In his very fruitful essay on' the language of st. 

Ignatius Loyola, Roland Barthes points out that the language 

of st. Ignasius in his Spiritual Exercises sets up situations 

meant to evoke a response (see Roland Barthes, Sader Fourier 

et Loyola). That is perhaps the nature of religious 

language, or, in contemporary terms, of religious discourse. 

Here we are not dealing with religious issues, but we know 

that Simone Weil' s main thrust, at least after 1941, was 

toward religious thought, and it was no doubt incipient here. 

It could be that the call for a response had as much 

influence in leading her to think in religious terms as 

religious concerns had on her social conscience. Certainly 

the latter seems to have developed in her before the former 

did (see McClellan, Fiori, et al.). It would be at least 

reasonable to see here the effect of Marxist dialectic on her 

religious thought, and even on her spiritual development, for 

Marx sees thought and struggle as a dialogue at some deep 

level, and so does Simone Weil. so, also, does the Biblical 

tradition (see Gabriel Josipovici, The Book of God). The 
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titles of her articles use words like "reflexions," 

"conditions," "contradictions," "impressions," "situation" (a 

favorite word), "soulevement," "ebauches," "suppression," 

"oppression," "guerre," "revolte," "conflits," "regime 

interieur nouveau," and "travail non servile" (see Oppression 

et liberte; Ecrits historigues et politigues; Ecrits de 

Londres et dernieres lettres; La Condition ouvriere). The 

implication is that problems can be considered, that dialogue 

can be engaged in, that situations can be changed. Some 

seven of the selections in the four books we are considering 

here have titles that are questions. The subject, in such a 

circumstance,is obviously considered open-ended by the 

writer. There is room for dialogue. 

A fourth striking characteristic of these writings is 

their pragmatism. This word is also highly charged, and for 

many, it is pejorative. It implies for them a lack of strict 

principle and a willingness to change one's position 

according to what seems politic. But Simone weil cannot be 

considered lacking in principle, certainly not for herself. 

She held herself, indeed, to a standard of martyrdom, in 

several instances (see biographical sources). But she was 

not dogmatic, and this is a further indication of her respect 

for individual persons. She sought to find in each situation 

what was just for the individuals living in that situation. 
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Her approach is sometimes intellectual, or analytical, as in 

the essays in oppression et liberte on Marxism, on 

proletarian revolution, on revolution and progress, and on 

oppression and liberty (see oppression et liberte, passim). 

It can be analytical but very much rooted in actual 

situations, that is, in events of the day, as in the 

political and historical essays, mostly occasional pieces, of 

Ecrits historigues et politigues. But the letters obviously 

arise out of particular circumstances and take a more 

personal tone. They are not theorectical. They are 

responses to particular situations. So, too, is the 

"Journal d 'Usine," (La Condition ouvriere 35-107). This 

remarkable document has en tete both a Greek and a French 

epigraph. The Greek epigraph is translated this way: "Bien 

malgre toi, sous la pression d' une dure necessi te. " The 

French epigraph is as follows: 

Non seulement que l'homme sache ce qu'il fait
-mais si possible qu'il en peryoive l'usage--qu'il 
peryoive la nature modifiee par lui. 

Que pour chacun son propre travail soi t un 
objet de contemplation. 

(La Condition ouvrlere, p.35i 
underlined words italicized in 
text) 

Nei ther of these epigraphs has an attribution as to its 

source. The two epigraphs seem to contradict each other. 

Work seems to be considered in the first an unwelcome 
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obligation, and in the second, a kind of sacrament. But 

perhaps they complete rather than contradict each other. 

Perhaps the second is in fact a reconsideration of the first. 

The "Journal d'usine" has many entries, grouped by week 

but not made every day, that are like what one expects 

journal entries to be, except that they relate rather to the 

working conditions at the factory than to Simone Weil' s 

emotional reactions to them. The things which interest her 

are the technical nature of the work--though "technical" must 

be understood here in a loose sense--and its effects on the 

workers. Her own experience might be indicative of, but not 

normative for, the experience of others. Then, in the middle 

of the "journal," there occurs a section entitled "Le mystere 

de l'usine," which is divided into three parts: "Le mystere 

de la machine," "Le mystere de la fabrication," and "Le 

mystere du 'tour de main'''. She writes again of equilibrium 

here, and of the reactions of different workers to the 

machinery in the factory (La condition ouvriere 73-74, 

passim) . And she records the deveIopmment of her own 

dexterity at the work: 

circuits d'ou j'ai du oter les cartons. Au 
debut j e ne savais pas les separer it coups de 
maillet. J'ai fait alors des raisonnements sur Ie 
principe du levier qui ne m' ont guere servie .•• Apres 
quoi, j'ai su tres bien, sans jamais m'etre rendu 
compte ni comment j 'ai appris ni comment j e procede. 

(La Condition ouvriere, p.73) 
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We have seen elsewhere the use of the notions of equilibrium 

and of the lever as metaphors for spiritual things. In this 

passage we see a woman of great intellect and strong 

scientific background trying to apply her mind to menial work. 

It is this effort, not her discovery that it was not useful 

in the way she expected it to be, that is important. Surely 

here we are at a crossroads of what it meant to her to think, 

to work, and to serve, or, to put it in the terms of this 

chapter, to think, to hope, and to believe. The "Journal 

d'Usine" ends with a meditation on the debilitating effects 

such work can have on an individual: 

J'ai failli etre brisee. Je l'ai presque ete
-mon courage,le sentiment de rna dignite ont ete a 
peu pres brises pendant une periode dont Ie souvenir 
m'humilierait, si ce n'etait que je n'en ai a 
proprement parler pas conserve Ie souvenir. Je me 
levais avec angoisse, j'allais a l'usine avec 
crainte: je travaillais comme une esclavei la pause 
de midi etait un dechirementi rentree a 5 h. 3/4, 
preoccupee aussitot de dormir assez (ce que je ne 
faisais pas) et de me reveiller assez tot. Le temps 
etait un po ids intolerable. La crainte--la peur-
de ce qui allait suivre ne cessait d'etreindre Ie 
coeur que Ie samedi apres-midi et Ie dimanche matin. 
Et l'objet de la crainte, c'etaient les ordres. 

Le sentiment de la digni te personnelle tel 
qu'il a ete fabrique par la societe est brise. II 
faut s' en forger un autre (bien que l' epuisement 
eteigne la conscience de sa propre faculte de 
penser!) M'efforcer de conserver cet autre. 

(La Condition ouvriere, pp.106-107i 
italics in the text) 

She writes here also of the personal struggle for dignity and 

of those in society to whom it is not accorded. She notes 
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that often submission rather than revolt is the first reaction 

to oppression. lmd she notes also that she found "chez ces 

etres frustes, la generosite du coeur et l'aptitude aux idees 

generales en fonction directe l' une de l' autre," (La Condition 

ouvriere 107). 

What does Simone Weil want of society? It is clear that 

she wants dignity for those who do not have it. This would 

mean that others must show them dignity and that society as 

a whole must become such that those who at present cannot may 

then see themselves as endowed with dignity. These changes 

would be both social and personal, or, to put it differently, 

both collective and individual. 

She hopes for individual betterment. She hopes for 

social justice. She hopes for the fruits of these things. 

To see the fruits, we can look at her widely varied social 

writings, as we have done in those books just considered. 

But to see their source, we must turn to L'Enracinement. 

Hierarchy and equilibrium are at the root of 

L'Enracinement, a book, obviously, about roots and 

"rootedness," as it is sometimes translated. We considered 

its rubrics in chapter IV, where we compared them to those of 

La Pesanteur et la grace. Our concern here is to see the 

social implications of L'Enracinement. They are two in 

number. The first is the underlying notion of hope. This 
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is, as we have argued, the point to which Simone weil moved 

after her period of science and philosophy, as did Pascal. 

They moved from knowing, in the scientific sense, to hoping. 

This led her to a concern for social justice and led Pascal 

to the Lettres provinciales, which we shall consider 

presently. The stage of hope is intermediate for them between 

that of knowing (as always, in our special sense, here) and 

that of believing. Believing represents the last stage, the 

apotheosis, if you will, of their development, both 

intellectual and spiritual. But for now, we see them hoping. 

The title of the book itself sets the tone, for the 

search for roots--indeed, The Need for Roots, the title in 

English translation--implies that they can be found, and that 

they must be sought. Hope, then, is assumed. But 

L'Enracinement is both a call for spiritual integrity and a 

blueprint for the kind of just society it would engender (see 

Malan, L'Enracinement de Simone Weil; also, see Coles, Perrin, 

et ale on L'Enracinement). It is significant that the very 

first rubric in L' Enracinement is "order". Order does not 

grow out of spiritual integrity and wholeness, for simone 

Weil. It precedes it. It is order that is the sine qua non 

of spiritual life and development. We saw the pattern in 

chapter IV, but it is too important not to be worth commenting 

on again here. Every rubric, almost without exception, is 
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immediately followed by its opposite: order, then liberty; 

obedience, then responsibility; equality, then hierarchy; 

honor,then punishment (which is disgrace, and therefore 

honor's opposite number); security, then risk; private 

property, then collective property. Another pair, though more 

widely separated, are freedom of opinion, then truth. I have 

literally translated the French titles of each of these 

sections. The symmetry is extraordinary. It is also an 

example of how Simone Weil uses paradox. Each member of these 

several pairs is in some sense dependent on, or entertwined 

with, the other. Their pairing is inextricable, for good or 

ill, but for Simone Weil, it is all to the good, for it 

reflects the order in the world. Order alone gives freedom, 

as only security allows one to make sense of risk. Honor has 

no meaning if its transgression does not bring on punishment. 

Equality before God in a deeply spiritual sense is only 

meaningful to man if he knows the profoundly hierarchical 

character of Heaven and earth. Obedience gains one 

responsiblitiy. Collective property is private property 

renounced. 

These things are what Simone Weil calls the "besoins de 

I' arne". Their absence leads to "deracinement," which she 

considers in the second part of L'Enracinement. But they can 

be restored, or rediscovered, and the "rootedness" which all 
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men need can be found again. 

She has gone from what she thought she knew unequivocally 

to what she hoped to know, from science and philosophy to 

social thought. The years of study in mathematics and 

philosophy shaped her way of thinking about all things, and 

they gave her a great deal. She made thorough and impressive 

use of the techniques of science. But knowing in the sense 

we are using the word here was not enough, not only because 

she came to see that man could really know nothing about the 

fundamental questions of faith, of the questions that religion 

asks, through science and philosophy, but also, because her 

own spiritual quest turned her attention toward her fellows. 

It was for the good of others that she hoped society to change 

radically, in ways concomitant with the Way of Christ. But 

we have seen already that though her own religious life was 

centered in Christianity, she also explored Eastern religious 

traditions for spiritual insight. Religion to her was not 

sacrosanct in itself. Much less so was the Church, or 

Catholicism as it was organized and practiced in her day. It 

was man's relationship to God that mattered to her, and she 

was less concerned with theological formulation than with 

spiritual experience. 

Surely the same can be said of Pascal. It is surprising 

to make such a statement about the author of the Lettres 
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provinciales. It is not surprising at all to do so about the 

author of the Pensees. And though it is the Provinciales 

which concern us momentarily, we can still say that spiritual 

experience takes precedence over theological formulation. The 

Lettres provinciales are a polemical work, and their impetus 

rose from the heat of controversy. Pascal held a certain 

conception of God, largely commensurate with the Jansenist 

view of Him, and it was this which caused him to defend 

Arnauld so strongly. (It is also likely that loyalty played 

some part in this situation as well. Such an assertion seems 

psychologically accurate, in the circumstances. But it is 

nonetheless more from "coeur" than from reason than Pascal 

acted). In the pursuit of this polemic goal, this controversy 

hotly taken up because of the "coeur," Pascal uses reason as 

his chief weapon. As Antoine Adam points out ("Introduction" 

to the Garnier-Flammarion edition of the Provinciales), Pascal 

questions the logic and the content of the arguments made 

against Arnauld, rather than trying to establish his own or 

Arnauld's view of a given doctrine. In this sense it is a 

rhetorical piece par excellence. It is intended to persuade. 

All is fair, as it is in love and war, in rhetoric. This is 

not at all to question Pascal's sincerity. He presumably 

believed fully in the cause, or at least fully enough to 

undertake this exercise in polemic. No one who reads the 
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Pensees, however, could fail to see the strong, dialectical 

role doubt played in Pascal's thought. It was chiefly through 

paradox that he proceeded, and often the paradox is what he, 

and his later readers, are left with at the end of the 

process. So, it would be not only impolitic, but impossible, 

to question Pascal's motives in the Provinciales. It cannot 

profitably be done. 

But the chief reason we will not do so here is that the 

question does not corne up. Pascal makes no secret of his 

partisan view, or, perhaps more accurately, from this 

distance, it is all too clear. Of course, he uses his 

rhetorical skill subtlely and means to persuade his readers, 

no doubt mostly in spite of themselves, but his goals and 

methods do not leave his motives in doubt. It is for that 

reason that we do not have to question them. What concerns 

us here are the underlying assumptions of the Provinciales. 

It is not a work based on philosophical argument, but on 

rhetorical argument. His tactic here is that of the debater, 

who looks for flaws in his opponent's arguments, not for the 

underlying truth of the question, even though, beginning with 

Letter 13, the tone changes from one of polemic to moral 

indignation and exhortation. That is of great importance, for 

all things being equal--that is, that the controversy arose 

on the spur of the moment, that Pascal reacted to a fait 
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accompli on the part of the Sorbonne, that the ground was 

chosen by his opponents, and that he had to make do with all 

these circumstances, and at short notice, too--it is not on 

intellectual but on ethical grounds that Pascal calls the 

Jesuits to task. He accuses them not of being wrong, in a 

philosophical sense, based on scientific knowledge ipso facto, 

as he might have done in one of his early scientific or 

mathematical treatises. Rather, he accuses them of 

misrespresenting Arnauld's views. The question is an ethical 

one, and the conclusions he hopes to make persuasive to his 

readers imply that readers of good will may be persuaded by 

a good faith argument. He is appealing to their sense of 

right, to their sense of fairness, in a word, to their moral 

or ethical faculty. He is not appealing to their intellect, 

but to their conscience, as the final arbiter. 

That difference cannot be overstated. To appeal to the 

intellect is to appeal to what each man must see, to what each 

person cannot but agree to. I do not mean to imply that 

science and philosophy are black and white. Certainly there 

are gray areas, and indeed, the areas of disagreement are 

often enormous. But the implication of science and philosophy 

is nonetheless that there exists a body of viable truth, of 

truth that can be known, and that when one sees it one knows 

it. One recognizes it for what it is. But here, it is not 
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final truth, but fairness of argument, that is set forth to 

be recognized. Of course, reason and the intellect are in 

play. How could they not be, in any rational enterprise? But 

the final appeal is to ethics, and thus, to hope. Again, man 

can change, and he must, if his spiritual life is to be 

integrated and whole (see Demorest; Topliss; Ferreyrolles; 

Rex; et al., on the Provinciales). 

And so, we have considered Pascal and Simone weil as 

knowers and hopers, if you will. We have seen that their 

intellectual lives started off in science and philosophy, with 

mathematics especially playing an important role, though 

during their youth Pascal turned more to science and simone 

Weil to philosophy. Absorbing the methods of science, they 

found them useful later for spiritual purposes. Neither one 

of them chose to remain in the domain of science or scientific 

thought. The things they wanted to know could not so much be 

known by reason as by faith, and for that, they had to move 

to another realm, to higher ground, if one might call it that. 

certainly it was higher ground for them. The second stage in 

their spiritual journey was that of hoping. That stage 

produced the wide variety of Simone Weil's social writings, 

whether historical, political, or sociological. But it was 

no richer for her than for Pascal, for in the 

hopefulness he produced the Lettres provinciales. 

mode of 

That is 
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surely richness enough. 

Each of them moved once more, to a final, higher realm: 

the realm of believing. The great works of this stage, which 

corresponds wi th the last years of their lives, are the 

Pensees and the Cahiers. We considered them in chapter four. 

But it must at least be said here that they are the expression 

of belief, and of believing as a mode of thought, which 

superceded (but did not supplant) reason. Reason is the 

cornerstone of knowing. It is not abandoned. Pascal makes 

use of it again and again in the Pensees, and Simone Weil also 

uses reason and argument in the Cahiers. But belief, or 

faith--not reason--is now the cornerstone of their ways of 

thinking. It has been arrived at through hope, which was a 

Purgatory of penultimate uncertainty and ultimate assurance. 

Let us briefly reconsider this belief, or faith. We said 

that for Pascal faith is in a kind of dialectical position, 

albeit privileged, with doubt. Faith is the opposite of doubt 

and forms with it two sides of one coin, but it cannot really 

be understood except in juxtaposition with doubt. One wonders 

whether, for Pascal, faith could exist without doubt. That 

is his paradoxical view. It also may result from the notion 

of antithesis inevitably found in the Western philosophical 

tradition, whereby something must be one thing and not 

another, and cannot be both at the same time. Even Hegelian 
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synthesis maintains that distinction implicitly. (This 

dialectical opposition, however, is not part of certain 

Eastern philosophical traditions). still, doubt is there, 

strong and menacing, though also probably indispensable. The 

same may be said for Simone Weil. Her Cahiers are not well . 
known at all, but they are of a richness and variety that make 

them very compelling, and they deserve a far wider readership 

than they now have. They are the chef d'oeuvre of her short 

but full and richly intense life, as the Pensees were of 

Pascal's. They are full of faith and of a strongly felt sense 

of God's presence through Christ. But they are also filled 

with questions and doubts, and with insights from other 

religious traditions, particularly Eastern ones. This is 

hardly unexpected. Much of the finest religious writing we 

have is either concerned with struggles with doubt, or is a 

record of them "after pain," as it were. This is true of st. 

John of the Cross and of Bunyan, as it is of others, Pascal 

and Simone Weil among them. Even the great English pre-

Reformation mystics, Mother Julian of Norwich, Richard Rolle, 

Wal ter Hilton, and the anonymous author of The Cloud of 

Unknowing, realized the trials of doubt, and the no less 

daunting trials of faith. 

The Pensees and the Cahiers, then, comprise the most 

important writings of the believing section. Even though we 
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are primarily dealing in this chapter with the public writings 

of Pascal and Simone Weil, we cannot but recognize these most 

private and personal of their writings as the cornerstone of 

their lives as believers. It is to these highly sUbjective 

but profoundly universal reflections on human spiritual 

experience that their own intellectual and spiritual journeys 

from knowledge through hope to belief and faith have led them. 

The Pensees and the Cahiers are the highest expression of that 

journey and of its destination. It may be that neither of 

them arrived at the hoped for destination of his or her 

spiritual journey. But each of them saw the Promised Land 

from Mount Pisgah. Each of them looked beyond the present, 

where they had no continuing city, to the New Jerusalem that 

was to come. 

This period is the apogee of Pascal's and of simone 

Weil's lives. It is the period of his Pensees and of her 

Cahiers. It is the time when they have moved beyond the 

certainty of knowledge to the hope of faith. This is a kind 

of certainty, as well, which Ian Ramsey and others have 

explored (see Ian Ramsey, Words about God; et al.). We now 

turn to their expression of the truths they found in times of 

knowledge, faith, and belief: to language and their use of 

it. 
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CHAPTER VI: THE PROBLEM OF LANGUAGE 

The problem of language arises on every page of Pascal's 

Pensees: it is a universal albeit very diverse garment for 

man in society, a worn fabric, imperfect yet beautiful in its 

clothing of human thought. Leon Brunschvicg groups the 

fragments specifically concerned with language in the "Article 

premier" of his edition of the Pensees. He subtitles the 

article "Pensees sur I' esprit et sur Ie style." Several 

themes essential to a Pascalian conception of language emerge 

from these fragments. We will try to derive those most 

important to Pascal's notion of language and examine them at 

first hand. Fragment numbers refer first to the Lafuma, and 

then to the Brunschvicg editions. 

The expressions "eloquence," "l'esprit de geometrie et 

l'esprit de finesse," and "beaute poetique" represent 

individual aspects of language and its use. "Eloquence" deals 

with the use of a certain mode of discourse in order to 

persuade someone of something. It is concerned with language 

as a social phenomenon, as one particular and very precise tie 

among men. The "esprit de geometrie" and the "esprit de 

finesse" represent opposing epistemological stances, the 

former well-defined, the later harder to define: they rarely 

exist together in one human being. "Beaute poetique" is 
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concerned with the characteristics of language, with its 

nature, with what is proper to it. 

Language, therefore, is conceived of as social and as 

personal. But it includes and supercedes both these aspects 

of itself, in obedience to its own nature. It is more than 

either, and greater than both. One is immediately confronted 

here with the problem of trying to discuss language using 

language. The constraints of discourse set limits to a 

description of language, of the very words and modes of 

discourse that one might wish to describe. It is with regard 

to this latter aspect of language, its obedience to its own 

nature, that we shall consider the Pascalian notions of order, 

symmetry, simplicity, and proportion in language. 

"L I eloquence est un art de dire les choses de telle 

fa90n: 1, que ceux a qui lion parle puissent les entendre 

sans peine et avec plaisir; 2. qu I ils sly sentent interesses, 

en sorte que 11 amour propre les porte plus volontiers a y 

faire reflexion" (Brunschvicg, 16) This fragment does not 

appear in the "Integrale"-Lafuma edition. Many editiors 

believe that Brunschvicg 16 is really by Bossuet, perhaps a 

more or less faithfully reconconstructed fragment a la Pascal. 

One is one firmer ground with "Llart de persuader," usually 

placed among the Opuscules, as it was by Lafuma ("LIIntegrale" 

355) • 
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still, imitation or pastiche indicate what a reader sees 

in the author he imitates. It is therefore useful nonethesess 

to look at Brunschvicg 16 as if it were undoubtedly Pascal, 

and to consider eloquence as it is portrayed there. There are 

two key words in this fragment: "entendre" and interesses." 

The first of these is important because of the two senses of 

the word, "to hear" and "to understand." The hearer will 

listen to the argument if he can do it "sans peine et avec 

plaisir"i he will understand it if he is "comme force de se 

rendre" (as Pascal says later in this same fragment), if his 

"amour-propre" persuades him that he is "interesse" regarding 

what is being said. Surely we must note the double meaning 

of "interesse" here as well. On the face of it, Pascal may 

very well just be using the word to mean "interested." But, 

of course, he may well mean something like "implicated," in 

the sense of "concerned" or "involved," as well. Yet another 

meaning, and one closer to Pascal's technique and psychology 

of persuasion, is a sort of selfish and mercenary concern. 

A man may thus be "des interesse ," above prej udice. Man's 

very egoism can save him from deadly indifference, as Pascal 

(or Bossuet) rightly indicates is Brunschvicg 16. 

This is Pascal's conception of persuasion: variation of 

technique according to the hearer. It is a notion he put to 

the test in the Pensees themselves, as preparation for the 
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Apologia he intended to write. For Pascal, eloquence is 

closely linked to persuasion. One has need of eloquence only 

in order to persuade. And what is more, eloquence is useful 

only for persuading others. It is useless in persuading 

oneself. 

But to practice eloquence, and therefore persuasion, 

well, one must know well "Ie coeur de l'homme," his own and 

others', which means that one must know a great deal about 

man's nature . 

..• ce qui suppose qU'on aura bien etudie Ie coeur 
de I' homme pour en savoir tous les res sorts , et pour 
trouver ensuite les justes proportions du discours 
qu'on veut y assortir. II faut se mettre a la place 
de ceux qui doivent nous entendre, et faire essai 
sur son propre coeur du tour qu'on donne a son 

discours, pour voir si l'un est fait pour l'autre, 
et si I' on peut s' assurer que I' auditeur sera comme 
force de se rendre. 

(Brunschsvicg, fragment 16) 

It is not a question of a dialogue of opinion between two 

individuals. There is no question here of two displays of 

eloquence begun on an equal footing. Rather, it is a matter 

of eloquence as a tool of persuasion, used and intended to 

persuade to the point "que l'auditeur sera comme force de se 

rendre." 

Eloquence is neither justifiable nor useful except when 

it is effective, that is, when it makes an argument 

unanswerable. One might object that eloquence is 
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problem: 

"'Eloquence'.--Il faut de l'agreable et du reel; mais il faut 

que cet agreable soit lui-meme pris du vrai." (Lafuma 667, 

Brunschvicg 25). The word "eloquence" appears as a heading 

to this fragment. The fragment itself would serve well to 

answer the charge of Machiavellianism, based as it is on the 

notions of the "agreable" and the "reel," if the word "pris" 

did not figure in the fragment. The sense of that word in 

this context is perhaps clearer if one considers it in light 

of the fragment which follows it in the Brunschvicg edition: 

ilL' eloquence est une peinture de la pensee; et ainsi ceux qui, 

apres avoir peint, ajoutent encore, font un tableau au lieu 

d'un portrait" (Lafuma 578, Brunschvicg 26). Pascal puts 

forth eloquence as the use of language for the precise ends 

of persuasion. From this point of view, eloquence is only 

good or bad in so far as it proves effective or not. To speak 

of someone as eloquent, or to speak of eloquence on someone's 

part--in a word, to use "eloquence" in its usual sense--is to 

consider something other than Pascalian "eloquence." Pascal 

envisages eloquence only from the point of view of efficacy, 

and it is therefore impossible to judge it from a moral point 

of view. This kind of judgment is reserved for the ends which 

eloquence serves. 
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Eloquence must be "agreable" and "pris du reel." It is 

"un tableau au lieu d'un portrait." It is not concerned with 

a "true" argument, no doubt because, given the ignorance in 

which man, according to Pascal, finds himself, truth is not 

entirely comprehensible to man. It can be perceived in part 

and at certain moments. It can be perceived more at certain 

moments than at others, more by certain persons than by 

others. But it is obscure. Indeed, it is partially obscured 

and partially manifest, in Pascal's view, which is for him 

frustrating and paradoxical. One wants to know everything; 

one knows that there is a great deal he does not know. But 

it is also necessary to deal somewhat disingenuously with 

truth, to present it taking into account the doubts, the 

objections, and the state of the hearer's soul. These things 

vary from one person to another. Eloquence, therefore, which 

is at once the argument and its presentation, must be varied 

according to the hearer. 

A second objection might now be raised: does the end in 

this case justify the means? Pascal certainly would answer 

that question in the affirmative. In his view, whatever works 

to good effect for the goals of Christian apologetics is good. 

This is because he considers the Christian religion to subsume 

the truth whole and triumphant wi thin i tsel f . The man who can 

be brought to it will be much nearer the truth than he can be 
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without it. It is the key to the truth. It is the reflection 

of the final reality, which is God. It is the means for 

passing from obscurity to light, from ignorance to knowledge, 

from the "concupiscences" to God. Pascal recognized the 

corrupt nature of man. He could not ignore the possible risks 

of a bad use of eloquence. But he considered that the moral 

point of view had its place elsewhere, in the ultimate goal 

of the enterprise he envisioned. Eloquence is a means, 

neither good nor evil in itself. One must judge the ends for 

which it is used. For Pascal, an apology for the Christian 

religion meets the exigencies of moral judgment (see Davidson; 

Demorest; Melzer; Pugh; Topliss; Mesnard; Marin, et al.). 

What is this eloquence like? What characterizes it? We 

have already seen two aspects of it: "1 'agreable" (Lafuma 

667, Brunschvicg 25), which is linked to the expression "sans 

peine et avec plaisir" (Brunschvicg 16) and also "du reel" et 

"pris du vrai" (Lafuma 667, Brunschvicg 25). One should 

perhaps take the word "reel" in the sense of "realiste," of 

"vraisemblable." One is then not far from Horace's aesthetic 

judgment of the beau and the utile. These two elements serve 

to persuade someone, as we have already noted. But they also 

are no doubt part of the internal beauty of Pascalian 

eloquence, a beauty which is proper and inherent to it. This 

beauty consists of simplicity, of proportion ("les justes 
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proportions du discours," Brunschvicg 16), and of being well 

chosen: 

II faut se renferrner, Ie plus qu'il est possible, 
dans Ie simple naturel; ne pas faire grand ce 
qui est petit, ni petit ce qui est grand. Ce n'est 
pas assez qu'une chose soit belle, il faut qu'elle 
soit propre au sujet, qu'il n'y ait rien de trop ni 
rien de manque. 

(Brunschvicg 16) 

Dazzling rhetoric is not necessary for persuasion. Only that 

eloquence which is "douce mais forte," "agreable" but 

effective, is necessary. It will be irrresistible. It will 

be used to bring prodigal human beings back to God. It is 

therefore usually for human beings' own good, in this view, 

that one attempts to convince a person of something. 

for and not against him or her that one uses eloquence. 

Quand on veut reprendre avec utilite, et 
montrer a un autre qu'il se trompe,il faut observer 
par quel cote il envisage la chose, car elle est 
vraie ordinairement de ce cote-la, et lui avouer 
cette verite, mais lui decouvrir Ie cote par oil elle 
est fausse. II se contente de cela, car il voit 
qu'il ne se trompait pas, et qu'il manquait 
seulement a voir tous les cotes; or on ne se fache 
pas de ne pas tout voir, mais on ne veut pas [Sf] 
etre trompe; et peut-etre que cela vient de ce que 
naturellement l'homme ne peut tout voir, et de ce 
que naturellement il ne se peut tromper dans Ie cote 
qu'il envisage; cornrne les apprehensions des sens 
sont toujours vraies. 

(Lafuma 70l,Brunschvicg 9) 

It is 

Language serves as a tie between and among human beings. It 

also serves the individual in expressing particular points of 
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view concerning other people, religion, society, and anything 

else of concern to him. If "naturellement l'homme ne peut 

tout voir, II that is because an individual judges what he 

knows according to his own mind. A person's mind determines 

the judgments he makes and his way of understanding what he 

encounters in life. It governs his actions, his language, his 

way of understanding himself and of presenting himself to 

others, in a word, his whole life. The importance to a person 

of the kind of mind he or she possesses cannot, therefore, 

be exaggerated. 

Pascal recognizes two kinds of mind among human beings: 

II Y a donc deux sortes d'esprit: l'une, de 
penetrer vivement et profonde- ment les consequences 
des principes, et c'est la l'esprit de justesse; 
l'autre, de comprendre un grand nombre de principes 
sans les confondre, et c'est la l'esprit de 
geometrie. L' un est force et droi ture d' espri t, 
l'autre est amplitude d'esprit. Or l'un peut bien 
etre sans 1 'autre, l'esprit pouvant etre fort et 
etroit, et pouvant etre aussi ample et faible. 

(Lafuma 511, Brunschvicg 2) 

These are the "esprit de geometrie" and the "esprit de 

finesse" that Pascal speaks of at length in fragment 1 of the 

Brunschvicg edition (Lafuma 512). Most human minds fall into 

the category of one of these types. We have seen that "l'un 

peut bien etre sans 1 'autre, " and the clear distinction that 

Pascal makes between the two kinds of mind in Brunschvicg 

fragment 1 leads us, moreover, to think that they almost never 

exist together, that one person hardly ever possesses both the 
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"esprit de geometrie" and the "esprit de finesse." It seems 

that an individual is either "geometre" or "fin" (terms which 

Pascal uses in Brunschvicg fragment 1) and that he cannot be 

both at once. (We must also take into account the "esprits 

faux": "Mais les esprits faux ne sont jamais ni fins ni 

geometres," Brunschvicg, fragment 1, La fum a , fragment 512). 

That is no doubt true of most people. But we shall see that 

the Pascalian ideal is that of "gens universels" (Lafuma 587, 

Brunschvicg 34) who possess in harmony within themselves both 

kinds of "esprit." Each of these men is an "honnete homme," 

(Lafuma 647, Brunschvicg 35). We must first examine 

separately the two "esprits" Pascal speaks of. We will then 

examine their happy union in one individual. 

The "geometre" is one who reasons according to the 

"esprit de geometrie," reasoning in a logical fashion from 

principles, which means, according to Pascal, that he can 

hardly go wrong: 

.•• il faudrait avoir tout a fait 1 'esprit faux pour 
mal raisonner sur des principes si gros qu'il est 
presque impossible qu'ils echappent. 

(Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1) 

Even so, the greatest advantage of this way of thinking 

consists of understanding the principles themselves on which 

the reasoning is based: 

En l'un ["l'esprit de geometrie"], les principes 
sont palpables, mais eloignes de 1 'usage communi de 
sorte qu'on a peine a tourner la tete de ce cote-
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tourne, on voit les principes a pleine ..• 

(Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1) 
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The results of this way of thinking are almost always valid, 

but their domain is narrow: 

••• ils ne sont droits que sur les principes bien 
eclaircis. 

(Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1) 

.•• ne pouvant voir d'une vue. 
(Lafuma 751, Brunschvicg 3) 

... ils ne raisonnent pas faux sur les principes 
qu'ils connaissent. 

(Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1) 

.•• c'est qu'ils ne voient pas ce qui est devant 
eux, et etant accoutumes aux principes nets et 
grossiers de geometrie, et a ne raisonner qu'apres 
avoir bien vu et manie leurs principes, ils se 
perdent dans les choses de finesse, OU les 
principes ne se laissent pas ainsi manier. 

(Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1) 

"L'esprit de geometrie" is what we would probably call 

in our day a scientific turn of mind. It is this faculty 

which served Pascal well for writing the Traite des sons 

(1634), the Essai pour les conigues (1640), the Experiences 

nouvelles touchant Ie vide (1647), the "Preface" to the Traite 

du vide (1651), and the Traite du triangle arithmetigue 

(1654), among other things. In a word, it is the turn of mind 

used for his scientific works, the one which seems to have 

dominated his mind until 1655, or, no doubt, until November 
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23, 1654, the date written at the beginning of the "Memorial. II 

Dominique Descortes points out that in 

1654: ••. Dans la nuit du 23 novernbre, experience 
"mystique" dont rend compte Ie "Memorial," qui clot 
la "periode mondaine." 1655: Pascal se retire it 
Port-Royal. 

(Dominique Descortes, in 
Pensees, "Chronologie," 
Garnier-Flarnrnarion, p.8) 

In the Pensees, Pascal seems especially to see the limits of 

the "esprit de geometrie": 

La science des choses exterieures ne me 
consolera pas de 1 'ignorance de la morale, au temps 
de l' affliction; mais la science des moeurs me 
consolera toujours de l'ignorance des sciences 
exterieures. 

(Lafuma 23,Brunschvicg 67) 

Pascal was so little inclined in the Pensees to praise the 

lIesprit de geometrie" because his audience for the Apology 

would be the social elite, who considered themselves "fins" 

rather than geometers. 

The world allures Pascal only by default: he cannot know 

man. Reason cannot take the place of "coeur." liLa science 

des moeurs" which "consolera" Pascal (Lafuma 23, Brunschvicg 

67) can only be known owing to the "esprit de finesse," which 

he also calls the lIesprit de justesse," (Lafuma 511, 

Brunschvicg 2). As we saw above, the function of the "esprit 

de justesse ll is "de penetrer vivement et profondement les 

consequences des principes" (Lafuma 511, Brunschvicg 2). It 
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is opposed to the "esprit de geometrie" by the contrast 

between the infinitives "penetrer" and "comprendre" and by 

that between the expressions "amplitude d'esprit" and "force 

et droiture d 'esprit", (Lafuma 511, Brunschvicg 2). In short, 

it is a contrast between front and back, between comprehension 

and understanding, between reason and "coeur." The "coeur" 

represents a dimension superior to reason in human life, 

because it is the one of these two which serves as a bond 

between man and God. 

The "esprits fins" hold "a juger d'une seule vue" and do 

not know how to deal with the sciences, given "qu' ils s' en 

rebutent et s' en degoutent " (Lafuma 512, Brunschvicg 1); 

"ceux qui sont accoutumes a juger par Ie sentiment ne 

comprennent rien aux choses de raisonnement, car ils veulent 

d 'abord penetrer d' une vue et ne sont point accoutumes a 

chercher les principes" (Lafuma 751, Brunschvicg 3). But it 

is the "esprits fins" who see clearer: 

Car Ie jugement est celui a qui appartient Ie 
sentiment, comme les sciences appartiennent a 
I 'esprit. La finesse est la part du jugement, la 
geometrie est celIe de l'esprit. 

(Lafuma 513, Brunschvicg 4) 

In this fragment the distinctions between "finesse" and 

"geometrie" and between "jugement" and "esprit" clearly 

appear. The "deux esprits" are in fact "l'esprit" and "Ie 

jugement," science and ethics, reason and "Ie coeur." These 
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two divergent aspects of the human mind are complementary 

rather than contradictory, in spite of the superiority which 

Pascal seems to accord "finesse." Human beings have need both 

of reason and of feeling--again, that elusive word "coeur"--

in order to be human. Both are necessary to them; neither one 

nor the other alone will suffice: 

II faut qu' on n' en puisse [dire], ni: "il 
est mathematicien," ni "predicateur," ni "eloquent," 
mais "il est honnete homme." cette qualite 
universelle me plait seule. Quand en voyant un homme 
on se souvient de son livre, c'est mauvais signe; 
je voudrais qu'on ne s'aperc;:ut d'aucune qualite que 
par la rencontre et l'occasion d'en user (Ne quid 
nimis), de peur qu'une qualite ne l'emporte, et ne 
fasse baptiser; qu' on ne songe point qu' il parle 
bien, sinon quand il s'agit de bien parler, mais 
qu'on y songe alors. 

(Lafuma 647, Brunschvicg 35) 

... les gens universels ne veulent point d' enseigne, 
et ne met tent guere de difference entre Ie metier 
de poete et celui de brodeur. 

Les gens universels ne sont appeles ni poetes, 
ni geometres, etc.; mais ils sont tout cela, juges 
de tous ceux-la. On ne les devine point. lIs 
parleront de ce qu' on parlai t quand ils sont 
entres. On ne s'aperc;:oit point en eux d'une qualite 
plut6t que d'une autre, hors de la necessite de la 
mettre en usage; mais alors on s'en souvient, car 
il est egalement de ce caractere qu'on ne dise point 
d'eux qu'ils parlent bien, quand il n'est pas 
question du langage, et qu'on dise d'eux qu'ils 
parlent bien, quand il en est question. 

(Lafuma 587, Brunschvicg 34) 

There is the ideal man, in intellectual terms, according 

to Pascal. He is the "honnete homme," a "universal" man, 

whole, whose learning and habits are discreetly displayed in 

every circumstance. He is neither a "geometre" nor "fin" but 
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one or the other, according to the circumstances. He listens 

to his reason or his feelings according to the circumstance, 

and--chose plus rare--he knows how to choose which of them he 

needs in a given situation. Pragmatism dominates here, as it 

does in eloquence and the art of persuasion. 

Nevertheless, the ideal of honnetete according to Pascal 

does not suffice for man either. This ideal is concerned with 

man in society. It depicts a man ideal in every respect from 

society's point of view, that is, in effect, as he is seen by 

others. It no doubt represents the zenith of social life for 

an honnete homme of that time, the life that Pascal seems to 

have known well and to have lived, no doubt, until 1654. 

There are no further refinements to be acquired in this 

sphere. But this is not the ultimate ideal proposed by 

Pascal: the honnete homme is seen by other men, judged by 

them, aware, because of their admiration, of his qualities. 

Pascal wants man to see himself alone before God, judged by 

God, and therefore aware of his state of misery. No 

admiration will come to him from God, who is, in any case, 

absconditus, hidden. No glory will be recognized in him, as 

it would be in society. But the awareness of his "misere" is 

the first step toward God, who revealed Himself in Christ. 

It is, according to Pascal, the beginning of a spiritual quest 

which will bring a man, like the prodigal son, back to the 
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Father who is waiting for him, and this first step also 

represents, for those who truly seek God, the final step: 

Dieu est cache. Mais il se laisse trouver a 
ceux qui Ie cherchent. 

(Sellier 785; this fragment 
does not appear in Lafuma or 
Brunschvicg) 

Console-toi, tu ne me chercherais pas si tu ne 
m'avais trouve. 

(Lafuma 919, Brunschvicg 553; 
"Le Mystere de Jesus") 

Tu ne me chercherais pas si tu ne me possedais. 

Ne t'inquiete donc pas. 

(Lafuma 929, Brunschvicg 555) 

All of man's supposedly desirable qualities fail him in 

his spiritual quest. They are perhaps beautiful, but they 

are earthly, worldly, and in the end, they exist in vain. It 

is by grace that man comes to God, and it is God who gives him 

that grace. Man remains mute in the face of this overwhelming 

fact. He cannot understand it. He certainly can neither 

explain nor describe it. He can only bear witness to it, 

describe his reactions to it, accept it, be gratful for it, 

thank God for it. But he cannot really speak of it. In the 

face of it, he must remain silent. His reaction must be like 

Job's: 

I know that you are all-powerful: w hat you 
conceive, you can perform. I am the man who obscured 
your designs with my empty-headed words. I have 



been holding forth on matters I cannot understand, 
on marvels beyond me and my knowledge. 

I retract all I have said, and in dust and ashes I 
repent. 

(Job 42: 2-3 and 6, Jerusalem 
version) 
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Here then are the limits of language. We have seen 

Job's response earlier on, as a part of Pascal's ideas about 

God. In the face of his most important relationship, that 

between himself and God, who gives him grace, man must remain 

silent. If he seeks God he will find him. Indeed, as we have 

seen, for Pascal, if he seeks God, he has already found Him. 

In such circumstances, man will see himself and words for 

what they are, and he will remain silent. Language is God's 

gift to man, but God is greater than language. 

I have left out an important verse in this passage in 

Job. Verse 5 of Chapter 42, again in the Jerusalem version, 

reads: 

I knew you then only by hearsay; 
but now, having seen you with my 
own eyes, 

and then, of course, Job immediately repents. Now, this 

statement of Job's about his "having seen [God] with [his] 

own eyes" is important, since it goes against the more common 

Old Testament situation of man's hearing rather than seeing 

God. To see God, for the ancient Hebrew, was to court death 
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(see the Old Testament). Job was not a Jew, but was, 

according to Old Testament scholars, an Edomite, and his story 

is an ancient folktale. Indeed, the Book of Job predates the 

rest of the Old Testament (see Old Testament scholarly 

sources). But what interests us here is that Job sees and 

falls silent, whereas Moses, Abraham, Issac, Jacob, and David 

hear God and are moved to speak to Him. (Indeed, it is 

interesting to note that it is precisely because Issac has 

such poor eyesight that Jacob, with the help of his mother, 

Rebekah, is able to trick him into giving his blessing to 

Jacob instead of to Esau.) Pascal's situation is more like 

Job's than it is like that of these other Old Testament 

heroes. Pascal remains silent in the face of God's glory and 

majesty. Yet it is unlike Job's experience in one fundamental 

way: for Pascal, God is the deus abscondi tus, the "hidden 

God," hidden from man's sight and from man's understanding. 

Pascal cannot conceive of seeing God either literally or 

metaphorically, of knowing God by sight or by understanding. 

He can hear Him through the Scriptures and can learn of him, 

as Christ asks men to do (Matthew 11:29), but he cannot see 

or understand Him. 

Between the hearing and the silence there is language. 

It is another of those "ponts" between God and man. 
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What characterizes this language which serves as a link 

between men and between man and the world, but which God is 

beyond? Can it in any real sense serve as a link between man 

and God? What characteristics are proper to it? What are 

the characteristics which make it what it is and which govern 

its use? 

Beaute poetique.---comme on dit beaute poetique, on 
devrait aussi dire beaute geometrique, et beaute 
medicinale; mais on ne Ie dit pas: et la raison en 
est qulon sait bien quel est l'objet de la 
geometrie, et qu'il consiste en preuves, et quel et 
l'objet de la medecine et qu'il consiste en 
guerison; mais on ne sait pas en quoi consiste 

1 I agrement, qui est l'objet de la poesie. On 
ne sait ce que clest que ce modele naturel qu'il 
faut imi ter; et, a faute de connaissance, on a 
invente de certains terrnes bizarres: "siecle d'or, 
merveille de nos jours, fatal", etc; et on appelle 
ce jargon beaute poetique. 

( Lafuma 586, Brunschvicg 33) 

Zacharie Tourneur I s famous book on this fragment, Beaute 

poetique, is, as its subtitle states, a "histoire critique 

d I une \ Pensee I de Pascal et de ses annexes." Tourneur's 

edition of the Pensees and his many pUblications enriched the 

later work of Lafuma, Sellier, and Mesnard. In Beaute 

poetigue, Tourneur reviews the various opinions advanced on 

this fragment: that Pascal did not in fact believe in the 

art of pleasing ("l'art d'agreer"); that the natural model is 

man and woman; that the natural model is God: that Pascal 

misunderstood and disdained poetry (pp.36-79). He considers 
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these interpretations, as well as the origins and development 

of "Beaute poetique," and concludes that the fragment turns 

on Pascal's opposition between nature and human nature, and 

that in saying so, he has only stated the problem. Its 

sources and ramifications are yet to be studied (pp.131-132). 

The beauty of poetic language (and, by extension, of all 

language, given the fact that poetry represents the height of 

verbal beauty) is the result of an imitation of a "modele 

naturel" whose existence Pascal does not doubt, but which he 

admi ts is obscure. He had already spoken of this model in the 

preceding fragment: 

II Y a un certain modele d' agrement et de 
beaute qui consiste en un certain rapport entre 
notre nature, faible ou forte, telle qu'elle est, 
et la chose qui nous plait. 

(Lafuma 585, Brunschvicg 32) 

One should not envision models which are different from 

each other but "natural" to an individual author. Rather, 

one should expect a given author to understand and to follow 

more or less well the "modele naturel" which offers itself to 

all and which "notre nature, faible ou forte, telle qu'elle 

est" allows to show through, in different degrees, in the 

mind and the works of an individual author. 

The model, like human nature, would be complete and 

unequivocal for Pascal. It would be the individual 

differences between human beings--especially differences in 
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capacity and turn of mind, but also biological and social 

differences--that explain the varied beauty of their language. 

Pascal derides "jargon," which he terms 

ce modele-la qui consiste a dire de petites choses 
avec de grands mots 

(Lafuma 586, Brunschvicg 33) 

and which, employing Pascal's image, is to admire a woman's 

vulgar finery (Lafuma 586,Brunschvicg 33). One must cling to 

its opposite: "La vraie eloquence se moque de l'eloquence," 

(Lafuma 513, Brunschvicg 4). 

The issues of concern here are those of simplicity and 

of proportion. To disdain eloquence is to refuse the 

rhetorical figures used by Greek and Roman orators and by the 

"grands rhetoriqueurs" of the Sixteenth century in France. 

It is to choose a sober idiom, picked clean of brilliant 

artifice (but not of less evident, and for that very reason, 

more effective, artifice). In a word, it treats of great 

things with unpretentious words, a process completely opposite 

to that described in Lafuma 586 (Brunschvicg 33). 

We have already seen the apologetic reasons for an 

eloquence of which simplicity is an essential element. 

Proportion is another essential element of this eloquence: 

II faut se renfermer, Ie plus qu'il est possible, 
dans Ie simple naturel; ne pas faire grand ce qui 
est petit, ni petit ce qui est grand. Ce n'est pas 
assez qU'une chose soit belle, il faut qu'elle soit 
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de manque. 

(Brunschvicg 16) 
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Whether Brunschvicg 16 is by Pascal or by Bossuet, the problem 

of proportion interests Pascal particularly. He considers it 

with regard to many of the subjects dealt with in the Pensees: 

man in society, diversions, religion, reason, feeling ( the 

"coeur") (see Pensees). The issue of simplicity is treated 

differently: in the Pensees, Pascal preaches simplicity by 

example. The fragments themselves reflect an admirable 

simplicity of language, which accounts for their forcefulness 

(see Demorest, et al., on Pascal's language). 

Eloquent language, then, must be beautiful, simple, and 

well proportioned to the subject. It must also reflect 

symmetry and order: 

symetrie, ce qu'on voit d'une vue, fondee sur 
ce qu'il n'y a pas de raison de faire autrement: 
et fondee aussi sur la figure de l'homme, d'ou il 
arrive qu' on ne veut la symetrie qu' en largeur, non 
en hauteur ni profondeur. 

(Lafuma 580, Brunschvicg 28) 

Misce11an. Langage. -- Ceux qui font les antitheses 
en forc;:ant les mots sont comme ceux qui font de 
fausses fenetres pour la symetrie: leur regIe 
n' est pas de parler juste, mais de faire des figures 
justes. 

(Lafuma 559, Brunschvicg 27) 

Symmetry is the result of a correctly established proportion. 

It is an additional adornment of eloquent language. For 
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eloquent language does have its adornments, for anyone who can 

appreciate them. One must avoid artificial symmetry, because, 

like finery, it is no doubt stunning, but it is vulgar and 

inappropriate. True symmetry is hidden to first sight, as 

true eloquence is. But the same is not true of order: 

Les mots diversement ranges font un 
divers sens et les sens diversement 
ranges font differents effets. 

(Lafuma 784, Brunschvicg 23) 

La derniere chose qu'on trouve en faisant un 
ouvrage, est de savoir celIe qu'il faut mettre la 
premiere. 

(Lafuma 976, Brunschvicg 19) 

Qu' on ne dise pas que je n' ai rien dit de 
nouveau: la disposition des matieres est nouvelle; 
quand on j oue it la paume, c 'est une meme balle dont 
on joue l'un et l'autre, mais l'un la place mieux. 

J'aimerais aut ant qu'on me dit que je me suis 
servi des mots anciens. Et comme si les memes 
pensees ne formaient pas un autre corps de discours, 
par une disposition differente, aussi bien que les 
memes mots forment d'autres pensees par leur 
differente disposition. 

(Lafuma 696, Brunschvicg 22) 

Fragment 20 in Brunschvicg (Lafuma 683) has the word "ordre," 

stricken through by Pascal, as its heading. In that fragment 

it is a question of words which have several senses and which, 

therefore, are ambiguous. The senses of such words are 

"caches et inutiles, comme en un coffre, et ne paraissent 

jamais qu'en leur confusion naturelle. La nature les a tous 

etablis sans renfermer l'un en I 'autre" (Lafuma 683, 
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Brunschvicg 20). From words one proceeds to sentences, from 

sentences to discourse, from discourse, to subjects in 

discourse. From subjects in discourse, one turns back to 

words, to the "infiniment petit" and the "infiniment grand" 

of which Pascal speaks elsewhere (Lafuma 199, Brunschvicg 72) . 

It is once again the "differente disposition" which is 

important. Order is thus established and it thus joins with 

beauty, simplicity, proportion, and symmetry as elements of 

that eloquent Pascalian language whose purpose is Christian 

apologetics. 

The elements of Pascalian language evoked so far treat 

of style. It is these elements which contitute the style of 

the Pensees, but they alone do not define it. Moreover, one 

speaks not of "style" but of "styles" in the Pensees. 

stylistic elements are combined differently at different 

places in the text, and the result is a variety of styles. 

That is how Pascal's language operates at the stylistic level 

(see Demorest, Dans Pascal and Pascal Ecrivaini Topliss, The 

Rhetoric of Pascali Methodes chez Pascali Ernst, Approches 

pascaliennes, et al.). But the language of the Pensees 

comprises elements which are more profound and more elevated 

than these. These are the elements of Pascalian language which 

occur at the level of discourse and which are as instructive 

as the stylistic elements for a sketch of Pascal's conceptions 
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of language. They are perhaps more instructive, because they 

are less evident and they thus have, perhaps, a more seductive 

influence on the reader. They are dialectic, the evocation 

of response, a dazzling variety, and paradox, including the 

paradox of language itself (see Marin, La critique du 

discours; Demorest; Topliss; Melzer; Ernst; Mesnard; Methodes 

chez Pascal, et al.). 

Pascal often makes use of dialogue and opposition in the 

Pensees. It is a manner of showing oppositions, of stressing 

his essentially binary view of everything (see Demorest; 

Topliss, et al.). This does not lead Pascal to synthesis, as 

it will Hegel in the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth 

Centuries. It leads him rather to paradox. Pascal lives with 

paradox. He finds it inevitable. This is because for Pascal, 

man knows only finite truths, partial aspects of a Truth that 

he cannot know in his earthly life. Man knows only "demi

obscuri te, II a frustrating but very real thing to Pascal 

(Lafuma 926, Brunschvicg 582). An infinite number of 

questions and responses exist, but they create ever new 

paradoxes. It is paradox which is the fixed point of human 

language and human thought (see Pensees, critics, on paradox). 

Pascal's language in the Pensees is made to evoke responses, 

which renders it provocative, as Roland Barthes says of the 

language of Saint Ignatius of Loyola in the Spiritual 
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Exercises (see Roland Barthes, Sade, Fourier, et Loyola). 

But language fails man in the end, because no question, 

no response, is satisfying except a question which is an 

appeal to God or a response to God on man's part. It is the 

only dialogue in which man can find his place. It is what 

saint Augustine spoke of as finding one's rest in God. 

Simone Weil also chiefly uses language to speak of things 

spiritual. Her early training and interests, as we have seen, 

ran to the mathematical and the philosophical. The former uses 

symbols to convey meaning. The latter uses language, 

sometimes in specialized ways, to convey philosophical 

"truths," which I enclose in quotation marks not to denigrate 

them, but to convey the scepticism with which philosophers 

themselves often deal with philosophical truths. scepticism 

is the stance necessary to philosophy and to science. It is 

a stance sometimes taken with regard to faith as well, as we 

have seen that it was for Pascal and for Simone Weil. 

Nonetheless, Simone weil like Pascal turned more and more to 

language used for spiritual matters. For her, as for him, 

this was the great project of the final years of their lives. 

For both of them, also, we can see in their conception of 

language the roots of their scientific and philosophical 

training. This is particularly true for Simone Weil. 
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One important source for simone Weil's ideas par sa about 

language is the Lecons de philosophie (Librairie PIon, 1959). 

In his "Translator's preface" to the English translation of 

this book (Lectures in philosophy, Cambridge University 

Press, 1978), Hugh Price writes: 

Although most of Simone Weil's published writings 
are now available in English, I feel that English 
readers will be interested in these notes of her 
lectures, taken down by Madame Anne Reynaud
Guerithault when she was a pupil in a girls' lycea 
at Roanne where Simone Weil taught philosophy in 
the school year 1933-4. Madame Reynaud-Guerithault 
herself warns us that these are one pupil's hastily 
wri tten notes and not a verbatim record of the 
lectures. Nevertheless they provide us wi th a 
fascinating glimpse of simone Weil the teacher. In 
"hearing" her trace the history of thought for her 
pupils, one hears echoes of her own philosophical 
training. But one is also struck by her breadth of 
knowledge and understanding, clarity of expression 
and, most forcibly of all, by her almost visionary 
ability to draw together strands of knowledge from 
many different fields. She deals here with a wide 
range of topics and so the book in itself is a good 
introduction to philosophy. Those who already know 
her later writings in translation will be interested 
to find them hinted at in part in these earlier 
thoughts. 

(Lecons de philosophie, p.viii) 

Now, Simone Weil's notions of language, as evinced in Lecons 

de philosophie, correspond in several ways to those of Pascal. 

Language is both artificial and social. 

D'apres ces deux caracteres: Ie langage est 
artificial, et: Ie langage est social, on doi t 
pouvoir expliquer tout ce en quoi consiste la vertu 
merveilleuse du langage. 

(Leyons de philosophie, p. 48; 
italics in the text) 
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simone Weil then goes on to characterize language in 

three ways. First, language is the source of memory, 

emotional life, will, and attention ( see her essay, 

"Reflexions sur Ie bon usage des etudes scolaires en vue de 

I' Amour de Dieu"), all of which exemplify language "comme 

moyen de se creer des reflexes conditionnels" (Lecons de 

philosophie 47-52; italics in the text). Then, in this same 

passage, she describes language as "un objet" and as 

"maniable" (Lecons de philosophie 47-52; italics in the 

text). She recognizes that to consider language an object is 

to consider it an art, which refers back to the notion of 

artifice cite above. She also recognizes that artificiality 

is one aspect of languages's being "maniable" (Lecons de 

philosophie 47-52). 

At the heart of all this, perhaps, is the notion of 

language as arbitrary. This is commensurate with Pascal's 

view of eloquence, which, as we have seen, is useful and 

justifiable, only if it serves a worthy purpose. The paradox 

inherent in this view of eloquence, and ultimately of 

language, on the part of Pascal, is echoed in Simone Weil's 

recognition that 

en general, les mots ne ressemblent pas du tout 
aux choses. (Un des charmes de la poesie, c' est 
qu'elle consiste en une sorte de rencontre du 
langage artificiel et du langage naturel.) C'est 
particulierement frappant dans Ie langage ecrit, 
qui est doublement artificiel, en ce sens que Ie 



dessein des lettres ne ressernble pas aux mots. si 
Ie langage ressernblait aux choses, il perdrait sa 
vertu. Les rapports des mots aux choses sont des 
reflexes condi tionnels, tous les mots sont 
comparables au disque de Pavlov. 

Lecons de philosophie, pp. 47-
48; italics in the text) 
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This is very different from the common sense view of 

language, by which words are in some sense inexplicably but 

none the less really inevitable. It goes against the Jewish 

tradi tion of the inherent sacredness of words, the very 

language of God, in the scriptures (see Susan Handelmann, The 

Slayers of Moses: The Emergence of Rabbinic Interpretation 

in Modern Literary Theory; Gabriel Josipovici, The Book of 

God). Clearly, the Christian doctrine of Christ as the Word 

of God, however it may diverge from the literal sense of 

"word" to wider senses of the Greek word "logos," makes 

sacred, through the Incarnation, the everyday words men use, 

and the mundane experiences these words describe. Everything 

becomes holy in the light of God's becoming man, which, I 

take it, Christian theology teaches. To call language 

arbitrary seems to refuse the implications of both the Jewish 

and the Christian traditions. 

But it is a way to wedge doubt and paradox between human 

beings and language. The modern critical and linguistic 

traditions see man as clothed in language, as wrapped inside 

it as he is in his skin, and therefore, just as much 
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imprisoned by it (see Jameson, The Prison-House of Language; 

wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations and Philosophical 

Grammar; Barthes; Lacan; et al. ) But the skin which 

imprisons man also protects him. What is more, it defines 

him, in the sense of giving him shape, definition. Adam's 

task in Genesis was to name the animals. This might imply 

that secular language at least, if not the religious language 

of the ancient synogogues, and by extension, modern Jewish 

and Christian liturgical language, is arbitrary in some 

sense. The thing in itself of Husserl and Heidigger is 

independent of one's perception of it, and of one's name for 

it (see Husserl; Heidegger). It is a priori and can stand on 

its own (see Husserl; Heidegger). 

For Pascal and Simone Weil, it is imperative that 

language be arbitrary in this sense, in order that man may 

wedge himself between words and meanings. This description 

depends, of course, on phenomenological formulations--not to 

say jargon--but it is close to what Simone Weil seems to be 

getting at when she speaks of language's usefulness to man: 

Nous allons donc etudier: Le langage comme 
instrument pour prendre possession du monde: 
1) II nous donne toutes les choses absentes: 
Sans Ie langage, on ne pourrait jamais mettre en 
rapport ce qu'on voit avec ce qu'on ne voit pas ou 
avec ce qu'on a VUe Le langage constitue un pont 
par-dessus les instants du temps. Le passe, sans 
langage, n'existerait que comme un vague sentiment 
qui ne pourrait nous aider dans la connaissance. 
De meme, I' avenir n' existe que grace au langage. 

2) II nous donne l'ordre: Grace au langage, 



1e monde est pour nous comme ces j ouets que 1es 
enfants brisent pour les reconstituer ensuite. 

(Lecons de philosophie, pp.51-
52; italics in the text) 
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The statement under rubric 2 is surely extraordinary. 

Language gives order, which gives us power. Though it is 

arbitrary, its power over us rests in the power it gives us 

over the world. Simone Weil remarks in the same passage (p. 

51) that it is order which allows for the past and for 

memory, since order is linked to time. She calls language 

"maniable" and emphasizes its great power and usefulness to 

man (pp. 51-52). This means that language is in effect, for 

her, a tool. She speaks of what it can do. And indeed, she 

again uses the image of the bridge, surely itself a kind of 

tool. Language is an "instrument". with it one can "prendre 

possession du monde". She states that "Ie langage nous donne 

tout: passe, avenir, lointain, proche, absent, present, 

imaginaire, sphere, celeste, atome •.• , mais seulement par des 

symbo1es." Then, she states that "la question de savoir 

s'il faut donner toute la part au langage, ou toute la part 

a l'action, ou s'il faut combiner les deux, est d'une 

importance capitale" (Leyons de philosophie 47 ff., passim). 

Now, this dilemma seems to have been an ongoing one for 

Simone Weil. She hesitated between action and reflection, or 

rather, she went from the latter to the former, and back (see 
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biographical sources). But theoretically, she responds to 

the problem of action versus language posed above (Lecons de 

philosophie 53) by considering action as subject to human 

needs, while considering language as independent of needs, 

and indeed, "etranger au reel," which constitutes its power: 

"Le 1angage nous permet dletablir des rapports entierement 

etrangers a nos besoins." She states that "ce que Ie langage 

peut seul nous donner, clest une methode, et cela precisement 

parce qulil est etranger au reel" (Lecons de philosophie 53-

54). In emphasizing method, she is no doubt to some degree 

working within the cartesian tradition. But she remarks that 

what looks like objective necessity, word order in language, 

is really only dependent on human beings (Lecons de 

philosophie 54). 

Interestingly, Simone Weil' s remarks on the "mauvais 

usage du langage" are reminiscent of Pascalian standards of 

eloquence: 

Le mauvais usage du 1angage: 
Le langage est dangereux dans la me sure ou il est 
mecanique. 

On peut faire une theorie materialiste de 
l'erreur en considerant l'erreur comme consistant 
touj ours dans un mauvais emploi du langage. No us 
avons vu que Ie langage etait precieux parce qu'il 
permettai t de se dedoubler; mais il est funeste 
quand on se laisse entrainer par lui completement 
parce qu' alors il empeche de se dedoubler. Le 
langage est 1a source des prejuges et des 
precipitations que Descartes considerait comme les 
sources de toute erreur. On peut, si on veut, 



ramener tout 1 • art de vi vre it un bon usage du 
langage. 

(Lecons de philosophie, pp. 60-
61) 
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The expression "tout l'art de vivre" would be shocking here 

if one took it in the mondain sense. But surely it is not 

meant in that sense here, any more than the word "precieux" 

in the same passage has its usual, Seventeenth century sense. 

It does not, and neither does "tout l'art de vivre" evoke Ie 

monde. Rather, it should be understood no doubt in the sense 

of "right living," in the Christian (though perhaps not the 

Puritan) sense, instead of in the sense of "living well". 

Nevertheless, there is here an implicit concern for elegance 

of expression, for precision, for individual rather than 

stylized expression, that evokes Pascal. Also, the 

references to error (though linked to Descartes) and to 

prejudices, remind one of Pascal's varied strategies for 

leading his interlocutors in the Pensees from prejudice and 

error to what he considered to be the truth. 

Notice again here Simone Weil's association of sin with 

error. The latter, as we saw in an earlier chapter, is in 

fact the source of the former, and indeed is a more serious 

matter, it would seem, for her. Language badly used might 

reflect error, or it might lead to error. Error, then, would 

cause sin. 
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But perhaps a bad use of language is the source of error 

itself, as Simone weil states in the passage quoted above. 

In that case, it is worse still, for language badly used 

leads to error, which leads to sin. Language is, of course, 

a tool, in Simone Weil's view, which means that it has no 

will of its own and can only be misused by someone who 

imputes his will to it, as it were, who works out his own 

will by using language. Now in that case, is language the 

prison, or the prisoner, of man? It is clear that Pascal 

mistrusts and disdains the human will (seePensees). We have 

seen both his and Simone Weil's notions of the moi. But the 

role of language, then, is unclear. It cannot be both weapon 

and victim, can it? That would transgress the classic 

Western philosophical notion of opposition between subject 

and object, which has burdened Christian theology . "-\.. Slnce <-ue 

time of Saint Augustine. Augustine himself was for some 

years a Manichean, and the dualism of that philosophical 

tradition, though condemned as heretical by the Church, has 

nonetheless continued to plague its teachings. 

What, then, of language? To be eloquent, precise, 

elegant, adaptable, it must in some sense remain an elitist's 

tool. To bridge the gulfs between human beings of different 

social classes, to persuade men of very different 

temperaments and turns of mind, it must be somehow popular, 



tractable, though not vulgar or facile. 
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To bridge the 

infinitely greater gulf between man and God it must provide

-and perhaps even evoke--response on both their parts. 
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CHAPTER VII: RHETORIC AND ANTI-RHETORIC 

Rhetoric in Pascal's day meant either classical rhetoric 

or the rhetoric of Port-Royal. Classical rhetoric still held 

sway among educated writers and speakers, as they had been 

trained in that tradition and perpetuated it. But the 

Messieurs at Port-Royal were reconsidering issues of language 

and usage in ways different from those of classical rhetoric. 

The eventual effect of these new considerations at Port-Royal 

would be enormous. 

In her book, The Rhetoric of Pascal, Patricia Topliss 

despairs of knowing to what degree the tropes of classical 

rhetoric were available to Pascal. 

But before we turn to speculation and analysis, is 
there anything in Pascal's education to suggest a 
preparation for this type of study or a kindling of 
interest in it? We cannot, regrettably, trace any 
school curriculum, since Etienne Pascal saw fit to 
attend personally to the education of his three 
children and particularly that of his only son 
Blaise. Our knowledge of this education is scanty 
indeed, for our only source is Gilberte Perier, and 
though we know that he studied law, we have no 
precise information as to Etienne Pascal's own 
schooling. 

(Topl iss , -=T~h""e,,--~R~ho..::e::..!t:::..:o~r,,-l=-· c~_o~f 
Pascal, p. 10) 

Patricia Topliss states that we know Pascal began to study 

Latin at age twelve, but not what Latin authors he read (pp. 

9 ff.), that his education was chiefly scientific and that it 

was "unorthodox" as "compared with the general practice of 
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the time" (pp. 10-11), but that "Pascal's childhood reading 

is even more of an enigma than that of his later years. We 

cannot, therefore, suggest even tentatively that Pascal 

pursued any book of Rhetoric as a young boy. Almost all 

traces of this unconventional education have been 

obliterated" (p. 11). 

It is perhaps for this reason that Patricia Topliss sees 

earlier Apologies for Christianity as Pascal's chief 

rhetorical sources and models. Yves de Paris, Raymond 

Sebond, Du Teil, Mersenne, and Charron are among apologists 

of a rather wide historical period whom she cites in a 

chapter entitled "Precursors and Antecedents" (Topliss, The 

Rhetoric of Pascal 129-151, passim). still, she recognizes 

the possibility of Pascal's being influenced by classical 

rhetoric because it had a place of sorts in the schools at 

Port-Royal. 

Had Pascal only gone to school, what 
speculations could we not indulge in! For the 
schoolboy--and particularly if he was educated by 
the Jesuits--was, from an early age and by constant 
study and practice, made familiar with those very 
authors with whose work Pascal's "Rhetoric" suggests 
a parallel or at least points of contact. In fact 
traditional Rhetoric continued to dominate education 
in general, though its influence, it is true, was 
undoubtedly much stronger in the Jesuit colleges, 
where the aim was to produce good Latinists and 
where teaching was through the medium of Latin, than 
in Port-Royal, which laid great stress on the 
spiritual development of the pupil 



and where the Solitaires, like the oratorians, 
taught largely in the vernacular. 

(Topliss, The Rhetoric of 
Pascal, pp. 11-12) 
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One notices, of course, that the word "Rhetoric" begins here 

with a capital letter. That is perhaps only fitting, given 

its importance in schools at that time. But Patricia Topliss 

goes on to say that the teachers at Port-Royal did teach 

Latin to their students, and that "the Solitaires, in 

addition, were particularly fine and enthusiastic teachers of 

Greek" (p. 12). She cites Aristotle, Quintilian, Cicero, 

and Horace as authors read in the schools, and the Poetics 

and Rhetoric of Aristotle and the Institutio Oratoria of 

Quintilian as specific works read by Racine, and therefore, 

as works important at Port-Royal (p. 12). 

One might also consider them important in the Jesuit schools. 

Patricia Topliss has thus established the two most 

probable sources for Pascal's rhetoric, indeed for his use of 

language, aside from those adumbrated at Port-Royal. They 

are classical rhetoric and foregoing Christian apologies. 

She also points out what the term "rhetoric" included in the 

ancient world: 

Rhetoric, as it was born in Greece, comprised four 
elements: invention, or the assembling of proofs 
and arguments; disposition, or the arranging of this 
material in the most effective order; elocution, or 
the art of presenting each argument as clearly and 
persuasively as possible, and therefore in the most 
appropriate language; and--since for the Greeks 



Rhetoric meant public speaking--delivery, or the 
study of intonation, gesture and espression. 

(Topliss, The Rhetoric of 
Pascal, p. 13) 
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She offers caveats against the assumption of too great 

influence, in Pascal's day, of classical rhetorical dicta. 

But she believes that "it does not seem exaggerated to detect 

in the literature of the period--above all in tragedy and in 

epic poetry--something of the conventional patterns, laid 

down in books of Rhetoric, for various types of composition, 

narrative, descriptive or demonstrative" (pp .13-14 and 

passim). 

Hugh Davidson, in his book Audience, Words, and Art: 

Studies in Seventeenth-century French Rhetoric, works 

directly from the idea that there was a French rhetorical 

tradition before Pascal, that Port-Royal thought ran counter 

to that tradition, and that Pascal developed his own rhetoric 

based on Port-Royal thought: 

In the six studies which make up most of the present 
volume, I have tried to do four things: (1) to 
recover the crucial steps in the attempt to 
reconstitute rhetoric as a discipline for France 
and for the French language in the seventeenth 
century (Chapters I-II); (2) to analyze the 
opposition to that attempt, as it appears in the 
Logigue of Port-Royal (Chapters III-IV); to show 
how Pascal, starting from principles like those of 
the Port-Royalists, invented an art of persuasion 
which is reflected in the Lettres provinciales 
especially, but also in the Pensees (Chapter V); 
and (4) to compare and contrast the ways in which 
one theme or factor in rhetorical theory--the 
audience--becomes specified in the minds of 



Corneille, Racine and Moliere as they write and 
defend their dramatic works (Chapter VI). In a 
final chapter I have summarized my findings and have 
pointed out some of their literary implications in 
the seventeenth century. 

(Hugh M. Davidson, Audience, 
Words, and Art, p. vii.) 
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What interests us here are two apparently different views of 

the sources of Pascal's rhetoric. It would be better to say 

that each view emphasises different sources. Patricia 

Topliss considers Christian apologetics before Pascal as the 

tradition from which he worked, and deviated (Topliss, 

passim). Hugh Davidson sees the opposition between French 

rhetoric outside and within the Port-Royal tradition as the 

most fruitful of Pascal's sources. 

What, then, of rhetoric, for Pascal? We have seen 

Patricia Topliss's summary of what Greek rhetoric involved. 

We may turn, for succinct definitions of it, to Webster and 

Robert. Webster defines "rhetoric" as "1: the art of 

speaking or writing effectively; specif: the study of 

principles and rules of composition formulated by critics of 

ancient times 2 a: skill in the effective use of speech b: 

a type or mode of language or speech; also: insincere or 

grandiloquent language 3: verbal communication: DISCOURSE" 

(Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 1011). The 

emphasis here is first historical and formal, then, pragmatic 

and general. Robert takes a more practical tone first, then 



moves to the more traditional: "1 
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Art de bien parler; 

technique de la mise en oeuvre des moyens d'expression (par 

la composition, les figures) •.• 2 Litter. Moyens d'expression 

et de persuasion propres a qqn ..• " I have left out the 

examples given and the short definition for "rhetorique" as 

an adjective. still, the practical seems to be first in 

importance to Robert. Also, Robert lists, as a third 

definition of "rhetorique," one that is marked as pejorative 

(Pej.): "Eloquence ou style declamatoire de rheteur". The 

reader is here referred back to definition 2, which implies, 

because that definition is singled out as literary, and 

because definition 3 is a permutation on it, that rhetoric 

is, in some sense, in the ear of the listener. The writer or 

speaker may choose his rhetorical effects with care, but it 

is the reader or listener who will or will not be affected by 

them (Petit Robert 1560). 

This obvious but easily forgotten truth Pascal knew. In 

the Pensees he wanted, like st. Paul, to be "all things to 

all men" in order to "save some" (I Corinthians 9: 22). This 

accounts for his self-conscious use of language for 

persuasion in the Pensees, which, as Pugh and others remind 

us, were notes for an Apology (see Pugh, The composition of 

Pascal's Apologia; 

Unfinished Apology: 

sister Marie Louise Hubert, Pascal's 

A study of His Plan, et al.). It is 
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surely the reason for many of the specific techniques he 

adopted (see Pensees, techniques, and fragments on Pascal's 

purposes; see also critics on these issues). 

These techniques we find specifically considered in 

Jean-Jacques Demorest's Dans Pascal: Essai en partant de son 

style and Pascal ecrivain: Etude sur les variantes de ses 

ecrits. 

A travers un vocabulaire qui brise notre repos, 
veritable lexique de l'attaque et de la deroute, 
Pascal brusque, frappe, eblouit. Pour secouer notre 
sensibilite, tous les moyens sont bons: la 
dramatisation de l'idee, l'exclamation, les phrases 
toniques, l'emploi de verbes a la forme 
interrogative ou imperative, la compression imagee, 
et I' hyperbole. Cette derniere, la marque d' un 
temperament extreme qui se revolte devant 
I' indigence emotive du langage courant, est un 
ultime moyen d'etonner. 

(Demorest, Dans Pascal, p.46) 

All of Pascal's specific rhetorical techniques are present in 

embryo in this passage. Professor Demorest points them out 

in detail, and indeed, catalogues them, in Dans Pascal, but 

the essential character of them he has summarized in the 

passage quoted above. All of them exist in the Pensees to 

startle, and to dazzle, the reader. Nothing is too extreme, 

yet as we know, nothing seems out of proportion in the 

Pensees, when one takes it on its own terms. Then, nothing 

there seems extreme. Demorest finds Pascal using images of 

seeing, feeling, and then prayer (Dans Pascal 18-19), gesture, 
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touching, manual dexterity (Ibid. 19 ff.), of sounds (Ibid.), 

and also, of patience (Ibid.) This is because 

Le vocabulaire de Pascal est un lexique de 
l' experience. II sent les corps, il palpe les 
choses. C' est plus qu' une prise du monde-- une 
prise peut etre un rapt d'ordre rationnel--non, lui 
tient un objet, penetre sa chaleur, et Ie moule en 
lui telle une argile humaine. L'identification avec 
Ie monde est amour avant d'etre idee. Le premier 
geste reconnait Ie contour du visible et du 
sensible. 

(Dans Pascal, p. 18) 

There is an implicit analogy here between Pascal and God, 

except that God formed the world and man out of love, while 

Pascal perceives and conveys thoughts about God's creation 

out of love. The image of Pascal's holding an object and 

partaking of its warmth, then of molding it as if it were 

human clay, must surely recall the touching, anthropomorhized 

image of God creating Adam in Genesis. The sentence: 

"L'identification avec Ie monde est amour avant d'etre idee" 

might sum up the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation. But 

Pascal is not drowned in sense experience. Rather, he 

universalizes his sense experience because, as a Christian, 

he must always keep in mind the end (in both senses of the 

word) of "son experience," his life, and also, that of 

others. This is "1 'universalite sensitive de Pascal," "la 

fixite du chretien". And here, we seem almost to hear Simone 

Weil: "La fixite du chretien est sa folie. II est engage 
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dans une res suscitation personnelle de la Folie de la Croix. 

Pascal vit en fonction de sa folie. Or, dans ce cadre les 

sens ont une mission necessaire a la totalite qu'ils doivent 

atteindre" (Dans Pascal 27 and passim). 

Demorest shows that Pascal's images can be familiar and 

even banal (pp. 116-118), though the banal image can become 

dramatic (Ibid.), but chiefly, they are direct: 

Le Pensees foisonnent de telles images, toutes 
associees a l'image directe. Et a l'interieur de 
cette categorie, on decouvre justement deux 
nouvelles especes de figures. Les unes: courtes, 
rap ides , saisissantes, lancees comme un c:ri sur 
I 'espace. Les autres: plus equilibrees, moins 
impetueuses. Les premieres, plus personnelles, sont 
Ii vrees a I' etat irrationnel: elles tiennent a 
Pascal. Les secondes sont des ebauches, les reperes 
d'un scenario: elles appartiennent deja a 
I 'Apologie. L'image pure accroche par la spontaneite 
plastique et visionnaire de Pascal. L' image-ebauche 
traduit sa volonte de composition dramatique. 

(Dans Pascal, pp. 111-112) 

Then, here is "la pI us vol umineuse cl asse d' images" in Pascal: 

voie, chemin, maladie, purger, racine, aneantir, 
accabler, detruire, elever, renversement, ruiner, 
combattre, violer, rabaisser, fonder, fruit, 
mouvement, medecine, peste, assassin, poison, etc ... 

(Dans Pascal, pp. 115 ff.) 

In the first passage we should notice the phrase "les reperes 

d'un scenario". This is surely the chief criterion for word 

choice, scenarios, techniques, rhetoric, in the Pensees: the 

creating of persuasive scenes and arguments of all kinds, for 

"all men," in order to "save some," meaning surely, in 
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Pascal's case as in Paul's, as many as possible, though for 

Pascal that is left to the hidden designs of the Deus 

absconditus. Perhaps this is a different way of approaching 

Pascal's rhetoric, not so much from source as from use, from 

the use Pascal intended to make of the images and scenes he 

devised and recorded. This is also a link to what we saw in 

chapter 6 to be Pascal's pragmatic ideas about eloquence and 

its use. From the second passage, we should notice that the 

character of these most frequent images in Pascal are such 

that they do indeed "brusque [nt], frappe[nt],ebloui[ssen]t" 

(Dans Pascal 46) 

Reason, nature and common sense are important (Dans 

Pascal 35 ff.). God is known by love and not by philosophy 

and knowledge: "Le 'Memorial' egalement condamne la voie des 

savants" (Dans Pascal 34-35 and passim). Love here is another 

link to simone Weil. Love supercedes knowledge and philosophy 

, but these are useful along the way to the greater knowledge 

that is love, from knowing to hoping on the way to believing, 

as we saw in chapters 4 and 5. Pascal gave up reason only 

with difficulty: "II ne cede a l'irrationnel la prise qu'il 

a des choses qu' au moment de I' epuisement experimental du 

sujet. Or, Ie moindre effet remonte par croisements jusqu'aux 

pI us etonnantes causes et Pascal suit j usqu 'au bout I' onde qui 

se propage: 'La mer entiere change pour une pierre' ([Lafuma] 
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927-749). II est lent a reconnaitre que Ie sujet qui Ie 

preoccupe est sans issues rationnelles" (Dans Pascal 40-41 

and passim). 

Meantime, there is paradox. It is part of a "plan 

superieur: celui de la verite, integree, sentie, et acceptee 

dans son immediatete. Vide et grace, plenitude et misere se 

rejoignent et s' equilibrent dans l' instinctive vision 

interieure. Nous savons de quelle patiente exploration et de 

quelle experience continue la vision nouvelle s'est nourrie" 

(Dans Pascal 40-41 and passim). This is the vision of Simone 

Weil, and before her, of Dante, too, for he leaves Virgil 

(reason and knowledge) at the frontier of Paradise and ascends 

through the good offices of Beatrice (love and faith). Reason 

gives way to "intuition" (Dans Pascal 40-41 and passim). Love 

leads human beings to the higher knowledge of God. 

This movement from reason to intuition, summarized below, 

is the movement we saw for Pascal and Simone weil, in chapters 

4 and 5, from knowing to hoping to believing: 

Le recours a l'intuition repond d'abord au besoin 
imperatif d ' approprier la connaissance du monde 
exterieur au fond essentiel de l'etre--c'est-a-dire 
de convertir la connaissance en corps permanent 
d'instinct. II repond en second lieu au besoin de 
decouvrir les veri tes inaccessibles a la raison. 
Toutefois, qu'il s'agisse de science ou de 
theologie, il ne se saisit de la verite primitive 
et de la verite sentie qu • apres avoir assis la 
connaissance sur de rigoureuses experiences. 

(Dans Pascal, pp. 40-41 and 
passim) 
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Notice especially the last sentence. It shows how for 

Pascal, as for simone Weil, science, knowledge, reason, 

philosophy were necessary first steps towards God. 

J.-J. Demorest, Hugh Davidson, Patricia Topliss, Louis 

Marin, and Sara Melzer show Pascal's use of rhetorical 

phenomena (in the earlier sense of that word, devoid of 

hyperbole) . Demorest, in Dans Pascal and Pascal Ecrivain, 

emphasizes the precise use of word and phrase in the Pensees 

and notes especially the results of that precision, such as 

the litote, conciseness, and the movement and rhythm within 

Pascal's phrases and sentences (see Dans Pascal, passim, and 

Pascal Ecrivain, especially chapter IV, "Les Pensees, " 

passim). This precision is surely the chief source of force 

in Pascal's paradoxical statements. Indeed, one wonders 

whether in some cases the paradox results from the precise, 

even arguably precieux, use of language (see Pensees). 

Certainly it accounts for the oppositions, the irony, the 

surprise, the brusqueness, the shock of Pascal's language in 

the Pensees, which Professor Demorest points out in Dans 

Pascal and Pascal Ecrivain. There is a pointed tension, in 

Demorest's view, between sense images and abstract images: 

La recherche des sens repondait au besoin de 
leur emploi pragmatique et au plaisir instinctif de 
leur exercice. De meme l'image--visant notre 
sensibilite ou abstraction concretement liee a 
l'idee--repond a la fois a un besoin rhetorique et 
a une joie. Necessite de l'image et jouissance du 



monde figure se rejoignent. Ici triomphe une 
imagination appelee a servir. Pascal n ' a pas 
d'ironie trop cruelle pour cette "maitresse d' erreur 
et de faussete". II n' a pas non plus de termes 
assez forts pour accuser notre sensualite. Mais, 
de meme qu'il nous recommande l'exercice des sens, 
il enseigne la pratique de l'imagination. II 
demontre toujours qu'en assumant sa pleine nature, 
l'homme parfait sa noblesse originelle. 

(Dans Pascal, p. 96) 
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The verb "parfaire," used in this passage, reminds us of the 

Christian ideal of becoming "perfect," in the sense of whole 

or completed, which we saw in an earlier chapter. (According 

to the Petit Robert, the development of "perfect" as a verb 

seems analogous in French to its development in English). The 

image, which combines sense perception and imaginative use of 

that perception, is an "instrument de persuasion," linked to 

surprise and the "adhesion du lecteur" (Dans Pascal 96-98, 

passim). "Son premier but est de convaincre par 'agrement'" 

(Dans Pascal 96-97, passim). Now, "agrement," of course, has 

the double meaning of "pleasing" and of "consent," which 

nicely puts Pascal's desire to please and to persuade. It is 

reminiscent of Horace's ideal, which we identified as close 

to Pascal's view of eloquence in chapter 6, of the beau and 

the utile. Indeed, Pascal's purpose is dual: 

Desormais, nous la separons de sa resultante et 
distinguons les deux fins de la metaphore: un terme 
rhetorique qui est d'agreer, un terme poetique qui 
est de lier par surprise. Ces deux buts 
postulent deux moyens. L'agrement, qui est desir 
rhetorique, dependra de la metaphore developpee. 
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suscitee par l'image directe. 

(Dans Pascal, p. 98) 
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There we have, clearly stated, Pascal's two qualities as a 

writer, in the Pensees: persuader and poet. The latter 

quality was not, according to Demorest, unknown to Pascal, 

nor did it arise, as if for the occasion, while he was writing 

the Pensees. He tells how Pascal suppressed the phrase "tant 

d' art" from a letter by Mademoiselle de Scudery, and then 

comments that: 

Tant d'art pouvait preter a une deformation 
mal veillante: tant d' artifice. Mais surtout, tant 
d'art impliquait tant de metier, tant de technique, 
tant de qual i tes propres au poete qui n' est que 
poete. MIle de Scudery, pedante a ses heures, ne 
I' entendai t pas en mauvaise part. Toutefois Pascal, 
lui, ne pouvait supporter pareille appreciation. 
On dit de lui qu'il est spirituel, qu'il a du 
jugement: aucune reaction. Mais qu'on Ie traite 
d'homme de lettres, d'artiste: il prend la mouche. 
L' honnete homme ne se pique de rien. Peut-on 
expliquer la chose autrement? 

(Pascal Ecrivain, p. 72) 

This passage raises interesting questions. There often is, 

it seems, implicit tension between art and sincerity. That 

is, the simple is often considered more sincere than the 

complex or the sophisticated, and claims for sincerity of 

thought and motive have sometimes been believed to require 

simple expression. Perhaps this is especially true in the 

Anglo-Saxon world, from Bunyan and the Puritans to Thoreau 
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and Emily Dickinson. But Bunyan and Thoreau, and certainly 

Emily Dickinson, were as much artists as thinkers, or, as much 

poets as persuaders, as Pascal was, in the terms of Dans 

Pascal. The issue here is whether certain thinkers are able 

comfortably to think of themselves as poets (in the larger 

sense of the word) as well. 

It is inconceivable that Pascal did not know himself to 

be an artist. His use of language and his self-conscious 

approach to it, his sense of how he himself and others used 

and reacted to it, seems to preclude that idea. But it is 

interesting that he did not wish to be perceived as an artist, 

a poet. It may be that such a perception would have seemed 

to him inappropriate to an honnete homme. But it may be that 

his desire to be persuasive, to appear to be (as he no doubt 

was) sincere, to be believed, precluded, to his mind, his 

being considered an artist. 

The implications of this for rhetoric seem enormous. 

Must Pascal, in a reversal of the Gospel dictum, hide his 

light under a bushel in order to give light to the whole house 

(see Matthew 5:15)? Must he hide his artistry in order to be 

persuasive? Of course, we saw in an earlier chapter the 

notions of art and artifice, and how they come often to the 

same thing. Also, we saw in Pascal's ideas about eloquence 

that he knew he needed his artistry, all his artistry, to be 
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persuasive. But the uneasy pairing of truth and art, even 

when truth is relative and art is hidden, is problematic. 

Patricia Topliss considers art and argument inseparable: 

Nothing is more natural than that Rhetoric, 
which originally denoted and still properly denotes 
the whole art of persuasion, should come to 
designate a skill of style only; for except in so 
far as they can be communicated through that skill, 
all the techniques that the art of persuasion 
embraces are of no avail. Where it is lacking, good 
arguments are worth little; with its help, bad one 
can be made to seem good. These considerations 
apply with obvious pertinence to the Pensees. 

(The Rhetoric of Pascal, p.239) 

She asserts that style can at times redeem faulty arguments 

in Pascal and that "few works of literature have come down to 

us in a form better calculated to facilitate investigation of 

their style." This is because: 

Fragments which are merely rough jottings reveal 
Pascal at his most spontaneous; others which have 
been carefully elaborated and revised show him 
shaping his thought to a definitive pattern; and by 
studying the manuscript variants we are able to 
follow this process, and see him actually at work. 

(The Rhetoric of Pascal, p. 239) 

Is rhetoric then style? It seems that style is rather 

indicative of rhetorical posture, that the author's stance 

vis-a-vis his subject and his audience determine and shape 

his images, his use of language, his style. 

Patricia Topliss analyzes "Pascal's own ideas about the 

art of writing" (pp. 239 ff.) and then reviews critical views 
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of Pascal's style (pp. 243 ff.). She herself then identifies 

"clarity," "conciseness," "concreteness," "emphasis," "the 

pathetic" as elements of Pascal's style. wi thin each of these 

rubrics she gives specific examples. with regard to clarity, 

she cites "Pascal's use of vocabulary" and syntax, both of 

which she finds in the Pensees and the Provinciales. The 

words are "simple everyday words" and do not reflect "j argon". 

"The language of the Pensees is strikingly heterogeneous; it 

is definitely not esoteric" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 247-249). 

She states that "accuracy" characterizes Pascal's word choice 

and syntax (The Rhetoric of Pascal 247-249). She compares 

Pascal to La Rochefoucauld in matters of conciseness and finds 

conciseness linked with clarity in Pascal's two major works: 

Clarity and the concomitant stylistic virtue 
of conciseness are as important to Pascal's art of 
persuasion in the Apology as they were in the 
Provinciales. They serve to mask to some extent 
the assault that the apologist's psychological 
method makes on the imagination and the emotions by 
offering (or seeming to offer) satisfaction to the 
intelligence. They may well delude the reader into 
supposing that arguments are being presented to him 
objectively, and that he is being invited to assess 
them in the dispassionate light of reason ..• Yet all 
is by no means clear in the Pensees. Not only is 
Pascal's syntax sometimes confused: his vocabulary, 
for all its general precision, is not infrequently 
obscure. Words very important to his argument-
coeur, sentiment, raison--are given meanings which 
are unusual and can be seen to vary with the 
context, but which are never defined; and the same 
is true of ordre. 

(The Rhetoric of Pascal, 
pp.253-254) 
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It is good to see Pascal's ambiguity recognized. conciseness 

in Pascal can be almost impenetrable, elliptical, and 

markedly sibylline (see Pensees), which is rarely true of La 

Rochefoucauld. It is interesting to note in the passage 

above a certain tone of reproach. Patricia Topliss regards 

style as a means of concealing intellectual weak points. She 

considers affecting the imagination and the emotions of his 

readers to be Pascal's real objective and the appeal to the 

intellect to be secondary. Pascal himself, of course, knew 

this: "Tout notre raisonnement se reduit it ceder au 

sentiment" (Lafuma 530). But then he seems to contradict 

himself in 751: 

Ceux qui sont accoutumes it juger par Ie 
sentiment ne comprennent rien aux choses de 
raisonnement. Car ils veulent d' abord penetrer 
d'une vue et ne sont point accoutumes it chercher 
les principes, et les autres au contra ire qui sont 
accoutumes it raisonner par principes, ne comprennent 
rien aux choses de sentiment y cherchant des 
principes et ne pouvant voir d'une vue. 

Here Pascal reiterates the distiction between "esprits fins" 

and "esprits droits." But in fragment 530 one finds a 

critique of the so-called "esprit droit" which allows its 

heart to rule its head. 

It is perhaps more accurate to say that Pascal corrects 

or balances his view in 751. One is reminded of Simone Weil's 

concern with equilibrium. But certainly he knew the effect 

of rhetoric on thought. certainly he knew how to weigh its 
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effects. The question is whether for him such artful use of 

language held a questionable tension. J . -J. Demorest and 

Patricia Topliss seem to believe it did. And that is no doubt 

true, for surely to recognize the potential for rhetorical 

manipulation of thought, to someone of Pascal's sensitivity 

and intelligence, was implicitely to question it. 

But we have seen the choice he made for eloquence: it 

is useful and good only in so far as it serves worthy ends. 

And also, the issue of ambiguity was a real one to Pascal, as 

it might not necessarily be to someone less intelligent and 

aware of problematical questions and answers. 

Clarte. Obscurite II y aura it trop d'obscurite si 
la verite n'avait pas des marques visibles. C'en 
est une admirable d'etre toujours dans une Eglise 
et assemblee visible. II y aura it trop de clarte 
s'il n'y avait qu'un sentiment dans cette Eglise. 
Celui qui a toujours ete est Ie vrai, car Ie vrai 
y a toujours ete, et aucun faux n'y a toujours ete. 

(Lafuma 758) 

Even what might start here as a meditation on clarity and 

obscurity, literal and figurative, ends as an unambiguous 

affirmation of God, but an uncertain or unclear comment on 

the clear and the enigmatic. 

Patricia Topliss points out the concreteness of Pascal's 

images, as we have seen that J.-J. Demorest did (Topliss, The 

Rhetoric of Pascal 255 ff.; cf. Demorest, Dans Pascal). Both 

of them emphasize Pascal's "dynamic imagery" (Topliss, The 
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Rhetoric of Pascal 272 and passim; cf. Demorest, Dans Pascal) . 

She notes that "the dramatic is an important feature of the 

concreteness of Pascal's style" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 272) . 

"Figures and devices" involving the dramatic are "short 

parables," "frequent personification," and the "dialogue" (The 

Rhetoric of Pascal 272 ff. ) • Her remarks on "emphasis" 

involve more technical figures de rhetorique: 

In order to persuade , it is not 
sufficient to speak or write clearly, or even to 
present ideas so vividly that they make an immediate 
impression: one must also seek to compel acceptance 
of the argument by making the force of one's 
convictions manifest ... An air of integrity and self
assurance, real or assumed, is thus essential to the 
orator if he is to gain command over his audience. 
It is equally necessary to the writer. In Pascal, 
neither the outward show nor the reality of 
integrity and self-assurance is lacking. The 
sincerity of his desire to bring the unbeliever to 
God is beyond all question; his certainty that his 
cause is just borders on the fanatical. 
Domineering, impatient of resistance, he visibly 
attempts to subdue his reader by sheer weight of 
emphasis--by force of logic as far as may be but 
indubitably, by force of language. 

(The Rhetoric of Pascal, pp. 
277-278) 

She goes on to characterize Pascal's style as "rich," but 

immoderate by Seventeenth century standards (The Rhetoric of 

Pascal 278). She asserts that Pascal "strikes hard and 

often, driving horne his point with unremitting insistence" 

because he, "having no pretensions to the title of 'bel 

esprit' makes no effort to temper emphasis with 
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'delicatesse'" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 278). She finds that 

"inevitably, the same figures of emphasis are employed in the 

Pensees as in the Provinciales" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 278), 

namely "repetition" of various kinds, "the emphatic final 

position" of a word, "imperatives," "interrogative forms," 

"percontatio," "antithesis," and "hyperbole" (The Rhetoric 

of Pascal 277-294, passim). Patricia Topliss considers 

Pascal to have used emphasis much more than La Rochefoucauld: 

It is curious that La Rochefoucauld, obliged 
as an inventor of maxims to generalize, is 
nevertheless much more careful of the truth than 
Pascal, much less prone to prefer the bold to the 
accurate. Such modifying words as presque, souvent, 
and peut-etre repeatedly temper his harsh 
judgements: in the Pensees these words are 
disquietingly rare. But La Rochefoucauld was a 
mondain, Pascal a fervent Christian; and though we 
may regret that he so often weakens his argument by 
exaggeration, we must also recognize that, no less 
than antithesis, hyperbole (or what looks to the 
unbeliever like hyperbole) is implicit in Christian 
doctrine. Part of Pascal's greatness lies in the 
steadfastness with which he seeks to present his 
religion in its true, ineffable dimensions, never 
consenting to reduce them to the scale of the 
mundane and the reasonable ... [examples follow, 
Lafuma 728, 399, 602, 601, 433] 

(The Rhetoric of Pascal, pp. 
292-293) 

Notice the phrase "so often weakens his argument by 

exaggeration". We saw Patricia Topliss claim that Pascal's 

objective was human imagination and emotion rather than 

reason (The Rhetoric of Pascal 253-254, quoted above). We 

have seen her make a kind of Machiavellian argument, as 
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Pascal himself does for eloquence, regarding the importance 

of rhetoric for persuasion (The Rhetoric of Pascal 277-278, 

quoted above). And in the passage just quoted, we see her 

judging La Rochefoucauld to be more truthful than Pascal, yet 

praising Pascal's masterful use of rhetoric in defense of 

Christianity. She has here written of "his religion in its 

true, ineffable dimensions". She has approved his "never 

consenting to reduce them to the scale of the mundane and the 

reasonable" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 292-293). Yet she states 

"that he so often weakens his argument by exaggeration" (The 

Rhetoric of Pascal 292), and she stated earlier that 

intellectual appeals, and thus, presumably, appeals to 

reason, were less important to Pascal than appeals to the 

imagination and the emotions (The Rhetoric of Pascal 253-254, 

quoted above). 

So, there we are. The contradiction, the paradox, if 

you will, seems inevitable, for it was Pascal's as well. 

"The pathetic" is another way in which, according to 

Patricia Topliss, "in the Pensees ... Pascal's art of 

persuasion consists chiefly in mounting an almost continuous 

assaul t on the emotions of his reader, and to that end 

contribute, in varying degrees, nearly all the devices of 

style we have so far discussed" (The Rhetoric of Pascal 294). 
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One may rightly ask where reason is in all this. Hugh 

Davidson seems to take it more into account. He seems much 

less persuaded than Patricia Topliss of Pascal's intentional 

use and manipulation of rhetorical devices (Davidson, 

Audience, Words, and Art 113, 115, and passim). He 

emphasizes "the difference between logic as the Port-

Royalists understood it and the traditional rhetoric" 

(Audience, Words, and Art 113) and states that: 

Pascal, too, wishes to remove what would now be 
called sUbjective factors from knowing and jUdging. 
Instruction easily takes precedence over pleasing 
and moving as aims of discourse. The rhetoricians 
prefer to fit their arguments into a loose structure 
or plan, the parts of which may be moved about or 
even omitted sometimes. Pascal's idea of order 
calls for a strict and invariable sequence of proofs 
where everything (definitions and propositions) 
depends on everything else and where every element 
is in its appropriate place, for each piece has the 
role either of antecedent or consequent with regard 
to its neighbor. Furthermore, he tends in these 
fragments to treat language and thought without 
distinction; he has no interest, if one may judge 
from his conclusions here, in elocution, that art 
of adding successive layers of ornament (trope, 
figures of speech and thought, rhythms) to the bare 
expression of truth. In the Pensees there is no 
doubt of his opinion: "Toutes les fausses beautes 
que nous blamons en Ciceron ont des admirateurs, et 
en grand nombre." Or, again, and even more to the 
point: "L'eloquence est une peinture de la pensee, 
et ainsi, ceux qui apres avoir peint, aj outent 
encore, font un tableau au lieu d'un portrait." 

(Audience, Words, and Art, pp. 
113-114) 

Now, this kind of plain style seems very different, when seen 

in this light, from the idea of it given by Patricia Topliss. 
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It is more than a difference of emphasis, though Patricia 

Topliss recognizes and affirms Pascal's sincerity, as we saw 

(see Topliss), and Hugh Davidson certainly would acknowledge 

Pascal as a skillful user of language (see Davidson). still, 

Davidson seems persuaded that Pascal eschewed rhetorical 

manipulation, in the main, in the interest of sincerity and 

of being believed. Professor Topliss seems convinced that 

Pascal used rhetorical minipulation in order to be believed. 

Davidson's book contrasts what he considers traditional 

rhetoric in Seventeenth century France with Port-Royal 

rhetoric. Perhaps that point of view inherently leads one to 

downplay obvious use of rhetorical devices. We saw in 

chapter 6 that Pascal himself is suspicious of them and 

considers truly eloquent language not to parade them as one 

might a garment. still, it seems clear that Pascal knew the 

rhetorical devices were there, all the more powerful because 

they were hidden, concealed. We have seen the problematic 

nature of this concealment for Pascal, or rather, the 

problematic nature of art's coexisting with truth. He knew 

the art, the artfulness, was there, but he did not easily 

wear the poet's mantle , given his apologetic intentions. 

Also, to know the importance of rhetorical artfulness, as he 

must have, if we believe Particia Topliss and Professor 

Demorest, and if indeed, maints lecteurs de Pascal since his 
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death have been right in recognizing his language as stunning 

and poetic, and to desire to conceal it in order to make it 

effective, that in itself would create tension in any 

intellectually alive person. According to Patricia Topliss, 

he felt that to conceal his rhetorical tours de force was to 

insure their forcefulness. According to Professor Demorest, 

he was too much the honnete homme to wish others to consider 

him a poet. I do not doubt that here it is a question of 

emphasis, and that both Professors Demorest and Topliss would 

recognize both these reasons for Pascal's concealing his use 

of rhetoric. 

Professor Davidson also speaks of "tension" with regard 

to rhetoric, but it is of a different kind: 

Thus Pascal, like his friends at Port-Royal, 
felt a tension between genuine rhetoric and that of 
Cicero and his admirers. It arose from a different 
attitude toward elocution, the expressive phase of 
rhetoric, but it goes much deeper than that, to the 
technique of demonstration and to the mechanism of 
consent. 

(Audience, Words, and Art, p. 
115) 

The key phrase here seems to be "genuine rhetoric". The 

implication is that rhetoric is genuine if it plainly 

represents plain truth. But can that be so? Certainly 

Pascal disdains rhetorical flourish. We saw that in chapter 

6. Certainly he is sincere in his desire to persuade others 

to his theological position (see Topliss, et al.). But 
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surely Topliss and Demorest have shown that Pascal's rhetoric 

is self-conscious, that he "conceals in order to reveal," as 

Mishima says writers do (see Yukio Mishima, Forbidden 

Colors), that he follows Emily Dickinson's wonderful dictum: 

Tell all the Truth but tell it slant-- Success in 
Circuit lies 

Indeed, the whole of this poem seems applicable here: 

Tell all the Truth but tell it slant-- Success in 
Circuit lies Too bright for our infirm Delight The 
Truth's superb surprise 

As Lightening to the Children eased with explanation kind The 
Truth must dazzle gradually Or every man be blind--

(Thomas H. Johnson, 
Complete Poems 
Dickinson, no. 1129) 

ed., The 
of Emily 

This view, which I take to be that of Demorest and Topliss, 

seems to reflect Pascal's own sense of paradox. 

Davidson considers that, first in the Provinciales and 

then in the Pensees, "the fairest way to judge what has 

happened is to say, not that Pascal has applied the method of 

gemoetry to a religious controversy, but something subtler. 

I mean, that geometry itself is merely the application of a 

general methodological insight: its method is the particular 

technique inspired by that insight when someone makes it 

relevant to mouvement, nombre, espace, temps; and thus the 

appearance of "geometrical" schemes in the Lettres 

provinciales, rather than being a transfer, is, instead, 
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another incarnation of a tendency that stands above anyone 

of its scientific or polemic uses" (Audience. Words, and Art 

134) • Davidson argues that "the two factors of method and 

audience vary together," that "changes in one imply changes 

in the other," and he identifies the divergent audiences of 

the Provinciales and the Pensees and sees there the source of 

Pascal's varied techniques (Audience, Words, and Art 134-

135) • 

The Provinciales owe an important part of their 
persuasiveness to the fact that the reader, the 
"provincial," and those like him, are men of good 
sense, of good senses, and of faith (to mention all 
three of the means to knowledge) and the quasi
geometrical substructure of the work is well attuned 
to the members of such an audience. They share the 
premises from which Pascal begins; he is showing 
them how what they already know and accept makes 
possible, when it is used in an orderly manner, the 
detection of error and malice in the doctrines and 
attitudes held by the enemies of Port-Royal. It is 
not for such believers that he writes in the 
Pensees. There he wishes to attract the attention 
of readers who feel indifferent to religion or even 
hostile to it. 

It would be wrong, therefore, to think of 
geometry and dialectic as mutually exclusive in 
Pascal's mind. One leads to the other, as when the 
properties of things bring us to the play of the 
infinities; and one makes use of the other, as when 
we see that the Christian religion, though a matter 
of conversion and of the heart at first, may become 
proven knowledge. Nevertheless, our final statement 
must be, I think, that each of these esprits has its 
own framework and technique in science and in 
morality. We can see one art of persuasion first 
treated theoretically in the unfinished texts with 
which we began and then put to practical use in the 
Lettres provinciales; and we can see in the Pensees 



how a different problem, aim, and audience led 
Pascal to develop another way to the truth. 

(Audience, Words, and Art, pp. 
134- 135 and 139-140) 
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Surely a "way to the truth," especially if, as here, 

there is the implication of more than one, implies a 

rhetorical stance, a kind of rhetoric. Davidson emphasizes 

the theoretical foundations of Pascal's writings. His 

approach is deductive. Demorest, especially in Dans Pascal, 

emphasizes the rhetorical phenomena of Pascal' s writings. 

This approach is inductive, and Topliss, though concerned 

with rhetorical theory, shares it in the chapter on "the 

style of the Pensees" in The Rhetoric of Pascal. Either 

approach seems to affirm that Pascal used language with full 

awareness of its capacities and that the rhetorical make-up 

of the Pensees especially was fully intended. 

Simone Weil, by contrast, seems at first gl ance to 

practice a kind of anti-rhetoric. Her Cahiers are not drafts 

of an Apology, as Pascal's were. Their eclecticism and 

themes indeed recall the Pensees, but show clearly that while 

the latter were written with the specific goal of an Apology 

in mind, the former were a more wide-ranging response to 

Simone Weil's spiritual experience. Her essays reflect much 

more the etymological sense of that word, of trials or 

searching, as Montaigne's Essais were, in the beginning. The 
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comparison with Montaigne is instructive, for though he grew 

more sure of himself and his vocation, if you will, as he 

progressed, indeed, making changes over several editions and 

composing his essays in a surer tone, simone Weil all her 

life kept the tone of the true seeker, of one who really was 

not sure of what she thought and felt, of one who was not 

even sure that she did not know. Montaigne's "que s9ay-je?" 

is not reflective of Simone Weil's intellectual stance. She 

was a believer tempered by scepticism. She had not found in 

scepticism, as Montaigne arguably had, a fixed intellectual 

position. 

The posture of the doubter is of fundamental importance, 

rhetorically, for Simone Weil. This is especially apparent 

in certain of her essays, such as "Hesitations devant Ie 

bapteme" (originally written as letters; see Attente de Dieu, 

Editions Fayard, 1966, 13-29 and passim) and "Lettre a un 

religieux," (Lettre a un religieux, Gallimard, "Collection 

Espoir," 1951). It is personal doubt that is extended to 

larger issues: that is, personal doubt about Christianity 

gives rise to doubt about theological issues, and they are 

simultaneous, or contemporaneous, since these letters were 

written at the same period as the Cahiers (see biographical 

sources). 
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Indeed, the tension between faith and doubt forms the 

basis of Simone Weil' s rhetorical stance. We saw in an 

earlier chapter the important role of doubt with regard to 

faith for both Pascal and Simone Weil. We said that Pascal 

held on, in so far as he could, to reason despite his faith, 

and that Simone Weil held on to faith despite reason. The 

tension is there and is important for both of them. But we 

have seen that Pascal had access to and used a variety of 

strongly effective rhetorical devices, though with some 

ambivalence. Simone Weil, on the contrary, seems to have 

wri tten without conscious use of rhetorical devices. Her 

desire was sincerity. That desire was painful, for she 

questioned herself at every turn, and indeed, she questioned 

the very ideas she was arguing for or defending. Her 

attitude is resolutely modern, and to some degree, 

relativist, though no one can read her essays and notebooks 

without recognizing a personal, if not always an 

intellectual, commitment to the Way of Christ. 

NOw, it is interesting to notice this personal rather 

than intellectual bent, in light of her own remarkable 

culture, and in light of Professor Topliss's statement, which 

we saw earlier in this chapter, that Pascal's objectives were 

fundamentally imaginative and emotional rather than 

intellectual. Simone Weil adopted the posture of the doubter 
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as her own rhetorical posture, and her rhetoric, her 

arguments, are none the weaker for being devoid of conscious 

rhetorical devices. This is also not to say, of course, that 

simone Weil was not very much aware of the possibilities of 

language, of its effectiveness, of how to use it to good 

effect (see chapter 6). She was (see biographical sources, 

et al.). But her concern here is with the simplicity we saw 

earlier in this chapter with regard to Pascal. She would no 

doubt have considered the careful use of rhetorical devices 

to be inappropriate to sincerity. 

First, then, Simone weil is the doubter. She cannot be 

sure of her own ideas, or of those of the Church. 

La simple pensee que je pourrais jamais, au 
cas o~ je serais baptisee dans des dispositions 
autres que celles qui conviennent, avoir par la 
sui te, meme un seul instant, un seul mouvement 
interieur de regret, cette pensee me fait horreur. 
Meme si j'avais la certitude que Ie bapteme est la 
condition absolue du salut, je ne voudrais pas, en 
vue de mon salut, courir ce risque. Je choisirais 
de m I abstenir tant que j e n I aurais pas la conviction 
de ne pas courir ce risque. On a une telle 
conviction seulement quand on pense qulon agit par 
obeissance. L'obeissance seule est invulnerable au 
temps. 

(Attente de Dieu, p. 28) 

This paragraph is extraordinary enough, but the next one is 
even more so: 

si j'avais mon salut eternel pose devant moi 
sur cette table, et si je n'avais quia tendre la 
main pour l'obtenir, je ne tendrais pas la main 
aussi longtemps que je ne penserais pas en avoir 
re9u l'ordre. Du moins j'aime a Ie croire. Et si 
au lieu du mien c'etait Ie salut eternel de tous 
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sais qu'il faudrait faire de meme. La j'y aurais 
de la peine. Mais si j'etais seule en cause il me 
semble presque que je n'y aurais pas de peine. Car 
je ne desire pas autre chose que l'obeissance elle
meme dans sa total i te, c ' est-a -dire j usqu , a la 
croix. 

(Attente de Dieu, p. 29) 
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One is tempted to view such a statement as an expression of 

madness. It goes beyond a taste for martydom to an implicit 

sense of her own responsibility for the salvation of others. 

But the main attitude behind these two passages is that of 

doubt. Kierkegaard tells us that we may get to the chasm's 

edge by means of reason, but to cross the chasm, we must make 

a "leap of faith" (Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, et al.). 

Simone Weil here focuses on the doubt that prevents that leap 

of faith. The doubter is an outsider. But he is also 

potentially superior to believers, at least in his own mind. 

He must see for himself, as Thomas had to. He must have the 

issue settled in his own mind. But simone Weil, like Thomas, 

was both outsider and insider. Thomas was one of the 

disciples, and so an insider. But he refused to believe that 

Jesus had risen from the dead until he saw and touched the 

risen Lord. The words of Jesus to Thomas are instructive 

here: 

Then saith he to Thomas, Reach hither thy 
finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy 
hand, and thrust it into my side: And Thomas 
answered and said unto him, My Lord and my God. 
Jesus saith unto him, Thomas, because thou hast seen 



me, thou hast believed: blessed are they that have 
not seen, and yet have believed. 

(John 20: 
version) 

27-29, King James 
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Now, this would seem to exhort one to faith in the midst of 

doubt. But Simone Weil cannot or will not let go of the 

doubt that informs her intellectual experience. For her, 

much more than for Pascal, the movement from knowing through 

hoping to o81ieving is one of greater rather than lesser 

doubt. Science does not admit of doubt in the same way that 

religion and philosophy do. Science admits that there is 

much that it does not know, but its method is beyond question 

or doubt. Even advances in scientific method are considered 

discoveries rather than reassessments of data. Science looks 

toward the future and assumes that progress can be made. But 

religion and philosophy ask questions that have been asked 

since man's self-conscious intellectual and cultural life 

began. The form and the assumptions change, but the 

questions remain largely the same. 

Here Simone Weil does no+-, have the Catholic point of 

view in the same way that Pascal does. She was born outside 

the Church and indeed, in the usual sense, remained outside 

it. Pascal was born and died a Catholic, though one who 

questioned many things in order to present his coherent view 

of Catholicism to others. Simone Weil could not take 
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Christianity as a given, as Pascal could and did, and she 

knew, from her experience of science and philosophy and from 

her spiritual experience, that knowledge in the scientific 

sense would not serve for religious thought. 

simone Weil was also, rhetorically, the outsider. We 

have seen how this manifested itself with regard to the 

Chruch (though the most striking and complete example of this 

is the Lettre a un religieux, in which she enumerates more 

than thirty reservations with regard to Christianity). It is 

also manifested in her social and political writings. The 

poignant description of her work in the Renault factory, 

quoted in an earlier chapter, shows that stance. Also, as a 

social critic, she was forcement an outsider, looking at a 

given situation from the outsider's point of view, as a 

social critic must. In some sense, she is the outsider 

because every man is an outsider: 

L' ordre social, quoique necessaire, est 
essentiellement mauvais, quel qu'il soit. On ne 
peut rep rocher a ceux qu' il ecrase de Ie saper 
aut ant qu'ils peuvent; quand ils se resignent, ce 
n' est pas par vertu, c' est au contra ire sous I' effet 
d'une humiliation qui eteint chez eux les vertus 
viriles. On ne peut pas non plus reprocher a ceux 
qui l'organisent de Ie defendre, ni les representer 
comme formant une conjuration contre Ie bien 
general. Les luttes entre concitoyens ne viennent 
pas d'un manque de comprehension ou de bonne 
volonte; elles tiennent a la nature des choses, et 
ne peuvent pas etre apaisees, mais seulement 
etouffees par la contrainte. Pour quiconque aime 
la liberte, il n'est pas desirable qu'elles 
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disparaissent, mais seulement qu'elles restent en 
dey a d'une certaine limite de violence. 

(oppression et liberte, p. 193) 

These are not revolutionary words. They call for 

understanding the world rather than changing it, and seem, 

therefore, to reflect more fully medieval Christian theology 

than the teachings of Jesus in the Gospels (see Louis Mackey, 

"Notes toward a Definition of Philosophy"). This paragraph 

concludes an article entitled "Meditation sur l'obeissance et 

la liberte." The words "meditation" and "obeissance" are 

noticeable here, "obeissance" because of its use in the 

startling passages quoted above about obedience and salvation, 

and "meditation" because of its obvious religious 

connotations. This article apparently relates to events in 

soviet Russia in the 1930's ("Meditation sur l'obeissance et 

la liberte," passim). Yet it does not take what one might 

expect as a Christian point of view. It recognizes the 

hierarchy and subservience present in the world. The author 

seems to welcome them for everyone, perhaps because she has 

already welcomed them for herself ("Meditation sur 

l'obeissance et la liberte, " passim). This may be a 

reflection of Simone Weil' s own psychological make-up and turn 

of mind (see biographical sources). But we must not dismiss 

it because of that. She writes that "celui qui obeit, celui 

dont la parole d'autrui determine les mouvements, les peines, 
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les plaisirs, se sent inferieur non par accident, mais par 

nature. A l'autre bout de l'echelle, on se sent de meme, 

superieur, et ces deux illusions se renforcent l'une l'autre" 

("Meditation •.. " 190-191). If both situations are 

"illusions," perhaps change from one position to another, the 

goal of revolution, is futile, since changing places in 

society will not make either place less illusory. Finally, 

though, as we saw earlier, Simone Weil's concern and argument 

seem to center on the individual, on a change in the 

individual's perception of himself, rather than a change in 

society, and in that sense it seems specifically Christian, 

or at least, Pauline: 

Le christianisme, dans ses debuts, etait lui aussi 
dangereux pour I' ordre. II n' inspirait pas aux 
pauvres, aux esclaves, la convoitise des biens et 
de la puissance, tout au contraire; mais il leur 
donna it Ie sentiment d'une valeur interieur qui les 
mettait sur Ie meme plan ou plus haut que les 
riches, et c'etait assez pour mettre la hierarchie 
sociale en peril. Bien vite il s'est corrige, a 
appris it mettre entre les mariages, les enterrements 
des riches et des pauvres la difference qui 
convient, et it releguer les malheureux, dans les 
eglises, aux dernieres places. 

("Meditation ..• ," pp. 191-192) 

The tone here, especially in light of the three paragraphs 

which follow and conclude the essay, is almost sarcastic. 

Certainly it is ironical. simone Weil states that 

"participer, meme de loin, au j eu des forces qui meuvent 

l'histoire n'est guere possible sans se souiller ou sans se 
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Se refugier dans 

l'indifference ou dans une tour d'ivoire n'est guere possible 

non plus sans beaucoup d'inconscience" ("Meditation ••. " 192). 

She recommends the" 'moindre mal'" "a condition de I' appliquer 

avec la plus fro ide lucidite" ("Meditation ... " 192, and then 

ends the essay with the paragraph quoted above on the "ordre 

social" from two points of view ("Meditation ..• " 193). 

This is the doubt of the outsider who cannot or will not 

revolt or try to effect change. It seems defeatist, yet it 

is not defeatist from the viewpoint of the individual who sees 

within himself higher values and a higher order than the 

social ones with which he lives. It is, however, escapist, 

in a sense. It reflects the tradition of a kind of "other 

worldly" Christianity, which st. Paul helped to establish. 

Revolt against poverty and injustice would seem more 

commensurate with the teachings of Jesus. (This view of 

differences between Jesus and Paul, though prevalent now, I 

believe, is certainly debatable.) 

But Simone Weil shows here her doubt, her stance as an 

outsider, in a word, her ambivalence towards the status quo 

and towards change. This ambivalence resul ts from 

intellectual scepticism, of which doubt is a symptom, and from 

finding herself, and indeed, situating herself, outside 

society and its institutions, including the Church. The issue 
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of her relationship to the Church is a very problematic one. 

But so is her relationship to other institutions in society. 

We can see from "Meditation sur l'obeissance et la liberte" 

that she can neither revolt against nor condone the social 

status quo. The letters to Father Perrin, including 

especially the Lettre, a un religieux, and entries in the 

Cahiers personalize Simone Weil's doubt about things 

religious. The "Meditations sur l'obeissance et la liberte" 

personalizes her role as the outsider. She seems to extend 

both attitudes to others besides herself. It is perhaps 

peculiar to the intellectual that he sees both his own and 

others' roles in a given situation. A worker may do so as 

well, but he is not expected to and typically, he probably 

does not. Also, the ideologue, even if he is an intellectual, 

does not normally see--or does not recognize, in both senses 

of that word--the point of view opposite to his own. But the 

intellectual is cursed and blessed with that double optique. 

It is all the more surprising, then, that Simone Weil, the 

consummate intellectual, should extend her own experience to 

others, as we saw in an earlier chapter that she did in the 

"Journal d'usine," and as she does in the following passage: 

Le temps et Ie rythme sont Ie facteur Ie plus 
important du probleme ouvrier. Certes Ie travail 
n'est pas Ie jeu; il est a la fois inevitable et 
convenable qu'il y ait dans Ie travail de la 
monotonie et de 1 'ennui, et d'ailleurs il n'est. rien 
de grand sur cette terre, dans aucun domaine, sans 
une part de monotonie et d'ennui. II y a plus de 
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un concerto de Bach que dans une operette. Ce monde 
ou nous sommes tombes existe reellement; nous sommes 
reellement chair; nous avons ete j etes hors de 
l'eternite; et nous devons reellement traverser Ie 
temps, avec peine, minute apres minute. Cette peine 
est notre partage, et la monotonie du travail en est 
seulement une forme. Mais il n'est pas moins vrai 
que notre pensee est faite pour dominer Ie temps, 
et que cette vocation doit etre preser~ee intacte 
en tout etre humain. 

(La Condition ouvriere, p. 256) 
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One does not have to disagree with her view to note that it 

is framed by an intellectual in intellectual terms. To say 

that it is framed for an intellectual is to make a judgment 

which is not necessary here and which might be unfair to 

Simone Weil's intentions. still, Sartre encountered the same 

dilemma of the intellectual trying to be solidaire with the 

workers some years later. She obviously has mankind as a 

whole at heart here, and she goes on in this passage to talk 

about the importance to all men of "la succession absolument 

uniforme en meme temps que variee et continuellement 

surprenante des jours, des mois, des saisons et des annees" 

(La Condition ouvriere 256; both this and the preceding 

quotation are from an essay entitled "Experience de la vie 

d'usine," La Condition ouvriere 241-259). She talks about the 

great differences in this regard between a factory worker's 

life and a peasant's life ("Experience de la vie d'usine" 

257). But the examples (a Bach concerto and Gregorian chant, 
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contrasted with operettas, even to the apparent benefit, in 

a limited instance, of the latter) are those of the 

intellectual. One might even call the tone of the passage 

patronizing, as if she were pointing out to everyone, worker 

and intellectual alike, the monontonous, drone-like quality 

of much of human life. 

But my purpose here is not accusation. It is to point 

out that the doubt which Simone Weil herself experienced, and 

the concomitant role of the outsider which she assigned to 

herself, she tended to assign to everyone. There is a kind 

of compassion present here, just as there is when hope is 

extended to others. Perhaps the most striking sentence in the 

long passage quoted above is the sentence: "Nous avons ete 

jetes hors de l'eternite" ("Experience de la vie d'usine" 

256). This calls to mind Lucifer, thrown out of Paradise. 

The comparison was perhaps not conscious, but it may none the 

less be real. Simone Weil herself, and by extension, each of 

us, is a doubter, an outsider, prone to personalize and then 

to extend to others our own experience, just as Lucifer was. 

Simone Weil's own personalization of experience is manifested 

in the Cahiers by use of the pronouns "nous," "je," and "moi" 

(or related forms), though "nous" seems to predominate. She 

must take others with her outside eternity, or paradise. She 

must find in them the doubt and the personalization of 
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experience which she herself experiences. 

simone Weil did not shrink from the notion of herself 

and of other human beings as evil. She believed that we all 

are (see Cahiers). But we saw earlier her almost sympathetic 

view of Satan. We also saw her idea that error precedes sin 

and indeed, is sin's source. For Satan, according to her, 

being himself and not being God was unbearable. One can call 

that pride. But Simone Weil emphasizes more the angst of 

separation from God. In Twentieth century terms, this is 

perhaps the angst of personhood, of being oneself. And the 

Twentieth century has had two chief responses to that anxiety: 

existentialism, in which one creates oneself out of life's 

givens and one's freedom and good faith, and alienation, in 

which one rejects the world which causes one's alienation. 

The latter, of course, is a Romantic notion and goes back to 

Goethe's Young Werther and Benjamin Constant's Adolphe, among 

others. But it reached new heights in this century. Simone 

weil adopts--embraces--a kind of Christian alienation. She 

asked "que rna volonte soit defaite". That sounds, and in 

itself is, specifically Christian. The Christian is meant to 

find his life by losing it, as Jesus taught. But in the 

context of Simone Weil's writings as a whole, especially the 

Cahiers, this statement resonates with the taste for martyrdom 

to which we have already referred. The Christian means to 
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lose his life in order to find it, which is obviously 

paradoxical (and, of course, questionable, as well, since if 

one has something in mind to gain, is he really losing or 

g i v ing up something, in the true sense? ) But Simone Weil 

evinces a kind of hopeless faith, or perhaps more accurately, 

a kind of faith in the midst of hopelessness. It might be 

obedience and faith even in despair (see C.S.Lewis's analogy 

with Odin and Norse mythology). It might be, in that way, 

analogous to Lucifer's experience. 

But it might also be the faith of one among those who 

"have not seen, and yet have believed" (John 27: 29). 

Opposition is a technique which appears often in Simone 

Weil. Whether artfully used (that is, specifically for 

rhetorical purposes) or not, it is effective and serves to 

convey the unexpressable, to show that the unexpressable 

cannot be resolved but must remain paradoxical. 

Ce ne sont pas la j oie et la douleur qui 
s'opposent, mais les especes de l'une et l'autre. 
II y a une joie et une douleur infernalesi une joie 
et une douleur guerisseuses i une j oie et une douleur 
celestes. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p. 137) 

Quiconque a l'etre ne peut avoir l'apparence, 
et la force est au niveau de l'apparence. 
L'apparence enchaine l'etre. Le cours du temps 
arrache 1e parai tre de l' etre et l' etre du parai tre, 
par violence ..• Le temps manifeste qu'il n'est pas 
l'eternite. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p. 137) 



L'obeissance est obeissance a ce qu'on pense etre 
un ordre. si on suppose qu'un homrne voit un saint 
lui apparaitre et lui ordonner telle action, et que 
cette apparition soit d'origine diabolique, s'il y 
obeit apres examen comrne etant selon sa croyance 
d'origine divine, sans s'attacher a cette croyance 
ni a son action, desirant toujours plus de lumiere, 
demeurant d' autre part ferme dans 1 ' accompl issement, 
quelles que soient les circonstances exterieures, 
tant qu'il n'a pas re9u plus de lumiere--cela est 
bon pour lui, et bien meilleur que de ne pas obeir. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p. 280) 

II s'agit de la difference entre reel et 
imaginaire dans Ie domaine spirituel. De cela et 
non autre chose. 

Rien n' est plus facile que de tomber dans 
1 'amour imaginaire de Dieu. L'amour vrai ne protege 
pas contre l'amour imaginaire tant que 1 'amour vrai 
n ' occupe pas la total i te de l' arne, car l' amour 
imaginaire peut s'ajouter a l'amour vrai. L'amour 
imaginaire occupe une place, qui n'est pas vide, OU 
l'amour vrai ne peut entrer. 

Accorder a Dieu en soi Ie strict minimum, ce 
qu' on ne peut absolument pas lui refuser--et desirer 
qU'un jour, et Ie plus tot possible, ce strict 
minimum devienne tout. 

(Cahiers, Tome II, p.282) 
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She writes about "Ie bien" (Cahiers III: 120), "Ie mystique" 

(Cahiers III: 92), poetry (Cahiers III: 57-58), "dans la 

mathematique, prix de la demonstration par l' absurde" (Cahiers 

II: 402), and "elevation et abaissement" (Cahiers II: 159) 

in terms of oppositions. The oppositions stated are 

paradoxes, and the terms involved represent things that are 

nei ther one thing nor the other, nor, perhaps, both. They are 

perhaps neither, or both and neither at the same time. 

Language fails us, as it did Simone Weil, and she and we can 
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only state what we think we know about unknowable things, and 

leave the rest to faith. 

Finally, Simone Weil affirms, if you will, "decreation" 

(see Cahiers) as a rhetorical stance. We will not claim for 

her a thoroughgoing anticipation avant la lettre of what is 

now called "deconstructionism ll • But from her statement "que 

rna volonte soit defaite", which we saw above, to her 

references in the Cahiers to "decreation" (see Cahiers), she 

places herself, like an inverse magnet, not at the center, 

but among the fragments which might go to make it up. The 

center for her was Christ, but because of doubt, alienation 

as an outsider, personalization of experience and subsequent 

extension of that personal experience to others, because of 

the inadequacy of language, and because of "decreation," all 

of which are for her rhetorical postures, she inventories the 

various phenomena of intellectual and spiritual experience, 

instead of making them serve to reinforce the center, as 

Pascal did in the Pensees. A great deal of her writing may 

be seen in this light, but especially the Cahiers. Someone 

once contrasted Plato and Aristotle in this way, and in that 

sense, Pascal and Simone weil are asking the same questions, 

but she is focusing on the phenomena as individual bits of 

evidence of the whole or center on which Pascal focuses. 
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This is perhaps inevitable for a Twentieth century 

intellectual, whose experience and thinking must take into 

account the three hundred years since Pascal's death. But it 

may be a stronger rhetorical stance than it at first seems. 
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CONCLUSION 

Both Pascal and Simone Weil stand as outsiders to their 

own work and ideas. This is inherent in the fragmentary 

nature of the Pensees, because, though the center of the work 

is apologetics, it is a center envisioned but not realized. 

The organizing principle of the Pensees, of the Apologia, is 

not present within the work. Simone Weil stands outside her 

own work in a more radical way. We have seen her as the 

doubter, the outsider, the questioner. She positioned herself 

intellectually at the outer limits of her own work and ideas. 

She was the very opposite of the "true believer" (in Erich 

Hoffer's phrase) who embraces a philosophical and religious 

position and therefore makes it his own and identifies himself 

by and through it. She puts one more in mind of Sartre who, 

in Les mots, says that for a long time he considered an idea's 

worth to be greater the less it appealed personally to him. 

But this is perhaps to underestimate the very real faith 

which both Pascal and simone Weil held. Their rhetorical 

stances, and therefore much of the force of their work, 

depended, as did many of their concerns and ideas, on the 

tense but fruitful interplay between doubt and faith. The 

strength of religious writing is often found in this tension, 

whether it is that between human will and the desire for 

holiness, as in The Cloud of Unknowing and The Imitation of 
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Christ, between dread or uncertainty and assurance, as in 

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress and Grace Abounding and the 

religious testimonies of John Wesley and Dorothy Day, or more 

directly between doubt and faith, as in Augustine and 

Kierkegaard. Faith only comes into its own in a context of 

doubt. There is no means, other than contrast, to see what 

it is--indeed, perhaps, to make it what it is. 

The center and the outer edges are one metaphor for this 

situation. Of course, in the Provinciales, the center is 

everywhere present, in that the stated purpose of the letters 

is clear (though rhetoric and language may be undermined in 

other ways). But in the Pensees, the issue is clearer. We 

have seen that there is, in a sense, no center present. But 

everything is organized as if there were. That makes for a 

peculiar situation. The parts are drawn, as by a magnet, to 

a center which is absent--a powerful image, in its way, of the 

Deus absconditus, for He too is present, though hidden, and 

therefore, in a real sense, absent. 

The marks of this situation, from the point of view of 

language, are fragmentation, ellipsis, paradox, opposition, 

and thematic arrangement. Pugh, Sellier, and Jean Mesnard 

continue the work of Brunschvicg and Lafuma towards finding 

the most accurate arrangement of the Pensees. Pugh 

acknowleges that definitive arrangement is impossible, if only 
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because the Apology was left unwritten (see Pugh). But these 

scholars still envision a better one than has yet been found. 

Perhaps that desire in itself underestimates the elusive 

nature of the Pensees. "The center cannot hold," in Yeats's 

celebrated phrase, because it is not there. 

One is tempted to ask what the Apology would have been 

like, with regard to center and language and rhetoric, had it 

been written. Of course, we cannot know that. We have only 

the fragments as they are, and indeed, in various orders of 

presentation and arrangement. We must consider them as such. 

But the state of fragmentation in which they exist obviously 

affects the role of language and rhetoric in them. 

In like manner, much of Simone Weil's work was left 

unedited and unpublished. The effect here is also of 

fragmentation, since the work exists in that state. Again, 

there is no center. But, in contrast to Pascal, Simone weil 

seems to reject the center, to feel that it is present but to 

refuse to acknowledge and to embrace it. The center for them 

both, of course, is God. In her "hesitations" when confronted 

with baptism (see "Hesitations devant Ie bapteme" ; also, 

Thibon's essay on Simone Weil and baptism), in her search for 

truth about God in traditions other than Christianity, in her 

stubborn resisting of the obedience which she deemed man's 

only worthy response to God, she turned away from the Center, 
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though she acknowledged Him as ultimate. 

We have seen this to be the result of her stance as 

outsider and doubter. We have seen that Pascal could not 

abandon reason for faith, while Simone Weil could not abandon 

faith for reason. In both cases, the center--God, as 

perceived through man's faith in Him--could not hold full sway 

against the competing attentions of the human will and 

intellect. It is that tension which made for fruitful 

spiritual insight for Pascal and Simone Weil. It is also that 

tension which helped create the anxiety between the center and 

the periphery, between inside and outside, between 

fragmentation and wholeness, between doubt and faith. 

Religious language is irrefutable, precisely because its 

premises can be neither proved nor disproved. Religious 

matters are more of the heart than of the head, and the 

emotions can rarely be reasoned with. And so, religious 

language gains its power from that part of man least 

susceptible to the intellect: his heart, or his soul. It 

must be read with the attitude of the believer in order to be 

meaningful. The promises it makes are prized by those who 

have already descended from Mount Pisgah into the Promised 

Land and have returned, with stories of its milk and honey. 

This kind of language is singularly satisfying to the 

believer, and singularly unsatisfying to the sceptic. "What 
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do you mean?" "Define your terms." "Explain, don't exhort!": 

these are the objections of the questioner to the religious 

man. But definition, explanation, and even meaning are 

notions of philosophy, not theology and devotion. The danger 

of sOlipcism here is very great. But for the religious man, 

the danger of detachment is even greater. Both Pascal and 

Simone Weil knew this and fought against it, Pascal among his 

intended audience for the Apology, Simone weil in herself. 

The implications for audience in such circumstances are 

great. One must either address others who think as one does 

or whom one can reasonably persuade to think like oneself, or 

one must, in effect, address oneself. Pascal and Simone Weil 

did both, with Pascal attempting more fully the persuasive 

alternative, Simone Weil, the solipsistic. Neither followed 

one alternative exclusively, and indeed, each recognized the 

pull of the other possibility in his or her own experience. 

still, the Pensees and the Cahiers illustrate this point most 

eloquently, and in the Pensees, Pascal largely speaks out of 

his private spiritual experience to a clearly defined and 

envisaged future public, while Simone Weil, in the Cahiers, 

chiefly addresses to herself the insight gained from much 

experience, spiritual and otherwise, in the world at large. 

The question of the self is very much at play here. It 

is perhaps the central issue of intention for these two 
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We have framed the problem of the self in loose 

terms as the problem of individual salvation (represented by 

Catholic Jansensism and Protestantism) versus the corporate 

Christian life (represented by the Catholicism of the 

Jesuits) • To say this is not to say that each party was 

concerned for one or the other of these exclusively. 

Certainly Jesuit Catholicism, at least, was given to close 

scrutiny of the individual conscience, under the guidance 

of a spiritual director, though it may often have been as lax 

and misguided as Pascal thought it. And Calvin's Geneva is 

one extreme example of corporate Protestant life, frightening 

example though it is. But the concern with the sel f is 

central here: does the self mean chiefly an individual "soul" 

(a Greek, not a Jewish concept, we should remember, since 

"soul" to the ancient Jews was not a separate, educable or 

redeemable part or aspect of a human being, but the very 

presence of life itself in him) to stand or fall before God 

on his own, or does it chiefly indicate a member of the 

corporate body of Christ, whose life in God is reflected and 

defined by its life in the Church and in the world? 

All of Pascal's and Simone Weil's thinking and writing 

seems to center on this issue. We have seen how they seemed 

to consider only God, but how, in fact, they consider chiefly 

their own spiritual experience, Pascal for the benefit of 
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later readers of the Apology, simone Weil, in order to shape 

herself--or more accurately, to pare herself down--to the mold 

of what her humility and her piety told her she should be. 

We will not fault them for their concern with themselves. "Tu 

ne me chercherais pas, si tu ne m'avais pas trouve." The life 

of God entered human life through Christ. This alone is 

enough to make the Christian take his own physical life and 

spiritual experience seriously. But self-scrutiny, aside from 

the already mentioned dangers of solipsism, does tend to shape 

a writer's audience and intentions in his own image, even 

though his obj ecti ve may be to help mold himsel f and his 

readers into God's image of them. 

"He knew that he was destined to seek his home in 

language," the narrator says of the title character in Anita 

Brookner's novel, Lewis Percy (p.86). One might well apply 

this statement to Pascal and Simone weil. Notice that the 

sentence reads "seek" and not "find" a "home in language." 

Talmudic accounts of the Fall apparently allude to a 

prelapsarian or Adamic language which would be the perfect 

language for man. It was perhaps God's own language, or at 

the least, an appropriate vehicle for communication between 

man and God. The story of the Tower of Babel expresses man's 

frustration with his ability to communicate with his fellows, 

but it was his pride, his desire to reach the heavens, which 
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caused the confusion of tongues to be visited on him. since 

the Fall (as prototype of man's separation from God and his 

fellows), and until the Second coming (as prototype of man's 

blessed reunion with his fellows and with God), we are lost 

in language. This was the dilemma of st. Ignatius, as seen 

by Roland Barthes: the language of the spiritual Exercises 

is meant to evoke a response from God (see Roland Barthes, 

Sade, Fourier, Loyola). The great heroes of the Old Testament 

"wait upon the Lord," as Isaiah has it (Isaiah 40: 31). They 

wait for a word from Him. To the Christian, that Word, that 

response on God's part, is Christ. 

Pascal and Simone Weil recognized and accepted this, but 

they were nonetheless caught in the particularly human dilemma 

of speaking and not being sure that they were heard. Pascal 

writes of the eternal silence of the spheres. Simone weil 

probes into and around words in an attempt to pry from them

-French, Greek, Sanscrit--the honey of their meaning. saint 

Augustine and the Medieval Christian Biblical exegetes, 

following in the tradition of Rabbinical exegesis, sought the 

honey in the honeycomb, the marrow in the bone, the meaning 

in the text. Rabelais uses the same in image in the Quart 

Livre to urge his readers to find the hidden, deeper meaning. 

And wittengenstein, early in this century, returned to 

Augustine's view of language from the Confessions, to open his 
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own inquiry into language in the Philosophical Investigations. 

But for them all, language is, as Nietzsche said, a "prison-

house" 

We have to cease to think if we refuse to do 
it in the prison-house of language; for we cannot 
reach further than the doubt which asks whether the 
limit we see is really a limit ••. 

(quoted in Fredric Jameson, The 
Prison-House of Language) 

Kenneth Burke reminds us that Augustine was a "teacher of 

pagan rhetoric" before he became a "Christian bishop" 

(Kenneth Burke, The Rhetoric of Religion 163). Burke's 

dicsussion of predestination in Augustine puts one in mind of 

Pascal: 

For the doctrine of predestination, in the 
grand circularity by which Augustine developed it, 
served within its own terms to set up an irrefutable 
line of argument. If you even so much as questioned 
it, or hesitated to accept any of the tenets 
associated with it, this very tendency was a prima 
facie sign that you were among those predestined to 
be damned. For any tendency towards disbelief 
revealed a disaffection of the will. And whereas 
people often tend to derive will from faith, saying, 
"I have a strong will in such-and-such regard, 
because my faith fortifies me," Augustine 
ingeniously reverses the emphasis thus: "There can 
be no faith without the will" (Fides sine voluntate 
non potest esse). 

(The Rhetoric of Religion, 
pp.270-271) 

Burke shows how "any deficiency in the will to persevere" 

indicates, for Augustine, lack of God's grace and damnation, 

and "the gift of persevering" indicates the presence of God's 
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grace and salvation" (The Rhetoric of Religion 271). Then, 

he writes: 

Who could deny that ..• as a rhetoric of 
exhortation in behalf of the theological order, this 
doctrine of predestination was perfectly designed 
to "encourage" the believer into persevering, and 
thus into doing all within his power to silence 
doubts (which, by their nature as doubts, would be 
a sign that God was turning away from him)? Any 
resistance to such tendencies, on the other hand, 
were per se evidence that one could still hope to 
be among the elect. 

(The Rhetoric of Religion, p. 
271) 

It is the concern with persuasion to higher goods by 

pragmatic means that puts one in mind of Pascal here (as well 

as the Jansenists' belief in predestination). Is the 

ul timate concern of language with meaning, or with 

persuasion? Indeed, one could say that meaning becomes 

opinion, and that persuasion becomes the real objective of 

Pascal, of Augustine, of the devotional writer generally, 

even though the motives of these writers might be of the 

highest type. They believe it is their duty to save some by 

all means, as st. Paul believed: 

For though I be free from all men, yet have I 
made myself servant unto all, that I might gain the 
more. 

And unto the Jews I became as a Jew, that I 
might gain the Jews; to them that are under the law, 
as under the law, that I might gain them that are 
under the law; 

To them that are without law, as without law, 
(being not without law to God, but under the law to 
Christ,) that I might gain them that are without 
law. 



To the weak became I as weak, that I might gain 
the weak: I am made all things to all men, that I 
might by all means save some. 

And this I do for the gospel's sake, that I 
might be partaker thereof with you. 

(I corinthians 9:19-23, King 
James version) 
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Religious language adopts the rhetoric of faith. Its purpose 

is not to prove, which it cannot do in any case, but to win 

adherents to the cause it espouses. But can language prove 

anything? Is not all language a "prison-house," in 

Nietzsche's sense? Its limits circumscribe our thinking and 

talking about everything. Is it not true, as Pascal said, 

that "Tout notre raisonnement se reduit a ceder au sentiment" 

(530 )? 

"Que rna volonte soit defaite" Simone weil said. But 

even this extreme statement of renunciation must be made with 

language. The will to deny oneself in so ultimate a way 

depends still on the will to ~xpress that desire in language. 

The desire to follow God, to do his will, involves still the 

desire that He hear and respond to the words that the 

faithful address to Him. 
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